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we; th.,'-M~ ·~" • •h-""!• ~ 9X1>tiw...Jl:DQQiry Committee, submit herewith Part I of 
our report. -

The reason why we are submitting Part I of our report in advance of the flnalisation of the 
. rest of our report is that we gather that Government are anxious to have our recommendations in 
their ha.uda aa early as posaible so tll&.t they can be examined and considered well before the time 
when budget pn)posnls hegfu to take shape. We have accordingly, in Part I of our report, ouUined 
our It)Rln conclusions and recomnumdations and the reasons behind_ them. 

' - ' . 
Part n of our report, apart !rom being a more detailed presentation of the recommenda-' . 

tion6 1il Part I along with 1hs facts IUld figures on whlch they are baaed, will set out the results of 
the various etudie" iUYOlvmg &i!~deal of,research which we. initiated and also examine the im-

--pact-of ~rtaxation 1:!11 a select number ofbnportant industrl;;;:- Further, since we found that 
a wide rs.nge o! the probf~~"'J]Heo. presen::ed to us by trade and industry as well as by 
departmental representatives were basically procedural in nature, we have preferred to deal with 
them at some length 1D Part n of our report tbongh there is a brief reference to procedural re
form in Part L We shall submit Pao:-t n of our report well withln the extended term of life of the 
Committee. 

it 13 o'Ur h:~pe that our repart will be of some help to Government In bringing about the 
. kind of reform in Indirect tax system of the cou'ltry which was their aim in asking us to under
take tius task. 

-.-
Sgd/-. 

' G -s: Newclkar) 
M<Jmber · 

Sgd/
(Raja J. Chelli:lh) 

Me~\ 

Sgd/-· 
( J. S?n Gnpta 

!oldmber 

M. V. Arunachalam) · 
Member • 

Yours faithfully, 

Sgd/-
( L.K. Jba) 
Chairman 

Sgd/-
( K. Naraaimban) 

Member-Secretary 

Sgd/-
( s. s. Marathe ) 
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P.REFJ.CE 

In parso.•e.nce of the Finance Hlnister• s Budget speech of 1976, announcing the decision to 
appoint a Committee to review the· existing structure of indirect tax system, the Indirect Taxatlon 
Enquiry Commlt'~>e was set up ur.d"r the Government oJf India Resolutlon F. No. 331/3/76-TRU, 
dated the 19th Jul~, 197G. The lnltial Composition of the Committee was as under :-

--Shri L.K. Jha, Governor, Jrunnm & Kasbmlr. 

MEMBERS 

f. Shri M. V. Arunachalrun, Pre'li·Jent, Federatlon of Indian Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry. 

2 •. ·Dr. Raja J, Choliiah, Director, Nat:.onal Instltute of PUblic Finance & Polley, 

3. 
. . \ 

Shri J. Se11 Gupta, President, Beng:rl Clu!mber of Commerce, 

. 4. Shri G. B. NewalY.ar, Managing Director, Maharashtra Mineral Corporatlon Ltd • 

t'i. Dr. Manmolum Singh, Chief Economl.c Adl,isei' to the Government of India. 

6. Shri K. Narasimhan,. Member (Tal'iff), C.mtral Board of Excise & Customs. 

In Sepl.emoo c, 1976, st\M 3. s. Marathe, former Chairman, Bureau of Industrial Costs and Pri!les 
and.oow Secretary, ln""st:c4al Development, replaced I;r. Manmohan Singh, as a Member and Bhr1 
j(. Narasimhan was appointed as l':.,r.;.ber'-Secretery of the Committee • ... - .. 

2. - 'the Commilieil was assigned the following tsiT.lB of reference: 
, .• I 

(i) To review the ext sting stiuciua of indirect tues- CeDtzai. State BDd Local- in all 
ils aspects. 

(li) To examine thl! role of indiro~t taxattcu in prolllDtlng economic use of scarce resources, 
• • 

(ill) To examine the strucrure and levsls of excise duties, the impact of these duties on 
prices anci costs, the cum•1::±li-!s Pfl<lcl of euch duties, their incidence on various 
expenditure grou1os, th· scope lor_wideut"-; the tax base and.increasing the elasticity 
of the sy:rtem-:-- ·" ' " .. 

(iv) To examine the !easihllity of 1dopt1ng llCILe br:lad tnJhr A'dcf..d! Tll:l< ID the field of in
direc~ taxation where appropr!ate and, lf .bmd&dUII\Jb;, ta. snggest the appropriate 
atage 'Al "·hlch it should be extended havl.r.,; regaxtJtll>DtdianJc:mulltions, I.A. whether 
the s~e of coveragi! should be ~1C!t0r43rs, wholesaler~ r•r ?e.:uller~. 



(V) To examine whether and how far it v1ould lx; adviaablA.to a,;sist lilly particular Indue
try or particular sectors of an lnd"b'iry by grap~ ol concesEions ln indirect taxes; ln 
doing so, the Committee will doubtless take iJlt-;. account nlH~-w normAl canons of 
taJa!tion, and the balance of admtnfst.r:Uive <XIll"!emencr. ln those caae& where these 
devices are found to be advisable, to suggeo1: no:rins for the same. 

(Vi) To examine the structure and levels vf import duties from the! point of view of import 
traste control, protection to indigenous in<tlstry and )>r1clng ~~ p;· _..,_;;:!s-
and suggest changes, if necessar,y 1 .. 

- J'-=--· 
(vii) To advise the Government on the steps io oo t.aken to implement the recommendations 

made, including changes in the adminiStretlve and o'l'glllli.;o<a!ional setup. 
,. 

(viii) To suggest changes, if ar.y required. in the Constitution and ln the related ta.."tation 
statutes, for the implementation of the cha.,ges suggested in. the tax structure· and 
having regard to the revenue needs of both the Centre and til<> states. 

(ix) To consider the interaction and the pro~r balanca between indirect and direct taxes ln 
the tax structure while examining the role of indirect taxation in mobilising resou1'Ces. 

(x)- To make any other recommendllttons germane to the enquiry. 
~ 

3. Soon after the setting up of the Committee. a questionnaire was issued to elicit the views 
of Associations and organisations of all-India _statns representing trade, inih.tstry, labour and co- . 
operative interests. Letters were also addree&cd to Ct>nt:ral Ytlnisters, Deputy Chairman of the 
Planning Commission, State Chief Ministers, r,ru!.Dent economists, public men, academicians and 
officers of the departments of Excise and Customs, seeking their suggestions on Ol!e !dnd of changes 
and re-orientation needed in the indirect tax strucfure. l he questioDDB.i:re y.·as also given wide p-~b
licity·through the press. The Committee held neetings at various centres and received suggeilfu>na 
and representations from a wide cross section of peopl.;, including representatives of trade, inciils--, 
try and labour, eminent men, senior officials of the Central C.overnment (in various Ministries as 
well as the departments of excise and custom~) as also wme State Governments. In add! Hen, the 
Committee initiated research in a number of fie:rls relevant to its enquiry. The most important of 
these, pertaining to the incidence of indirect tsxes - the way they impinge upon different expendi
ture groups- could' not be completed until October, 1977. ln const>e;o.~ence, at the request of t.'>e 
Committee Government agreed to exte11d its life tl!! :!la ;md ot 19H. 

4. In response to an mformal request from the Ministry of Finance, the Committee submitted 
an Interim Report in April, 1977. In it the Committse attempted to set out Its ganer!illlne of think
ing, as a result of the meetings and discussie>ns it had had, even though none of the studies the Com
mittee had initiated had been completed. It W~<6 t!le f'nl" on'tt.ee' a hope that the line of reasoning set 
out In the Interim Report might be of some use t.'l Govc.:::n:.,ut when the occasion came to consider 
changes in tax rates at budget time and also that the Committee would have the benefit of the ra.u:
tions of those who bad access to the Interim ht!port. 



(ill) 

' 5. rh1l.Comm.itte2 llas oow complet...d it3 work. Its findings, conclusions and recommendations 
are set wt in this Report. Part 1 of the .Roport. oc.Ulnes in a condensed form the main conclusions 
and recOlOliDendaUons oft~ Collmlittee. .Pr.rt 1I oua;~e~ a fu.llsnd detailed presentation of the Com
mitt-.•,. commeats on tha j.ndir~ct tax system of t.'lu results of the research studies lnstltuted by lt 
and of its l'«''tr.merniar.lonB en the r-:o Z<>rnl of ti.e lt!Ji;o,JCt tax syst.lm. 



1. THE TASK 

1.1 The terms of reference asalgned to us are wide ranging and the issues involved are com-
plex. The task before the Committee is to suggest measures which would build a more enduring 
system in the field of indirect taxation. In doing so we have to recognise the important contribu-
tion that indirect taxes make to Central and States' reve!Dles. · 

1. 2 The share of indirect taxes in the total tax reveiDle of the Centre and the States has been 
,steadily rising over the last two decades. CUrrently, it &Jcounts for nearly 80 per cent of the total 
tax reveiDle as indicated in the table below :-

1. 

2. 

3. 

TABLE 

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT 
TAXES IN THE INDIAN TAX SYSTEM, 1976-77 (BUDGET) 

Category Percentage of contribution to 
total tax reve!Dle 

Indirect Taxes, of wUch ... 79.7 

(8) Union Excise ... 34.8 
(b) customs .. •. 12.8 
(C) Sales Tax ... 18.7 
(d) Other Indirect Taxes ••• 13.4 

Direct Taxes, of which • •• 20.3 

(a) Income tax ... 8.1 
(b) Corporation tax ... 8.7 
(C) Other Direct Taxes .. 3.5 

All Taxes 100.0 

The share of tndtrect taxes in the total tax reveiDle is oot only much higher than that of industrialised 
countries - about 45 per cent on the avel'lige - but it is also appreciably higher than the average sha
re for most developing countries. 

1. :,· • The re:rsons for much greater reliance on indirect taxes in a developing country like India 
are well known. In an advanced economy with a high per capita income and a production structure 
characterised by relatively large business undertakings, the Government is able to derive the major 
part of its tax reveiDle through the direct taxation of individuals and businesses. On the other hand, 
in a developing economy characterised by low personal incomes and preponderance of small produ
cers and traders, the collection of small amounts of direct tax from a multitude of low income ear
ners presents insuperable difficulties. Therefore, it is only through indirect taxation that the vast 
majority of the population can he made to contribute to revenues. 
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1.4 The need for addiUonal revenues has been rising steadily from year to year and from plim 
· to plan, to provide the reSOIU'ces necessary foJ;' Plbllc sector inveStment lll1d. to meet the groWing 
cost of general admlnl stratton including defence, by imposing such restraints _on current consulllP"
tion ss are necessaey to divert real resources. 

1. 5 It is not possible for the Committee to express any views on a priori grounds regarding 
the level of indirect taxation as a whole. Bow heavy the burden of taxation should be, calls for a 
judgment - which is partly political·- about the sacrifices which the people could be called upon to 
make and, partly economic - based on considerations relating to SIWings, consumption and cspitsl 
formation, as well as the relative roles of private and Plbllc investment in the countey• s economic 
development. This judgment can only be exercised by Government. · 

1.6 What we, as a Committee, can and intend to do, in accordance with our terms of reference, 
is to discuss the structural aspects of indirect taxation. We are proceeding on the assumption tbilt 
any changes we propose !lbould ensure an adequate and rising now of resources to Government and . 
pave the way for ID integrated indirect tax system in the countey which is more efficient, more eq
uitable and better oriented to further the objectives of planned development.· 
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2. SOUNDNESS OF INDIRECT TAX SYSTEM 
IMPORTANT CRITERIA 

2. 1 The prime objective of a tax system should obviously be to provide sufficient revenues. A 
sound tax syste~ ~hould also satisfy the following criteria. First of all, it should have an adequate 
measure of but!~ in elasticity With reference to national income, so that as the national Income ri
ses, the revenues 8lSO go up at least proportionately, lf not, at a higher rate. Secondly, from the 
social angle, the tax burden should be progressive, so that it impinges more heavily on those who 
are better off than on those who ar) poor. Thirdly, since Indirect taxation has an impact on pro
duction, employment-and J,pvestment as well as relative costs and prices, it should not be so much 
as to militate agalns'tnitfonal priorities and efficient use of economic resources. Fourthly, the . 
PJ:IlPBdures for the levy and collection of taxes must be such as to ebsure that there is the mlnlmum 
of' cost, harassment and occasions for litigation. 

1 2. 2 From the revenue angle, one of the wealmesses of the existing structure of indirect taxa-
' tion· is that it does not have an adequate bullt-ln elasticity. Each year the tax rates need to be re
vised upwards on a variety of items ln order that the revenue requirements may be met. When 
circumstances warrant -an Increase ln the tax burden on the community, in upward revision of tax 
rates cannot be avoided. But when there is no Intention to raise the tax burden and what is desired 
is m~ely thaU}le~ll!~r_centage of national income should accrue. to the exchequer, a sound tax 
structure should be capable of ensuring that a:s IncOme rise, as production Increases and consump
tion goes up, the sa~e rates .of tax should result in a proportionate rise 'ln revenues. Indeed, lf 
the tax system had an Income elasticity of greater than unity, the percentage Increase ln revenue 
w9uld automatically be higher than the percentage increase in national income. The need to make 
an upward revision of tax rates on particular products each year would then be red.Iced and the tax 

· structure would acquire greater stability and would also become enduring. 

2. 3 In determlnlng the rates of tax applicable· to different products, Government - both at the 
Centre and the states - have been attaching the utmost importance to- mlnlmlslng the burden on lo
wer Income groups whlle having a heavier imposition on those who are better off. However, the 
compulsions of mobilising adequate resources and the overwhelming preponderance of low Income 
groups in the community have made it Inevitable that quite a number of the basic necessities of the 
common man should be taxed• The effOrt nevertheless has been and must be to tax articles of mass 
coilllllmption at relatively low rates so as to ensure an adequate measure of progression. The stu
dies we have had made Indicate that thls laudable effOrt has been successful upto a point. We exa
mlne·1!ater the ways ln which a greater measure of progression can be imparted to the structure of 
indirect taxation to make it more equitable. 

2. 4 In trying to promote social justice through Indirect taxation, it is not enough to consider 
merely the burden that the tax imposes on the consumption of the lower Income groups. The tax 
sistem could also help to raise the ~cQ.me levels of the poor by generating additional employment • 

. Products ·which have a high potential for additional employment could W!l'll be taxed at relatively lo
wer rates even lf they are consumed by relatively higher Income groups. In the Interest of social 
justice; attention should be patd not only to the impact of taxes on expenditure but also on Income, 
not_only on consumption but also on production. 
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2. 6 DlfferentiationJ,S the rates of tax on different products is not without certain economic con-
sequences. As a rule, the level of coDBillDption of any product tends to decl.lile as the levies on it 
are raised. In consequenCfl, production, investment and employment in particular industries are 
apt to show a downward trend. The extent to which this happens depends on wbat is known as the 
elasticity of dsmand. For some products, uSu.ally in the nature of necessities without· close substi
tutes the dsmand ls inelastic and the decline in consumption as· a result of higber taxation ls SJDalL 
But the burden may fall on a section of society which we do not want to tax heavily. Then, ·there 
may be secondary e_#'ects on the ouqut ot other commodities the demand for_ which n:w-Y fall as a 
result of consumers spending more money, on the taxed commodity. At the other extreme, there 
are products the demand for which ls highly elastic. Their coDSUmption falls more than proportio- . 
nately to the rise in prices occasioned by higher tsxst;lon. If tax rates on such products are raised 
very high, not only can there be a fall in their production but there can el en l:e a decline in the re
venues derived from them. Apart from the direct imp9.ct of taxation on production, the expenditure 
of revenue by Govemme'lt leads to an increase in the demand for various goods and services and 
this may bave an impact on the pattern of production. The effects of differential taxation of commo
dities, on the allocation of resources as well as on production and employment must be kept in view 
in evolvlog a sound tax system • 

.2. R There ls a school of thought wllich urges tbat taxation Should be neutral in the sense tbat it 
should not affect the freedom of choice of the consumer as between differant products, of the pro
ducer as between different raw materials and other inputs and of the investor, as between different 

' lines of production. With our commitmen~ to planning it would be entirely legitimate to bave re-
course to different rp.tes of indirect ta.xstion on different products ill order consciously to influence 
production and investment. At the same time such differentials in 1ax rates tntrolhced on merely 
revenue considerations militate against the priorities; they may o~l frustrate rather than fulfil our 
objectives. Wliilil indirect taxation can be u.aecl.Jor JUrposes of ben 3ficent intervention in the mar
ket, it should not through nntntended and tmnecessa:ry cllanges in relative prices and costs give the 
wrong signals to the economy. It sbaoml consciously promote and not inadvertently affect the effi
cient allocation of resources. 

2. 7 ArJy restructuring of the tax system cannot but take the fullest possible note of administra
tive probleDUt, A theoretically perfect system may well break down in practice. During the course 
of our enquiry, we bave heBr4 llllDUtiWB ·gnlille"rt• 11hout the irksomeness and the inequity of pro:. 
cecklres, not only from those subject to indirect taxation but also from those who are responsible 
lOr tax collection. There is a clear neec:l. for simpllfying procelhres and also for some changes in 
the law in order .that assessment disJUtes are minimised lllld disposed of speedily. · . - . . -. 



3. PRESENT TAX SYSTEM- ITS EVOLUTION AND WEAKNESSES 

3. 1 At the ~e of Independence, India i'lherited a system of indirect taxation in which the hulk 
of the revenue came from customs duties - import duties - at relatively low rates covering practi
cally all imports, and export duties on a few selected items, like jute. and tea, for which India en
joyed P'somewhat monopolistic position in world markets. Excise duties were levied on about a 
dozen articles in all including motor spirit, tobacco, salt and matches. Sales taxes, which had 
begun to b& imposed by p~vincial Governments after the necessary powers had been given to them 
under the GOvernment of India Act, 1935, covered a somewhat limited range of items at rather lo;v 
rates to start with, but the coverage was steadily extenderl. 

3. 2 In the years following Independence, as revenue requirements began to mount; excise du-
ties began to gain an importance over customs duties because, on the conr.ideration of conserving 
foreign exchange, only highly essential items were allowed to be imported and the accent of policy 
was on stepping up domestic production at the expense of imports. To start with, the level of ex
cise dul;I~~LQn p)lrticular items was raised year after year, Soon the ooed was felt to widen the tax 
base-by bringing more items within the e;cise net. In doing so, the emphasis at the early stages 
was on the taxation of raw materia,ls and intermediate pr.lducts in preference to consumer goods, be
cause of administrative oonsi!!Ei"rations. An" excise on steel could be collec .. ed from the relatively 
few prodiicers ill the ·ffe1a"fur more easily and economically than a levy on the thousands of manufac
turers of eteel products. An additional factor which seems to have Influenced the extensive taxation 
of induatrial inputs rather th8Jl flnlshed consumer goods was that a tax which wns seem to fall on 
articles of mass -consumption, parti.cularly on those consumed by lower income groups, gave rise 
to much more resentment and criticism than the concealed levies which fell on the same products 
through the taxation of !Jlputs. A levy on aluminium sheets (circles) was more readily acceptable 
thana levy on aluminium·utensUs though the former also affected the consumer price of pots p.od 
pans. OVer time, the compulsions of raising additional revenues led to a eteady extension of ex
cise duties to more fl.nlshed consumer goods as well. And through the Budget for the year 1975-76, 
a low levy of 1 per cent - raised tO 2 per cent in the Budget for the year 1977-78 - was imposed on 
almost all manufactured products which were not otherwise covered by excise wties. ' 

3. 3 Import duties too, in the years after Independence, were repeatedly raised to provide addi
tional revenue as well as for the protection of c!.omestic industries and conservation of s·carce foreign 
exchange. In the iniddle pf 1965, .with foreign excha·-.ge reserves falling below Rs. 100 crores, impo
rt duties were raised to ui.p~ecedented heigh~. Spe.'.iring broadly, three rates came into effect--
40 per cent for machinery, 60 per cent for industrial raw materials and 100 per cent for manufac
tured goods. As a result of. su\:lsequent changes particularly in 1971, and the levy of an auxlllary 
duty, the duty presently amounts to 45 per cent on most baste raw materials and machlnery, 75 per 
cent on processed industrial materials and semi-processed goods and 120 per cent on fully proces
sed gobds including consumer goods. Certain items llke foodgralns, are allowed duty free while 
there are other items on which the levy is above 200 per cent. In addition to these duties, a ooun
tervailing duty, equivalent to th excise duty for the time beine leviable on llke articles if produced 
or manufa~re~ !lllllc!i~ -'-~ a~so collected in most cases. . 

3. 4 sa.tes taxes levied by State Governments have cl.so ste:tdily increased in !.n!portance. Their 
coverage bas been extended to include not only consumer goods but also raw materials and c?mpo
nents and other inputs that go into the production of consucer gocda ::.& well r.a cay-;talguods. The 
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system of levy of sales tax varies from State to State. The three main types are the single point, 
double point and the multipoint, the last having the character of a genera! jj1 rnoyeJ:.tax:-:rn prac
tice; there are nilXiiireii of these types in individual States. 

3. 5 In addition to the three principal indirect taxes referred to ahove, there are a few others 
to be taken note of. One is the octroi duty which is levied in some States by municipal t:odies on 
goods entering into the municipal area - ust~ally on the basis of their weight. These duties are 
meant to enable the municipal bodies to raise their own resources. Then there are the excise levies 
on medicinal and toilet preparations contstnlng,alcohol or narcotics whose proceeds accrue to the_t-'., 
States though the imposition is under a Central enactment, namely, the Medicinal and Toilet Prepara~ 
tion (Duties of Excise) Act, 1958. To prevent the possible misuse of these preparations as intdxi•. · 
cants, the levies on thebe preparations were kept high. Through the Finance Act, 1976, the rates 
were further increased. In tbis process, a number of drugs needed for the treatment of very !!llri"' · 
ous ailments also get taxed at very high rates. We have also State Excise levies on"liCJ.Uo~ !l'hich 
yield ahout Rs. 460 crores per annum, though their ~rcentage shiire1n states' own tax revenues 
have declined since 195o-51. The taxes on road transport operations, _namely, motor vehicles "tax 
and tax on goods and passengers also contribute more than Rs. 400 cro_res a year and have been a • 
fairly steady source of revenue for the States. 

CASCADING EFFECTS 

3. 6 From the brief account of the evolution of various indi~ect taxes In the country, the most 
significant weaknes" of the system which comes to notice is thilt it:is not an integrated system but a 
juxtapositiOn o( a· nuJlu,er of systems. Though the levies fall m~stly-on thevery same products;·- -
their cumulative effect is not looked at or regulated by any single authority. · Wbile individually tha 
systems do pay regard to progression as well as to economic factors, since fhe main emphasis in 
each of these levies is to bring in revenues and since each of them has been subject to ad hoc autono
mous changes under the pressure of circumstances, their cumulative effect does not adequately sub-
serve these objbctives. · 

3. 7 When taxes fall both on Inputs and on the final product, such of these taxes as are levied on 
an ad valorem basis fall not only on the value of the products but at each stage they fall on the taxes 
that may have been earlier levied on them. "Aiongslde, there is an escalB.tion of costs and profits at 
·each stage. When an input is subjected to excise and/or sales tax, the manufacturer who uses it 
needs a larger amount of working capital to maintain the necessary stock of the inputs. In the pro
cess, the cost of his final product gets raised. Besides, when he works out his own profit margin as 
a percentage of his costa and arrives-at a pric_e, he earns - justifiably in his opinion - a higher quan
tum of profit.'. \On tbis price .tlle_~C!fl_e_2_~ tl!_~ fi~'!l!.et!P.~duc~is worked~ut. Then ~mea the sales 
tax which isle~li_on the price inclnsive of excise duty. Thereafter;the product goes to the wholS: 
saler and thenthe retailer, each of whom once again has to get a larger amount of finance from the 
banks which raises his COl!ta and profit expectation!!. ' · · • 

3. 8 The snownalling which bas been described in the preceding paragraph is usually referred to 
as the phenomenon of cascading, tl:.e effect of which is to ,raise consumer Jl.ri.Q.es, because of the es
calation of costa and profit'!_ b~moJ"e than the sum totallezy:which the different taxes cumulatively 
add.up to. In other words, the increase in consUmer prices due to cascading is appreciably greater 
"than what accrues to the exchequer by way of additional revenue. 
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3. 9 The undesirable consequences which flow from the phenomenon of cascading are ll1lliiY, the 
most important of which are the following :-

(a) With widespread taxation of inputs by more than one authority it is not possible to 
control the incidence on fins! products. It is only after a great deal of research, 
sometimes not even then, that the total increase in the cost and price of a final 
product due to multiple levies on intermediates can be determined. As the total 
ef..ective tax incide.o1ce on any given product becomes fortuitous, the task of grad -
ing levies on diffe.J"Snt products on the criterion of placing a lower burden on the 
poor and a higher burden_on the rich becomes more difficult. Thur., by way of 11-
lustntion, on insulin, an important anti-diabetic drug,- and chloroquin phosphate, 
an important anti-malarial drug, while the nominal rate of excise is 2 per cent and 
even sales tax has been kept low at 4 per cent in some States, the cumulative levy 
adds up to nearly 27 per cent and 33 per cent of ex-factory price, respectively. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The taxation of inputs tends to promote vertical integration, enco~g industries 
to proilucemore·~c:~: mf:!):~ of ~l)lnputs n~eded!iY them-rather than pirchase them 
fromanciifacy- tndustries. To discourage-this trend, excise duties are often levied 
on conillbnents manufactured by a producer for captive consumption. But this solu
tion cannot work in respect of~ales tax. Since no sales of components take place in 
such cases, sales tax_.1:amiot be levied on them. Thus the levy of sales tax on bou
ght out components._hits the growth of ancillary indusn:tes in the small scale sector 
w~~ SupPly-~ the lAyer mamfscturers. - · · 

... ----
The use of indirect taxlltion as an economic tool also gets blunted. Varying rates of 
tax on raw materials and intermediates imposed for revenue reasons affect produ
cer's c&ice between different factors of production in unintended ways. This leads 

'\.. "" _ to the uneconomic use of scarce resources and misdiraction of investments contrary 
to national.prioritles. 

The general escalation of costs due to cascsdlng, apart from the inequitable burden 
it places OJ) different mcome groups within the country, acts as a positive handicap 
in the efforts to increase exports because it reduces the competitiveness of Indian 
produ~overseas ·mar~ts. Although 'an elaliorate system for the grant of draw
baCk of duties has been evolved, the amount of drawback granted seldom equals the 
actual customs and excise duties paid at successive siages of the manufacture of a 
given product. Further the sales taxes paid are not taken into account in the draw
back calculations •. There is, therefore, a recurring need for giving various forms 
of cash assistance and other incentives to Indian exporters which often result in the 
imposition of anti-dumping duties and other restrictions by importing countries. 

3. 10 The mllowing table illustrates the ways in which different duties and taxes levied by differ
ent authorities bring about a marked difference between the nominal rates of excise duties and sales 
tslres i!DJIOSed on the produ~s and the total cumulative levies on them. 
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TABLE fConcld.l 
Product descrip- Inp1t duties/taxes as percentage of Nominal excise duty/ Total cumu-
tion ex-facto!;l l!rice sales tax on finished lstive wty 

Customs Excise Sales Total l!roduct as percentage 
or-coun- tax Excise Sales of ex-factory 
tervail- % tax% price 

1 2 3 4 5 6 '1 8 

PVC armoured 
cable - Alumini-
um conductor 21.'1 8.0 29. '1 5.0 4.0 38.9 

Enamelled copper 
winding wire 22.5 15.8 s.s 41.6 10.0 4.0 56.0 

Note:- The above figures in cola. 2 to 5 which are for certain representative products of 
selected manufacturers, give only the effect of taxes on first stage inp1te. If the 
impact of tsxes paid on inp1te of inp~.ts is also taken into account, the cumulative 
levy will be aigniflcantJy higher in several cases. Thus, in the case of commer
cial vehicle, it is estimated that the impact of taxes on inp1te of lnp~.ts is itself 
about 6. 88% of the ex-factory price. Further, sales tax rates vary from State to 
State and the rates applied here are those known to be applicable in the State in 
which the factory manufacturing the product is located. 

3. 11 It is evident from. the table th1lt in t!te phenomenon of cascading a number of taxes play 
their part. We have procedures, to which we shall tum later,. to give relief from cascading in so 
far as they relste to excises.· But excise does not always appear to be the major element in caus
ing distortions. Therefore, when we deal with sales taxes we have discussed this aspect more 
fully. We have also examined-the question of giving relief from import duties on inp1t~ keeping in 
view the economic considerations, namely;l.protectlon to industry or dl scouraging the use of scarcE 
inp~.ts. --

3. 12 For the rationalisation of the indirect tax system, , therefore, it would not be enougb to 
think of IJ5>SSible reforms. within each individuel tax system, but also to consider in what ways the 
problems c~ated by_the_l!!te~n of the differe~_i:!!Xes 1ev18d bj different authorities can be 
brougbt under a discip_lln., wbicli will ensure that 'ijley function in unison and bsrmony to promote 
coninlOn objectives and serve the needs of re·source mobWsstion, promotion of social justice and 
confOrmity to economic priorities. 
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4. DISTRIBUTION 0F THE BURDEN OF INDIRECT TAXATION 

4.. 1 One of our terms of reference requires us to examine the ipcidence of indirect tsutlon on 
households in different expenditure groups. An attempt to measure the incidence of indirect taxes 
in India was last made by the Department of Economic Affairs. Ministry of Fiwuice in 196S:.69, -and 
it related to the yeaf 1963-61. That study; as well as earlier ones, was based on Natioilal Sample 
Survey (NBS) data on·con:l!iliil.er expenditure. In order to get a more up-to-dste pictUre of the distri
bution of tbe burden of indirect taution among households, we commissioned the National Inalitute 
of Public Finance and Polley to undertake a fresh study of incidence on the basis of comprehensive 
consumer expenditure data collected by NBS for the year 1973-74. ' · . 

4. 2 While the present study has broadly adopted the same assumptions and basic procedures as 
the earlier ones, an attempt has been made to incorporate several improvements in methodology and 
to use additional information for the p1rpose of allocating tax burden. Mention may _Ee_made W,...JI.!',r-_ 
ticular of the allowance that bas been made in the present study for the facttliiit taXes fal!!ng on goods 
used by GOvei'iiment---shOUfd iiot"be-allocated to the householciBectd1':" -Also, -oollectioiiof "oommoclit,y:.. 
wiSlilllita on Saies tax Yt~id enabled a better all~ation of sales tax burden than in the earlier studies. 
However, several limitations remain. These as well as deJijls::l!.f m. ethodology and sources of data_ 
together With a fuller treatment of the st6.dy, are given i~~art Upf the Report. In spite of the limi
tations, the estimates that we have obtained from the Institutetli.study may be said to reflect at least 
the broad pattern of the !lf.stribution of the burden of indirect taxation. The table below gives indirect 
taxes paid as per cent of consumer expenditure (cash as well - total) for different per capita expen
diture -groups, ranging from the poorest group with a monthly per capita expenditure not exceeding · 
Rs. 15/- to the highest expenditure group With a monthly per capita expenditure above Rs. 100/-. 

TABLE 

Indirect Taxes As Per Cent Of Total Expenditure And Total Cash 
Expenditure Bz Per Ca2!ta Expenditure Groul!s 

(1973-74)' ' 

Rural Urban All India 
Monthly per Tax as per Tax as per Tax as Tax as per Tax as per Tax as per 
capita expen- cent of total cent of total per cent cent of total cent of cent of 
diture group expenditure cash expen- of total cash expen- total expen- total·cash 
(in Rs.) diture expendi- diture .. diture ' expenatture 

ture 

o .. 15 2.91 4.55 3.63 4.44 2.96 4.56 

15-28 3.33 5.25 6.31 6.79 3.63 5.46 

28-43 4.45 7.27 7.36 7.93 4.89 7.41 

4~55 5.18 10.32 9.66 10.31 6.85 10.31 
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TABLE -Concld. 
Rural Urban All India 

Monthly per Tax as per Tax as per Tax as Tax as per Tax as per Tax as per 
capita elcpen- cent of total cent of total per cent cent of total cent of total cent of total 
diture group expenditure cash expen- of total cash expen- expenditure cash expen-
(in Rs.) diture expend!- diture diture 

ture 

55-75 6.71 11.40 11.66 12.70 7.92 11.82 

75-100 10.02 16.43 14.80 15.85 11.40 16.21 

100 & above 16.17 22.46 30.19 31.35 21.96 26.77 

All households 8.03 12.87 17.96 19.03 10.54 14.96 

-
4. 3 1n this presentation, all households with per capita expenditure per month above Rs. 100 are 
lumped together into one class. Considering that per capita expenditure of Rs. 100 per month would 
mean only about Its. 500 Ol' 600 of household expenditure per month, (or Rs.600G-7200 per year), one 
would certainly have liked to have this broad group broken down to represent the middle, upper mid
dle and_.!"_ich !touseholds' expenditures. However, we understand that in canvassi.Dg information on 
consumer expenditure the NSS had broken them down into only three categories namely, per capita 
expenditure groups Rs. 100-50, Rs. 150 to Rs. 200 and Rs. 200 and above. And in the advance tabula
tion specially done for us only a limited number of groups could be accommodated and these grcups 
were coalesced into one. The most important feature of the estimates presented is that they indi
cate a pro~~l;lsive distribution of the ~ burden in terms of percentof expenditure. Tbus, taking 
ruriland urban households together, we find that the indirect tax burden expressed as a proportion 
of expenditure increases progressively from about 3 per cent for households with per capita monthly 
expenditure not exceeding Rs. 15/- to nearly 22 per cent for those in the group with expenditure above 
Rs. 100 per capita. Even U the highest expenditure group is left out, the percentage burden is nearly 
four times on the next highest expenditure group (Rs. 75-Rs. 100 per capita) as on the lowest expendi
ture group. 

4. 4 The same progressive pattern of distribution of indirect tax burden is seen to prevail , 
among rural and urban households taken separately, except that the burden on the urban households 1, 
is distinctly higher than on the rural households in the Cj)rresponding expenditure classes. This dU
ference is partly due to the higher proportion of non-cash expenditure for ti)e rural households, pal'
ticularly in the lower expenditure claSses;-and partly dUe to·dlfferences in the pattern of conSumption 
between rural and urban households. The study of incidence by the Minlst:cy of Finance for the year 
1963-64, referred to earlier, also revealed a progressive distribution of indirect tax burden, but it 
is important to note that the pres11nt study indicates a much more prcgressive distributio~ of the bul'
den than the Minlst:cy' s. Although the expenditure groups used in the two studies are not strictly com
parable, it could be said that the percentage burden on the lowest expenditure groups is shown to be 
signUicantly smaller in our study, while the burden on the highest expenditure group is only margi

nally different. 
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4. 5 It should be remembered that the progression that we have found is only With reference to 
expenditure. One would like to !mow if the distribution is also progressive in terms of percentages 
of incomes of households, i.e., whether upper income groups pay a higher proportion of their in
come as indirect taxes, Unfortunately, we are not in a position to provide an answer as the distri
bution of income by expenditure groups - or vice versa - is not known. It is likely that at the upper 
end of the income scale, consumption expenditure becomes a lower proportion of income than it is 
at the lower end. So indirect taxes may tend towards reduced progression or even regression at the ,...,...--- .. -
top. However, the faCt that the top expenditure group in urban areas (Which would also be the top .in-
·come group in the country) pays as much as 30 per cent of its expenditure as indirect taxes indica
tes clearly t!tat if the highly progresSive direct taxes which the more well to do in 'that\ group pay (or 
should be paying) are also taken into account, the tax structure as a whole :!.n India is progressive 
With respect to income. And as far as indirect taxes alone are concerned it is noteworthy that, in 
spite of the Widespread taxat!on of inputs, the tax structure turns out to be uniformly progressive 
ov;er the entire range of expenditure considered. 

4. 6 While the structure of indirect taxes is progressive With reference to expenditure, it can. 
not be overlooked that indirect taxes fall even on the poorest sections of soc.!Jl!Y. Thus, urban 
households With monthly per capuaexpeiii!Uilreof'Rs~-llroiqess-at i973.:7.fprices (corresponding to 
Rs. 19, 5 or less at current prices) pay 3. 6 per cent of their meagre expenditure, which is likely to 
equal or exceed their income, in taxes; and those in the Rs. 15 - Rs. 28 per capita expenditure group 
(Rs. 19.5- Rs. 36.4 at current prices) pay as much as 6. 3 per cent of expenditure in indirect taxes. 
In absolute terms, this means that an urban family of five spending Rs. 75 per month pays about 
Rs, 2. 70 per month as indirect taxes whilst a similar family spending about Rs. 140 per month pays 
about Rs. 8, 85 per month. As far as the first group is concerned, the main contributors to the bur
den are:. central excise on Lugar, fertilizers (through consumption of 1\grlcultural products), tyres 
and tubes (Used by TiUses aDd-trucks) and Jute manufactures (Used for !>lOving foodgrains), and sales 
taxation o!Joodgrains and atta. As far as the latter group is 'COncem.,d, the main contributors to 
the:burdim are: central m~cises on sugar, tobacco products, iron and steel, diesel oil (through use 
of trucks and buses) and jute manufactures (for moving foodgrains) and sales taxes on foodgrains 
and atta, vegetable oils and fats and jute manufactures, 

4. 7 The table below gives details of the share of Central and state indirect taxes, in the tax 
component of consumer expe~ture by various per capita expenditure groups. 

TABLE 

Central and state Indirect Taxes as Per Cent of Consumer Expendi
ture by per capita expenditure groups (1973-74) 

Monthly expenditure groups (in Rs.) 

0..15 15-28 28-43 43-55 55-75 75-100 100 and All 
above ho.l!se-

holds 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

~ 
Can•.rai Taxes 1.68 1. 86 2.58 3.68 4.25 6.32 10.30 4. 99 

f)•a"ltml Excise 1.42 1.50 2.01 2.92 3.27 4.85 7. 87 3.85 
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Monthly expenditure groups (in Rs.) TABLE - Contd 
0-15 15-28 28-43 43-55 55-75 75-100 100 and All 

abo'l'e bouse-
holds 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Import duty 0.26 0.37 0.58 0.76 0.99 1.48 2.43 1.14 

state taxes 1.23 1.47 1.86 2.50 2.56 3. '10 !:.!! 3.04 

Sales tax (includ-
ing sales tax on 
motor spirit) 0.67 0.85 1.02 1.23 1.31 1. '17 2.60 1.49 

state excise* 0.22 0.27 0.32 0.63 0.37 0.93 1. 82 0.73 

Others 0.34 0.35 0.53 0.64 0.78 1.00 1.44 0.83 

All indirect Taxes 2. 91 3.33 4.45 6.18 6.71 10.02 16.17 8. 03 

Urban 

Central Taxes 2.42 !:.!.! 4.56 5.97 7.61 9.41 20.99 12.03 

Gentral Excise 2.42 3.11 3.75 4.SI4 6.25 7.77 16.78 9.73 

Import duty o.oo 0.63 o. 81 1.03 1.36 1.63 4.21 2.30 

state Taxes 1. 21 2.57 2.80 3.69 4.25 5,40 9.20 ~ 

Sales tax (includ-
ing sales tax on 
motor spirit) 0.30 1.63 1.86 2.35 2.69 3.01 4.51 3.23 

state excise o.oo 0.13 0.02 0,2G 0,16 0.79 2.27 1.01 

Others 0.91 o. 82 0.92 1.14 1.41 1.60 2.41 1.69 

All Indirect 
Taxes 3.63 6.31 7.36 9.66 11.86 14.80 30.19 17.96 

• 
• on alcoholic drlnl<s. 
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Monthly expenditure groups (in Rs. ) TABLE -Concld. 
0-15 15-28 28-43 43-55 5&-75 7&-100 100 and All 

above house-
holds 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Rural and Urban 
combined 

Central Taxes 1. 72 2.05 2.88 4.13 5.04 7.21 14.71 6.77 

Central Excise 1.47 1.66 2.27 3.31 3.97 5.69 11.55 5.34 

Import duty 0.24 0.39 0.61 0.81 1.07 1.52 3.16 1.43 

State ·raxes 1.24 1.58 2.01 2.73 2.88 4.19 7.24 3.77 

sales tax (includ-
ing sales tax on 
motor spirit) 0.65 0.93 1.16 1.44 1.63 2.13 3.39 1.93 

State Excise 0.21 0.25 0.27 0.54 0,32 0.89 2.01 0.80 

others 0.39 0.41 0.59 0.74 0.92 1.18 1. 85 1.04 

All Indirect 
Taxes 2.96 3.63 4.89 6.85 7.92 11.40 21.96 10.54 

One significant conclusion that can be drawn from this table is that Central taxes have 
a much greater progression in comparison to state taxes, 

4.8 The table below gives a broad picture of the distribution of the burden of taxes on selected 
consumer goods and intermediates among urban households in different expenditure groups. 
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TABLE 

Distribution of the burden of indirect taxes ss per cent of · 
total consumption expenditure {1973-74) 

Monthly per capita expenditure groups (in Rs.) 
Commodities 0-15 15-28 28-43 43-55 55-75 75-100 100 and All 

above urban 
bouse-
holds 

Food grains and • 
atta• 0.30 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.28 0.24 0.18 0.26 

• 
Sugar 0.61 0.46 0.60 0.55 0.54 0.51 0.38 0.47 

Tea & Coffee o.oo 0.05 0.14 0.15 0.22 0.33 0.28 0.23 

Vegetable products, 
oil & fats o.oo 0.33 0.46 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.47 

Kerosene oil 0.00 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.45 0.50 

Drugs and / 

medicines 0.00 0.09 0.17 0.23 0.28 0.36 0.52 0.36 
I 

Tobacco products o.oo 0.34 0.57 1.03 L16 1.55 3:12 1.00 

Liquor* o.oo 0.13 0.02 0.20 0.1(1 0.74 2.46 1.03 

Cotton fabrics o.oo 0.12 0.01 0.18 0.51 0.59. 1.68 0.81 

Art and rayon silk o.oo 0.00 o.oo 0.02 0.15 0.25 1.31 0.52 

Matches o.oo 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.07 

Soap and deter- • 
gents 0.00 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 

• 

Paf>Cr and paper 
· products o.oo 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.21 0.20 0.31 0.22 

MOI.Qr ~plrlt o.oo 0.18 0.21 0.26 0.28 0.29 4.46 L66 

~flned diesel oil 0.00 0.33 0.35 0.52 0.73 0.79 1.36 0.88 

•Taxes on these commodities are levied only by the states. 



C<>mmodities · 

TYree & tubes 

Iron & steel 

Total for 17 items 

Total incidence for 
all indirect 
taxes 

0-15 

0.61 

o.oo 

1.52 

3.63 

\G 

TABLE -Concld. ! 

Monthly per capita expenditure groups (in Rs.) 

15-28 28-43 43-55 55-75 75-.100 100 and ,(\}1 

0.10 0.10 0.13 0.16 

0.48 0.54 - 0.68 0.76 

3.62 4.25 5.64 . 6.66 

6.31 7,36 9.66 11.86 

... ' 

0.17 

0.80 

8.08 

14.80 

above urban 

0.39 

1.30 

18.75 

30.19 

house
holds 

0.23 

0.91 

10.53 

17.96 

From this one can s~e at what level of expenditure taxes on important consumer goods become signi
ficant and' also whether the incidence of taxes on particular goods is regressiye or progressive. Am
ong the food products, the taxes on SUIW-r and foodgrains and atta affect all expenditure groups •.. Even 
the lowest expenditure group pays nearly one per cent of its total expenditure of less than Rs. 15 per 
capita pel' month, as taxes on these products. As might be expected, taxes on these products are re
gressive even with respect to total expenditure. However, in the case of sugar it cannot be assumed 
with certainty that the entire quantity of levy sugar purchased by the lower expenditure groups is con
sumed by them. To the extent that such sugar gets diverted for other uses, the regressiveness may 
be overstated. On the other hand the incidence in regard to cotton fabrics may be understated as the 
general tendency is to JRlrchase them during certain seasons and the study may not have fully reflec
ted such contingencies. Thl1 taxes on kerosene become significant at the level of the second lowest 
expenditure group (Rs. 15-Rs. 28 PJlr capita per month), and ite incideuce tends to be proportional 
with respect to expenditure. This is also broadly tlue of the excise on matches, although the percen
tage burden is so low as to be of no great consequence. Taxes on drugs_and medicines also effect 
the poorer classes, althollgh in their case the incidence is clearly progressive. A broad conclusion 
that emerges from this analysis is that a reduction in the weightage of taxes on mass consumption 
goods such as foodgrains, sugar and kerosene that tend to be regressive or proportional, would 
serve to increase the degree of progression of the indiNct tax system as a whole. As regards 
drugs and medicines, the same purpose could be served by reducing the weight of tax on the more 
widely used varieties of drugs. 

4. 9 Another important fact b,rought out by the above table is that the taxation of certain intel'-
mediate prodUcts such as iron and steel, diesel oil and tyres and tubos, has -a pervasive effect. ' 
Thus, as pointed out earlier, the tax on tyres and tubes is one of the important elements in the 
tax burden of the lowest expenditure group; the tax on iron and steel and refined diesel oil reach all 
but the lowest expenditure groups- However, the incidence of these taxes tums out to be progres
sive. But when we look at the problem from the standpoint of equity and social justice, -the mere 
fact of progression is not enough and our aim must be to have lower :.."ate& of taxation on what we re
gard as basic necessities and articles whose consumption we want to }romote rather than discour~~t,t. 
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From _this angle, It would have to be examined whether the level of the levies on certain promct gro
ups such as drugs and medicines or those which impinge on transport costs, would need some recon-
sideration; · · 

. I 

4. 10 The shares of the different expenditure groups in total consumption expenditure and their 
respective shares of indirect taxes have also been worked out. Tbe information: presented in the 
table below also gives the percentage. of the population in different expenditure groups. 

Per CI!Jlit& . 
consumption 
expenditure 

· (xupeesfmonth) 

. 1·. 

U~15 

~ \ 
15-2!1 

. 28-43 

·. 
43-55 .. 

55-75 .. 

. 75-1!)0 . 

Ab0ve100. 

' -. ;rotal·· 
.. _. 

Population .of 
·lOuseboldS 

u.i9·. 

29.80 

. 20.31 

_19.63, 

10 •. 16' 

8.27 

10~.00 
: ~. 

.. 

~ - - . 

TABLE 

(flgu:res give per cent of total) 

Share of 

Consumption.· 
expenditure 
.of households · 

•' ' 
: . .-, 

o;1~ 
: .. •. -· ~ : · .. 

. 4.58 

18~75 . 
. -:-

. . . . . . . 
17.42 

~2.08. 

. . 
15 •. 35 

21.68 

. •100.00 

·'· .. 

(1973-74) 

Copsumption Indirect 
. expendilure Taxes 
of households . 
less indirect 

0.15. ~ 

. . 
.. 4.93 

19.93 

18,14 

22.73 

15.20 . 

18.92 

100.00' 

5 

0.04 

1.58 

8.70 

11.33 

16.58 

. 16.61 

45.16 

100.00 

·. 4~11· · It is ~een that the highest expenditure group, ·forming about 8 per cent of the population, 
accounts for 22 per cent of oonsumption expenditure, inclusive of taxes and contributes about 45 

· per cent to iridirect taxes. · These taxes have the effect of reducing the share of this group in con
sumption ex'pllnditnte from 22 per cent. to about 19 per c11nt (See column 4). At tbe other end of . 
. the scale, tbe lowest tWo expenditure groups, forming about 12 per cent of the population, account 
for only 4~ 7 per cent of expendilure and eontribute 1. 6 per cent of indirect taxes. As might be ex
pected, there is quite an unequal distribution of consumption expenditure with the share in popula
tion of the lowest three expendituJ'e groups (41. 6 per cent) being higher than their share in consump
tion expenditure (23. 5 per cent). At the upper end of the scale, the two highest expenditure groups 
account for 37 per cent of expenditure while their share in population is only around 18 per cent. 
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. ' 
RATIONALISATION OF THE CENTRAL EXCISE DUTIES 

5. 1 The brief account glven earlier of the evbiution of Cen~ Excise duties would sbow tliat it 
has pasaed through four distinct phases. 

(i) Reliance on taxation of reiattvely few products mostly in tbe nature of finished con
sumer goods; 

(11) . Extension of tax net to inputs in preference to finished products; 

(ill) · Taxation of a widening range of consumer products hut on· a selective basis; and 

(lv) Extension of the tax base to cover all industrial products except tbose deliberately 
excluded. 

5. 2 Some of tbe weaknesses of the excise taX structure on which we dwell later arise from the 
fact that in reality there was no clear shift in the policy regarding the pattern of taxation from one 
phase to anather but a superimposition of the new phase on the old one witbout any attempt to make 
approprtste adjustment4 in taxes imposed earlier. To start with, beav:Y reliance was plilced on 
high taxation of relatively few products such as, tobaceo, petroleum -products and subsequently of 
certain basic raw materials, The high taxation of a select range of products including inputs has 
persisted even wben tbe tax base has been widened. N_cJW th8t eXcise duties contribute over 50 per 
cent of the total !:ax revenues of the Centre and transfel' nearly 6 per cent of the national income to 
it, we feel that tbe time has come when a conscious attempt should be made to rationalise the rate 
structure which has come into being as a result of ad hoc. changes in the rates on individual products 
lqtroduced from year to year. 

ELASTICITY OF EXCISE DUTIES 

5. 3 The firstiobjective of any rationalisation must be to impart ,adequate income-elasticity to 
the system. ·A stud;y by the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy shows that for the per
iod from 1963-64 to 1974-75 the elasticity of excise duties with reference to· national income work
ed out to only about 0. 75. If we could raise elasticity of excises to ·at least unity, if not higher, 
then there may be no need to make changes in the rates on individual products from time !o time. 

5.4 In our view, tbe lack of elasticity of excises has been due to inadequate coverage of com-
modities as well as the widespread reliance on specific duties which had been a characteristic in 
the past. Per contra, sales taxes have an income elasticity of more than unttyl because of their almo
stwiiversalcoverageandadvaloremnature. Excise duties have recently attained a near universal 
charaeter and we welcome this development. Even if some products have to be exempted on social, 
economic and administrative considerations, the extended coverage of excises, as obtains presently, 
should improve the built-in elasticity of the system in the long run. 

5. 5 · What is needed additionally to ensure adequate elasticity is a much greater use of ad 
valr.rem duties in lieu of specific duties. The trend, we are happy to note, has been in thls
dirt'Ction. ·~oweve·~, l!'ince we have heard pl!3Ss both from the trade as well as from the adminls
tralao!l' in, favour of aP6ciflc duties_ t}s. egainst .!!!! valorem duties, we set out below the pros and cons 



of the two types of duty and the reasons why we prefer the extension of the.ad valorem system: 
.· . . ' . . . . -· . 

(a) . . Specific; duties result in higher re~~es only when there ls ~ increase tn the phy
sical volume of the outplt. They do not yield additional revenues when on account of improvement 
in_ quality or for any other reason the value of the outplt goes up while the vobime remains unchailg
ed. Therefore, whenever prices rise, the proportj.on of it. which acc~es. to the exchequer declines 
and the elasticity of revenue tends to be less than unity" · · · · 

(b) Specific duties tend to be re~ssive. . They fall more iieavlly on the cheaper vartti-
ties of a product which lOwer income groups consume.· Thus,. a: specific cmtY on electric fans has a 
.heavier ad valorem incidence on the utility types and lower on the fancy ones •. In general, "with_ ape

. effie duties the producers tend to switch over their productl.on tO the more expensive varieties~ An 
ad valorem duty on the other hand encourages the production of lowe~priced goods. 

(c) The view is sometimes p1t forward that ad valorem d!.ties, by accentuating the 
prtce rise, increase_inflatioD.Ill.'Y pressures • .We do not_Bgree with this view. When due to_ the 
shortage of a produCt or inflationary conditions prices riSe and windfa!l profits are made, ad valo
rem duties augment revenues and play an anti-inflatl.oD.Ill.'Y role •. It is only when the rise in prices .is 

. attributable to rise in costs that an ad valorem· duty may be sald tO. add to the price rise. Inflation 
in India has generally been engendered by an imbalance between demand and supply either because · 
of a shortage of key commodities or a general increaSe in money supply. Ad valorem duties in such 
circumstances restrain rather than liugment inflationary pressures. . . . ' . 

(d) It is also argued that ad valorem ·ifuues are difficult to administer as disputes over 
valuation are widespread. In our view,· this obje.:tlpn is not without ~stance but the administra
tive dlffi.culties could be got over more appropriately by· legal and procedural reforms, which we 
discuss later, than by reversing the healthy trenri towaros the exteruiion of ad valorem rates. 

• • • '.r • -

.,. 
5. "6 Once excise duties -have become .~ciently income elastic by their extended coverage (a 
feature of•recent origin) and the inaxlmum possible pwltcbover froJI!. specific to ad valorem duties, 
it would not be necessary to undertake an annual revision of the rates applicable to individ!.al pro
wets which h&s been the characteristic of the past." Changes in the rates on indtvidual products 
woulti, in that event, be only· necessary on e<ionomlc considerations such as, to correct short term 
imbalances in demand and supply, or to sigpai new investment prioritie~. When it Is desired to di
vert a higher percentage of natlonalinciome to the exchequel', an upward revision in rates would no 

·doubt be necessary but the increase on individual products would be small because It could be spr
ead over a very wide li.eld. The tax eystem_wOt1}d then attain a measure of etabillty. 

TAXATION OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS 

&. 7 For the tax Structure ul be enduring apart from ensuring adequacy of revenues, it must be 
acceptable from the point of view of equity and be consistent with our economic priorities. The most 
important consideration in regard to equity is the degrM of progression. Qlr study shows that the 
indirect tax system as a whole Is progressive with respect to consumer expenditure. Yet we have to 
consider w)lether·a greater measure of progression can be imparted to it. Before considering the 
_possibilities of doing so, we must look at the existing rates of excise d!.ties on the B.nlshed products 
which consumers buy. The flrst thing which strikes us about the prevalllng rates Is their very wide 
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amplitude, ranging from 2 per cent to as high as 370 per cent, or, if we leave aside the tobacco and 
petroleum families the taxation of whicb has a logic of its pwn, from 2 per cent to 100 per cent. 
There is also a multiplicity of rates within this.wide range and the differences between the rate on 
one product and another is too small to be significant in a number of cilses. Tbe table below gives a 
broad indication of the different rates of ad valorem duties and the kind of consumer products which 
are subject to these rates, leaving out tobacco and petroleum products as well as the textile family 
the products of which are themselves subject to a wide variety of rates: 

81. 
No. 
1 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Rate of 
Duty 

2 

2.5% 

3% 

5% 

5.5% 

6% 

10% 

11% 

TABLE 

Description of representative consumer products 
covered by the rate 

3 

Various consumer products falling under item No.68 of CET, SU:ch as 
utensils (other than of aluminium), cutl_ery, umbrellas, furniture (other 
than steel), agarbattis, printing and writing inks, stationery articles, 
spectacles and spectacle frames, brushes, leather m!IJ!nfactures, articles 
made of cement Md concrete, fire-works; pel'-fumery, Ayurvedic and 
Homeoepathic medicines, artificial jewellery, boiled sweets, toffees etc. 

Certain categories of Ufe saving drugs. 

Certain categories of soap containing sodium palmitate. 

Household laundry soap, vanaspati, low price:i teleVls10n sets, l.llboratory 
glassware, certain types of calculators and photographic paper. 

Common varieties of white printing paper for exercise books and text books. 

Motor vehicle trailors. 

Food products (Biscuits and Butter/Cheese), chocolates, prepared or pre
served foods such.'as jams, jellies, canned fruits, soups etc. , tooth paste, 
low priced ~llet soaps, ~ter ribbons, ffigh Alumina refractory ce
ment; fans table pedestal, cabfu, carriage, and circulator fans of smaller 
sweep, ·electric supply meters, _agricUltural tractors, motor cars used as 
taxis, forklift trucks, fOotwears, playing recor.ds, watches, clocks and 
time-pieces, adhesive .tapes, pressure cookers, electric lighting fittings 
(switches, chokes etc.); polishes and creams (for footwear, furniture etc. l 
scouring.powders and pastes. 

Miniature bulbs; · 

Electric fans for industrial use. 



10. 12.5% 

11. 15% 

12. 17.5% 

13. 20% 

14. 25% 

15. 30% 

16. 35% 

17 •. 40% 

18. . 45% 

19. 50% 

20. 55% 

21 

TABLE -Contd. 
- Description of representative consumer products 

covered by the rate 
3 

Detergents, Patent and Proprietary Medicines (excluding certain life sav
ing drugs), commercial vehicles, tractors (other than agricultural), two 
and three wheeled motor vehicles (scooters, motor cycles, auto-rickShaws), 
certain varieties of coated/waxed paper and paper boards. 

Levy sugar, simple aerated waters, fertilizers, certain varieties of print
ing and writing paper, higher priced toilet soaps, glass shells, glass glo
bes and chimneys for lamps and lanterns, electric bulbs of 'wattage not ex
ceeding 60 and sodium or mercury vapour discharge lamps,. ceiling fans 
and other electric fans of higher sweep, office machines, vacuum flasks, 
radio sets of one or two bands,· jeeps and motor cars other than passenger 
cars (e. g. piclrup vans, ambulances etc.) of specified engine capacity. 

Passenger cars, Khandsari, Storage Batteries. 

Perfumed hair qils, linoleum, water coolers, gramophones, record play
ers, record playing/changer decks, higher priced television sets, cinema
tograph projectors, cameras, steel furniture, safes and strong boxes, 
zips, playing cards, metal jacketed dry batteries. 

Tyres for tractors, motor cycles scooters and auto-cycles, superior varie
ties of printing and writing paper (e. g. Art, Bond/Bank paper etc.), china
ware and porcelainware (other thsn tabieware, sanitaryware·and glazed 
tiles), paper jacketed dry batteries, domestic electrical appliances, elec-
tric bulbs of higher wattage, low priced tape recorders. . 

Plastic sheets, sheet :md plate glass, glassware (like tableware, phials 
etc.) tal:ilewares !>f china and ix>rcelain, radio/transistor sets of 4 bands ' 
arid certajn sets of 3 bands of specified value, ·higher priced tape recorders. 

Sanitarywares and glazed tiles of porcelain/china, radio sets of 5 "r more 
.. bands,' stereo or lii-fi systems. ' . . . . 

. ' 

~niestic refrigerators (upto 165 lltres capacity). electric fluoresc~t tubes, 
atr· coolers, white cement. · 

. ' 

Free sale sugar • 

·Rubb~r foam products such as mattresses and pillows. 

Tyre~ for motor veh.:~les (e.g. for cars, truck!! and buses), ae111ted_waters 
containing concentrates. 



21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

60% 

'10% 

'15% 

100% 

. '\ _. ,. 

22 

TABLE - Concld. 
Description of representative consumer products 
covered by the rate 

3 

eosmett,{and toilet preparations (other than perfumed hair oils) such as 
beau._ty creams, face, baby and talcum powders; lipsticks, shampoos and 

·. shaving creams. . 
Articles of polyurethane foam such as mattresses, quilts and pillow&. 

Recrlgeratore of capacity exceeding 165 litres, deep-freeze~;s and bottle 
coolers. · 

Air-conditioners. 

. ' 

NOTEs In the ca8e of sugar, the duties are incluSI:ye of additional excise in lieu 
·,_ of sales taX. 

5. 8 It wUI.be seen fi:om the above table that under each rate category there is a wide assort
ment of products of very different kiDds. . Thus, the 5 per cent rate is applicable to items as dif-

. ferent' as washing· soap and vsnaspation the one hand and certain types of television 110ts and elec
tronic calculators on the other, which l!.re items of interest to very different income groups. We 
do recognise tlui.t considerations other .than progression have to be taken into account in determin
ing the tax rate on a given product. fror example, if a product is consumed mainly by upper income . 
groups but has a large employment potertlal it may well be not taxed at a high rate. .A lower rate 
may also be justified for productu of industries whose growth is accorded high priority in the scheme 

' of planning. ~owever, we find it. difficult to believe that the multitude of rates which exists'in the 
excise _system today is the result. of a precise determination of the kind of levy appropriate for 
each product on either social or economic c.onSiderations. They appear to have come about rather 
as a result of the· quick, ad hoc decisions which are made at budget time to cover a deficit. 

6. 9 A multiplicU.y of l'f.ks willie not contributin{; significantly to the attainment of any of the 
objectives of the. tax system makes the tax adiDinistrstion as well as tax compliance a complicated 
matter. It leade to innumerable di9p1tes over the classification of individual products on which · 
depends the rats of tax leviable on them. FUrther,· differentiation in the ratss of taX on consumer 
. products interferes with the' choice of the consumer as between prodilcts. While su~h interference 
. wculd ·be legitimate if it eerves a jucti!ieble ~se, where there is no special reason for doing 
so, like products should not be taxed· in a discriminatory fashion. One of the steps towards ration
alisation would be to f!.t the VILriohs consumer products into a limited m1mber of rate categories. 

5. 10 Becsuse of the widesprAad ~tion of inputs, the total or cumulative excise levy on any 
product wUl be different from tl>e JX minal rate of duty applied tc lt. It is the cumulative l~es 
that are relei'llnt f:rom the p.,int Of new of prcgreusion, and th~ limited m1mber of rate ~ategories 
we are '31lggesti.Jg are hi terms of theRe cuinlllative le\'ies. Now, if we t:ry to fix nominal rates on 
individual prod>1cts \\1th meticulous refSrd to the taxes on its inputs, we would end up with a ple
thora of rates, and the objective of remtcing the m1mbAr of rate categories Will in consequence be 
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frustrated. Thus, the taxation of :Uip~ts compliCates the task of rationalislng the wty structure on 
flnal products on the basis of a determinate ~gree of progression. However, as we shall argue 
below for good econo_mic and revemie reasons, the taxation of inplts can not be unconditionally 
done away with. Therefore, the only logiCal solution to this problem is to gradually introduce re
lief for inp1t taxes at tlie stage of taxation of final producta, thereby eliminating the divergence 
between nominal and cumulative rates on the latter. Pending such a reform, the taEk of rationa
lisation of consumer product rates ·should be approached from a pragmatic angle. We may for the 
present ignore minor differences between nominal and cumulative rates and aim at flxlng only a 
limited number of nominal rates while keeping in mind the totalle\des we wish to apply to partlcu- · 
la~ products. · 

5. 11 According to the rough estima~s thst we have made, the average rate of excise duties on 
~nsumer products (excluding tobacco, petroleum products and goods falling under Tariff Item No. 
68) inclusive of the taxation of their inp~ts is around 20 per c!lnt.' This cli.n be treated as the in.ean 
rate and wbat we have to consider is what other rates· below 1t 8nd above it would give us adequate . ~ ' ( ' 
scope to take care of the social and economic factors which may ·justify lower or higher· rates of 
taxation while safeguarding the existing level of revenues. It might be possible to acliiev~ these 
o!Djectives if we had only 5 different rates of zero, 10, 20, 30 and 40 per cent into which rioost co"l- ·. 
sumer products could be fitted. The exceptions to this rate categorisation would be the products 
of tabacco and petroleum families, matcpes and textiles whose taxation has its own logic. Apart 
fro II). the simplicity in administration 'Yhich this weuld introducv the difference in the rates bet
ween different products would become socially and econotnl.cally meaningful. However, consider- · 
ing that we are starting from a very complex base as well as taking into account a number of other 
factors to which we refer below, ·some in-between rates would:alsci be necessary. 

' ' 

5. 12 A range of iteins w1ll have to be kept free of excise dunes on social conniderat!ons: e. g., 
foodgralns, or because it would not be adm!ni strativel;v worthwhile to bring them wfthin the excise 
network:" e. g. , products of various types of small rural industries, or pn the g!'ound that the large 
.employment potential of certain products might be-eroded if any levies e.re made on them: e. g., 
J.andloom textiles or on the consideration that the't&x on their inPu-ts is already so hi3h that they 
·need not be taxed any further: e. g. , aluminium utensils. 

5. 13 While we regard 10 per cent to be a reasonable rate to be applied to products on which for 
one reason or another the tax has to be kept at a low-level, we recognise that there might be need to 
have a rate of 5 per cent between zero and 10 per cent. Some of th~ products of widespread con
sumption such as vanaspati and refined vegetable oll could be placed in this rate category and it may 
not be considered advisable to tax them at higher rates. Then again on products whose tnp~ts are 
taxed somewhat heavily and for which there are likely to be administl'lltive problems in giving re
li.ef from inp~t taxation at least ·ror the present, a nominal rate of 5 per cent may be the practical 
answer. 

5. 14 The mean rate of 20 per cent could be applied to the generality of products which do not 
fall tn the category of mass consumption goods or necessities and for which there are no reasons 
to justify a higher rate of taxation. The l'Stes of 30 per cent and 40 per cent could be applied to 
products which are in the nature cf romforts and luxuries generally l'egSlded as aui.table for high
er levies on both social and economic considerations. While deciding the rate category two other 
factors should also be taken tnto consideration, namely, the proportion of the income of the con
suming class that is likely to be spent on the product and whether the product 1s durable or has 
to be bought at short intervals. 
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5, 15 The rate of 40 per cent is not meant to be a ceiling. However, higher levies should be in-
troduced selectively after a careful consideration of all the factors involved.. From the revenue 
angle, the elasticity of demand for the product would have to be taken into accou~t to make sure 
whether a higher rate would not mean a more than proportionate fall in consumption which would 
result in a .loss of revenue. Products whose demand is inelastic are apt to be in the nature of. ne
cessities rath~r than lUxuries and a high rate of tax on them has generally to be avoided on consi
derations of equity. However, ·if the product is one on which the outlay is insignificant, even if it 
is a necessity it could be t:ixed at higher rates in the interests of revenile without imposing. a heavy 
burden on lower income groups• A good illustration is provided by matches the high rate of tax on 
which can be defended on ihe ground that the burden on th!! consumer is very small. A high rate of 
taxation can also be justified when it is the intention ta cui:b the conmlmptiori of any-produQt rather 
than to encourage it, e. g. in condition of shortage-or to conserve foreign exchange or even on SQ

cial considerations. Thus, though it has been argued before us that• the revenue from tobacco would 
increase if there was some lowering of rates, Goveriln:ient may well prefer to discourage its 'con
sumption even if it means low~r revenues. Finally, there may b_e items which J,'ll1lk low in our scale 
of priorities. To diseourage their ooniiumption tax rates higher. than 40 per cent would be justified, 
Ji, fixing the rate in such oases a distinction should he m8de b:etwecD..those.where·the object is to 
disoourage new investment while ailoWing full production out of the papacity already installed and 
.thOse where the intention is to reduce'prodnction.because_it entails a.ruhiling draft on scarce re-
so\lrces. :rD short, rites above 40 per cent should.be·~~pplie(h.fter:l! careful case by case consi."-
derai:ion. · · ·:·: • ·' · .. ·: ·· ,· .. · · 

.; ' 
, . ·- - ~ . :' 

'5. 16 ' ' When propo~g that consuril,et prOdUcts be fitted into a ~inber .of specified rate catego.,. ' 
ries we' have pointed out thai-some ptoduCt famllie_s may not lend themselves to such treatment: . 
One of them i.~ tobaccO the'ta:ication of which iuis recentiy been Studied by anOther Committee-many 
of wholi~ recommendations have beeri accepted-and liiipiemented by:.the Qovernmimt. We h!tve -
the ;,;afore no~ gone into this area. In the petroleum fainily too. so liTe. of the tax rates are well above 

. 40 per cent for'reasoris peclililir to its.Pattfirnof·pro-duction·and consumption~· Further, the taxa-
} tton·of j,etrol~n;. productS is ineXtrtcably'mPrecl Wil;h tli~ price palicy followed by the public ~ector- · 

)llldertakings from which the bulk of petroleum prodUcts· eDllliiate and the· profits of which accrue . 
to the excheqiler. AiJ the pricing of petroleum produCts~ been the· subject niatter of study by a 
separate Committee '!';e have l!pt ·gone into the tax st'ruc_ture _of petrOleinn products. However, the 
textile flimily, whicb:for Yarious reas<ins cmiD.ot be fitted intO tlie pattern of consumer goods ta~ _· 
tion that we have stiggested calls for special comments because of.itS importance. While we dis
cuss the taxation of v~rlous kindS of textiles made of different fibres as well as of the inputs of , · 
this important industry 'a little more fully in Part n of mir Report we have made some observations 

··late:d.il this section. -'/o· · ... · - ' : ·. · · · · ,:. ,.. . --
• ... - _, . ., ~-

' 5, 17 · The mean rate as 'well. as· the other 'rates we .have indic'ated refer tO the cumulative excise 
: levies on the produCts. Recoghlsing. the mnltipllclty of tiur: ratea,ai1d the ·conaiderable divergence · 

between the cumulative and the nominal rates which exist at present iii several cases due to the 
taxation of inputs, it would be necessary' to move towardS this objective of having a limited number 

. of cumulative rates by firSt introducing ni>milial rates in 'imilti.ples of s}ler cent ranging from ·o t.O 
35 per cent. In fixing the nominal rates •. the burden of inJilt tanti.oil should be kept in'urlnd and . 
the objective should be to approximate to the ~mnlative rate ap?ropriats to· a given product. Thus, 
where the impact of mp1t taxation is substantial the nolninal rates should be fixed lower than tbe 
rate categori11s of 10 per cent to 40 per cent recommended above. As and when the relief of duties 
paid on inputs is provided the nominal rates could be stepped up closer to the desired cumulative · · 
rates. 
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TOV/ARDS GREATER PROGRE~ON' 

5.18 Sbice the whol~range of consumer products is involved it would not be practicsble for us 
to spell out precisely tpe rates that should lpply to different consumer products. What we can do 
is to set rut a number of considerations whic'h may help Government to make the tax system more 
progressive, though in doing so both revenue and economic considerations Will have to be borne in 
mind. In the last analysis some value.Judgemeniswould have to be exercised which we as a Commi-
ttee cannot do, · 

5. 19 Th'.lugh our study bas shown that the indirect tax sys~··m as a whole is progressive as per 
cent of consumption expenditure it bas also brought out that even ~se whose per capita expenditure 
was less than Rs. 15/- a month (at 1973-74 prices) paid nearly 3 per cent of their total expenditure 
by way .of indirect taxation of which Central excise accounts for a little less than half. can some 
thing be done consistently With the requirements of revenue to give any further relief to the very 
l9w income groups, particularly those who can be said to be below the poverty line which is gene
rally drswn at the level of per capita monthly expenditure of Rs.40/- Secondly, the data on which 
our studies are based club together in one category those whosit-mOnthly expenc!iture is just above 
Rs.lOO/- and those whose monthly expenditure runs to four digits. We are therefore unsble to mea
sure'the degree of progression as between per-capita expenditure groups Within this broad cate
gory. However, we may consider whether 1h1!'i'e;a:.;e-posslbilities of introducing. such changes in the 
tax· rates as would ensure greater progression as between different per-capita expenditure groups 
a,!!!Jve.Rs.lOO/- a month. With these questions in mind we offer below certain comments which may 
help Government in taking appropriate decisions, 

5, 20 First of all, we must emphasise that while there are many products which are consumed by 
upper income groups which the poor do not buy at all, their revenue potential is inevitably small in 
a country where the bulk of the popllation is poor. On the other hand, what the poor consume even 
in very small quantities per capita have a tremendous revenue potential because their total consump
tion is so larie. If all the products consumed by the lower income groups were to be exempted 
from excise levies there seems to be little prospect of retaining any thing like the present level of 
revenues by- ralsing the rates of tax on produ.cts which only the upper income groups consume. Al
though there is a general tendency to criticize any tax that, impinges on the poor, we feel that many 
of the taxes which do fall on products consumed by the poor can be defended given· the constraints 
Within which the tax pblicy bas to be framed. We have already pointed out that the high rate of 
tax on matches can. be justified on revenue grounds even though they are purchased by even ~e lo
west income groups because the expenditure on them is insignificant in per capita terms. Like
Wise. ihe duty on kerosene which had to be raised since it was bemg used ~ admixture With diesel 
oil for trucks and buses, would be difficult to reduce in order to give relief to lower income groups. 
We cannot therefore recommend a general reduction in the rstes on all goods consumed by the poor. 
We would have to identify products where a reduction· in excise chties would give a reasonsble mea
sure of relief to the lowest income groups Without jeopardising other important economic social 
objectives. In the selection of these products one important test to apply would be whether the pro
duct accounts for a high or a low proportion of the expenditure of those to whom it is intended to 
give relief. A second test•.to,aDDlv would be whether it is a product whose consumption we want r. 

·., t: ·:'. :..., 
encourage or discourage;~ . 
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5, 21 our study of the pattern of expenditure on major items by urban households for 1973-74 as 
between different expenditure groups reveals that the highest proportion of consumer expenditure 
for all expenditure groups is on articles of food and beverages. But the proportion of the expendi
ture on this item to total expenditure shows a steady decline as the level of expenditure rises for 
all those whose per capita monthly expenditure is above Rs.43/-. FUrther, there are changes in 
the relative importance of different items between the upper and lower expenditure groups. Any 
reduction in the tax on those food items which constitute a Jl,igher proportion of the expenditure of 
the lower expenditure groups would improve progression. I The fact that foodgrains and atta are 
totally free from any excise levies is a factor contributing to the progressiveness which lVe have 
found in the indirect tax system, though sales taxes and the inter-State sales tax on these items by 
'themselves are somewhat regressive. Salt is also not subject to excise. The main articles of 
food whic)l. are subject to excise levies are sugar, tea, coffee and edible oils. From the study ref
erred to 'in section 4 it is seen that the excise .duty on sugar is regressive although for reasons ex
plained earlier, the weightage of sugar ui. the expenditure pattern of the lowest expenditure groups 
is somewhat exaggera~ But there is no dcubt that among the items which are subject to excise, 
sugar accounts for the highest proportion of expenditure of those whose monthly expenditure is less 
than Rs. 75/- per capita and the rate on it - 15% on levy sugar and 45% on free sale sugar is distin
ctly high. In determining what the new rate should be various factors such as the dual pricing po
licy, export needs and protection to khandsarl will have to be taken into account, A reduction in 
rates of duty on tea and coffee will be less effective from the angle of improving progression be
cause they account for a lower proportion of the expenditUre of lower income groups than sugar. 
Among edible oils, vegetable oils as such are not subject to tax and only·refined vegetable oil and 
vanaspati are taxed and that too at low rates. 

5. 22 · Clothing is usually regarded as next in importance to food when we think of the basic nece
ssities of life, However, the lowest expenditure groups spend much less on clothing than on sugar 
or even tea and coffee. It is only those whose per capita monthly expenditure exceeds Rs. 55/- who 
seem to spend more on clothing than on tea and coffee and in the per capita expenditure group of 
Rs. 75/- to Rs. 100/- a month, clothing becomes more important than sugar. The low outlay on clo
thing among those whose expenditure is below Rs. 55/- a month can be explained by the fact ~at 
they treat clothing as a durable product to be replaced only when it is worn out. Given the fact that 
the proportion of outlay on clothing rises steadily along with the increase in per capita expenditure 
textiles would be an item in respect of which tax relief might be of tangible benefit to those whose 
per capita monthly expenditure is just above Rs.lOO/-. In evolving the rates applicable to cotton 
textiles a definite effort has been made to tax the lower income groups at lower rates, The real 
weakness in the tax structure on textiles till recently was that it was based on the belief that lower 
income groups bought only coarse cotton cloth. In actual fact studies of expenditure pattern re
veal that for the expenditure groups above Rs. 28/- per month per capita, cotton fabrics show a 
decreasing proportion of the total expenditure on clothing. The total levies on cloth other than of 
cotton, namely, woollens which are necessities in colder climates, and those made .of synthetic 
or artificial fibres, are very much on the high side, CUriously enough, pure silk fabrics are 
totslly tax free. While somewhat detailed comments on the complex system of taxation on the tex
tile industry are given in Part n of OUf Report, here we would. like to make the following general 
obs!!rvations: 

(i) The taxation of -:o~n fabrics should be based on the price befo:re tax - the lowest 
rate of tax to be appll.ed to the cheapest varieties of cloth. Those in higher price 
bracketa can be taxed 'lt hi!iber rates. In the light of this criterlon, the application 
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of a uniform rate on all fabrics with average count' of 40 and above (commonly known 
as fine and super fine fabrics) needs reconsideration, as under the existing system 
some varieties of such fabrics, ·e. g., dhoties and sarees, used even by the lower in
come groups get taxed at the high rate of 15 per cent. 

(11) With a view to encouraging the production of cheaper fabrics a very low rate, or even 
no duty, could be prescribed for varieties priced below a certain 'Value limit. This 
would impart further progression to the iax structure of cotton textlles. 

(ill) On considerations of progression, the tax structure should DOt create a bias in 
favour of particular counts/denierage of yam or particular kinds of raw materials 
used in the mam•facture of cloth. The world over fabrics made of synthetic raw 
materials are deemed to be the poor man's fabric because they are cheaper, more 
durable and easter to launder than p1re cotton fabrics. In India, the pattern seems 
to be different because rates of taxation (including the effect. of input taxation) place 
fabrics not made of cotton beyond the reach of lower income groups. If the differen
tiation in excise tax burden between cotton and non-cotton fabrics is narrowed, there 
is likely to be a shift in the pattern of consumption which may in part at least offset 
the revenue loss. 

(tv) The conditions of scarcity and high profits when domestic production of synthetics 
was low and imports were banned, .which at one time justified the high duties on 
these items, no longer exist. Thus a lowering of the dllties on some of the raw 
materials can be of IDllCh benefit to lower ·income groups. Cheap and plentiful supply 
of all types of raw materials for textiles would not only benefit the consumer but 
also generate additional decentralised employment. Some synthetic fibres are al-
ready being hand spun and hand woven. · 

(V) The asseRsment of duty in the prevaillng system entaUs lsboratory tests to deter
mine the counts denterage and nature of yam used. Every attempt should be made 
to get away from this m)~rsome method of assessment. ' 

5. 23 Next to food and clothing, shelter is regarded as a basic necessity of life. An attempt 
could be made through fiscal policy to encourage construction of more low-cost houses. For such 
a purpose attention will have to be given both to direct and indirect taxes. So far as indirect taxes 
are concerned we offer some comments in regard to cement when discussing the taxation of capi

tal goods., 

5. 24 Another item which we have looked at from the point of view of affordmg relief to low in-
come groups is medicine. The nominal rate,of ~r.:tse on what are known as)tfe saving drugs is 
only 2. 5 per cent. Other "patent and proprietary'' drugs are taxed at 12. 5 per cent. Then there 
are some drugs which are taxed· at very hig,h rates under the special c,entral enactment which 
covers drugs contalning alcohol or riarcotic;n- ranging from drugs rl"quired in the treatment of 
cancer io ordiriary cough mixtures. In attempting a revision of the levies on drugs we suggest 
that the following considerations should be bome in mind: 
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(i) The percentage of expenditure on drugs and medicines does not on the average seem 
to be high." This should not mislead us to minimise its importance. The expenditure 
is incurred only when there is illness and in such an eventuality the burden of the 

(ii) 

(iii) 

tax on them may be unbearably high for some income groups. 

The belief that the rich buy the branded drugs while the poor go in for others is not 
w~ll fc,unded. In fact, for the common ailments people find it much more economi
cal to buy an advertised preparation than to go to a doctor fur prescription. The 
bulk of the consumption is of drugs which are patent or proprietary. 

The prime justification for the high levies on certain drugs covered by the Medicinal 
and Toilet Preparations Act is the possibility of their being diverted to use for non
medicinal purposes as a cheaper intoxicant than alcoholic drinks. In the process 
drugs used for treating serious ailments get taxed at very high rates. 

We would in fact recommend that a panel of qUalified experts should be set up to exclude 
from the high ~evies on drugs covered by the Medicinal and Toilet Preparations Act (a) those me
dicinal preparations which cannot possibly be used for non-medicinal purposes, and (i>) those 
which inspite of the possible risk of such diversion merit taxation at a lower rate because they 
are needed for the treatment of critical ailments. 

5. 25 our incidence stUdy brings O'.lt that the taxation of the road transport has a perceptible 
impact even on the lowest expenditure groups as it raises the cost of every necessity. Any mea- -
sure which lowers the cost of transport would be helpful to all income groupe and more particu
larly to the l~w income groups who will benefit through the reductic n in the cost of the articles 
they consume as well as of personal transportation. There have bE'en many studies which have 
recommended a lowering of the. taxation on the road transport system. The revenue yield from 
this source is very high and the levies are made by many authorijies, with the result no effective 
reduction in the tax burden on this sector has been made. On the other hand, the cost of trans
port has gone up further with the hike in the fuel prices. We have undertaken a detailed study on 
the taxation of trucks and buses which we shall be discussing in Part II of our report. For the· 
present we would make the following observations: 

(i) The above study reveals that the tax burden on the.operating costs is much mo::.-e 
significant than the tax on the capital value of trucks and buses." However, the 
capital cost of trucks and buses is undoubtedly important in influencing the availa
bility of road transport services. Public authorities, like statutory corporations, 
which operate bus services have difficulties in finding itdequate capital to augment 
their fleet. Even private operators with limited means have to depend on borrow
ings from banks and other institutions to buy trucks and buses. Any step which can 
be taken to lower the capital cost of trucks and buses and thus augn'l.ent their fleet 
will on the one hand engender a good deal of extra ~mployment and on the other, 
by improving the supply, relatively to demand, lead to some lowering of the burden 
on the consumer. 

(il) As regards running costs, though fuel and lubricllllt are the principal elements, some 
of the replacement items, particularly, tyres and tubes, are also significant. In 
fact, the levy on tyres and tubes came out as an identifiable element in the tax burden 
on even the lowest expenditure groups. 
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5. 26 Some of the items to which we referred above are substantial contributors to revenue. 
Even a reduction of one percentage point in the tax rate of any one of them could mean a loss of' a 
few crores of rupees in revenue. Therefore, even if they accept our line of reasoning, Govern
ment may not find it possible to make substantial reductions l.n..J:ates in a single year. The rate 
reductions might have to be brought about in stages. However, we would like to point out in this 
context that a minor reduction in duties may not get passed on to the consumers. It would, there
fore, be preferable, in so far as Government Wish to stagger the pace of change, to make signifi
cant reductions in the rates on selected items to which they Wish to give priority in consideration 
rather than to make small reductions ovar a Wide range of items. 

5. 27 In order to ensure that any concessions given in the interests of progression do not result 
in a net loss of revenue, it should be recognised that the objective cannot be achieved as we·have 
already indicated by picking up a number of articles which are mainly or exclusively of interest to 
the rich since the revenue potential of such items i!c3 limited. We would have to find scope for re
qt•isite compensating revenues through the scheme of rationalisation itself. 

·5. 28 Because in the past, when more revenues had to be found, the effort had been to look for 
a few products rather than at the whole range of products, we have ended up With some products 
being taxed at much higher ·rates than they deserve to be while other.s remain relatively under
taxed. The tax potential of a small increase on a large number of items can best be illustrated by 
looking at the revenue possibilities of item No. 68 in excise tariff. It includes a miscellany of it
ems not previously taxed because none of them individually seemed to be particularly rewarding 
as a source of revenue. If we leave aside the capital goods covered by this item - and we recom
mend that the capital goods included under it may well be given a separate tariff classification be-

. cause the ::onsidere.tions governing their taxation have to be different as we shall discuss later -
an increase of one per cent on the remaining products, it is estimated, would mean an additional 
.revenue_of about Rs. 20 crores per annum net of the relief available for inputs covered under this 
item when they are. taken for further usa in the manufacture of dutiable goods. The fact that the 
goods classified under this item are subject to the lowest rate of duty in our excise tariff is not · 
the result of any conscious decision that they should be taxed at even lower rates than products 
like vanaspati. As part of the scheme of the rationalisation of the duty structure we have to consi-

. der what.the general rate for the miscellany of the products covered by this item should be. Sec
ondly, the question should be examined whether any particular products deserve to be taxed at a 
rate higher than the general rate • 

. 5. 28 MorP.over ,' the rationalisation of the duties on various consumer products und~r the cate-
gories we have suggested may yield some extra revenue to compensate partly for the lowering of 
duties on items of interest to the lower income groups, because in the course of rationalisation the 
level of dUty on a number of products might have to be ::-aised to the level of'the mean rate. Such a 
course might raise the tax on some products consumed by those whose incomes cannot be said to 
be high; But the reduction in the rates applicable to the kind of products we have discussed above, 
while giving relief to all income groups, is expected to have a ·significantly higher Impact on the 
lower income groups. As food, clothing, shelter, drugs and tra!I.SpOrt constitute the basic neces
sities of life and expenditure on them form.J the major pa.l't of the total expenditure of the lower in
come groups, the total burden on them as a result of the rationaliSII.tion that we have suggested 
should go down even though the duties on some of the products which they cot>.sum'i!l might go up. It 
is our belief that the changes in the tax structure on conBl!mer produc~s !l:~.t V.'e have ;ruggested 
should improve the progression in the system apart from simplifying the tax administration. 
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TAXATION OF INPUTS 

5, 29 We have indicated earlier that the taxation of inputs complicates the task of even rationa
lising the rate struemre on final products because of the divergence it introduces between the no
minal rates and 1he, cumulative levies on different products, have suggested that for the present, 
rationalisation may be attempted in terms of nominal rates while keeping in mind the cumulative 
levies that we wish to apply to different products. It is, however, clear that our objectives of re
form will not be achieved unless we deal adequately with the problem of input taxation; otherwise, 
not only will the divergence between nominal and cumulative levies and various distortions caused 
by input taxation continue but any future changes in the rates of tax on goods used as raw mater
ials or other inputa. would upset the relative burdens that have been arrived at as a result of ra
tionalisation. 

5. 30 One of the reasons for the widespread taxation of inputs at fairly high rates in the past 
was that a very large number of consumer products, for administrative or other reasons, wall 
not subject to excise levy at all. It could well be argued thlit now that the excise base has been 
expanded to cover almost all finished products the taxation of inputs could be ellminared in order 
to get rid of the distortions that it gives rise to. SUch a solution, however, has to be ruled out 
for a number of reasons. First of all, in our courtry a fairly large sector of production cannot 
be taxed directly through excise levies; they can be reached only through the tlooltion of the inputs 
they use. A second reason for having a levy on inputs is that quite often what is an input for cer
tain industries is also used as a final product by consumers •. Several of them are of the nature of 
components used by manufacturers as also demanded by consumers for replacement purposes, 
sucb as tyres and batteries. If they are free from taxation while the final products embodying them 
are subjected to tax, not only Will the replacement consumption-which may be considerable-escape 
taxation but manufacturers will be tempted to seD. their products without 'incorporating the tax free 
components as thereby the value of the final prodlcts and therefore the tax levied on them win go 
down. 

5. 31 Therefore, the ideal so)ution to the problem would be to make a distinction on the basis 
of the nature of use and not on the !Jasls of category of goods. Whatever is used for further pro
duction by the manufll('turers, who are themselves liable tO tax, may be given suitable tax relief 
for, while the same produet, if it goes direct to consumers, could be subject to tax at the appro
priate rate. Under such a system, it. would be possible to have an extenced taxation on final pro
ducts with adequate progression avoiding the kind of distortion& that, as things are, creep into 
the effective ta:"C burdens. This solutJon would call for a comprehensive system of tax credits in 
respect of exc!ae <.luties paid on inruts on the lines already provided, though on a limited scale, 
under rule 56-A of the Central Ex(;is~ Rule&. For various reasons; the move towards an extend
ed tax credit scheme may have ~ Joe pbasro out and we dism1ss more about it later. Before that, 
however, we may decl \\ith fue F.xisting structure of taxation of inputs and the rationalisation re
quired the1'<3in. 

5. 32 St<..Cies undertaken by the Nati:mal Institute of Public ~'lnce and Policy, at our instance,. 
have shown that as of 1975- 76, 1i we left oul tcbucco, petrokum products and goods then subject 
to 1% levy, thf. average nomln~.l rate c·f excise dutleE (that is, tax collected aa a percentage of the 
value of clearance) was 25. 3% on lmslc raw materials, 15.2% on other inputs (of the nature of in
termediates, components, packagirg .uaterials etc.) and ~3. 5% on final products, 1J1 general, the 
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preferred pattern of taxation would be to tax raw materials at thalowest rates, intermediates at 
medium rates and the final products at the highest rates. An important step towards rationalisa
tion would therefore be to put the existing rates of tax on the three categories of goods in the re-
verse order. -

5. 33 Any significant redu:ction in the average rate of tax on raw materials would have to be ac
c:>mpanied by a compensatory upward revision in the rates on final products, as otherwise it could 
result in a substantial loss of revenue. The Institute's study referred to above brings out, that as 
of 1975-76, if the average rate on raw materials had been reduced by 5 percentage points the re
sultant revenue loss would bave been about Rs. 110 crores per annum. If this was to be made up 
by a general rate increase on consumer products, excluding those falling under item 68, tobacco 
and petroleum products, the rate of duty would have had to be stepped up on an average by about 
1, 8 percentage point. However, if the consumer products falling under item 68 were also consi
dered for a higher duty, the extent of increase on other prochtcts would be correspondingly less. 

5. 34 Though we should ultimately aim at bringing the average incidence on raw ma:tertals to a 
level lower than the average incidence on consumer products, in 0ur view, there is a more urgent 
need for rationallsing the existing rate structure on raw materials to eliminate the va-rious incon
sistencies within it, At present, there is a wide variation in the rates on individual raw materials
ranging from 5 per cent for aynthetic rubber'to more than 100 per cent for certaiu aynthetic fibres, 
apart from the raw materials subject to 2 per cent levy under item 68. The table below illustra
tes the average ad valorem incidence on some of the basic raw materials as at present. 

81. No. Description 

1. Synthetic Rubber 

2. Acids 

3. Gases 

Average incidence of excise chlty on 
various raw materials 

4, Caustic Soda and Soda Ash 

5. Dye-stuffs (1) Pigment Dyestuff 

(2) Others 

6. Glycerine 

7. Plastic resins 

Average ad valorem 
incidence 

5% 

10% 

12% 

10% 

12% 

30% 

!5% 

38% 
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Sl.No. Description 

TABLE - Concld. 
Average ad valorem 
incidence 

8. Aluminium 

(i) Levy 
(U) Non-levy 

81% 
44% 

9. Copper 

10. 

(i) Virgin 
(U) other (scrap based) 

-~t 
Iron & steel ptoducts (excluding mini steel 
plant products) 

28% 
2.5% 

23% 

11. · Zinc 

(i) Unwrought 
(U) other (scrap based) 

12. Lead 

25% 
3.5% 

7% 

13. TexWe fibres 

(i) Polyester fibre 
(U) Rayon fibre · 

(lli) Cotton & wool 

115% 
17.5% 
nil 

Note:- In the case of metals subject to specific rstes of duty (at S. No@. 9 to 12) 
the average incidence has been estimated on the value base as of 1975-76 
with suitable projections while for Aluminium the incidence sbown is the 
average for a major primary producer. For textile fibres the incidence 
has been arrived at on the basis of current average prices. 

5. 35 Tbere are a wide variations in the rstes of duty not only as between different raw mater
·ials, but also as between different varieties witbin the same family. For example; in the case of 
iron and steel products, tbough J;he average rste is around 23 per cent, the incidence of specific 
duties varies between less than 1 pel\ cent (for certain alloy and special steel) and more than 40 
per cent (in the case of some galvanised sbeets); in the case of chemicals, the rates vacy between 
10 per cent and about 40 per cent wbile'the rates on synthetic fibres vacy between 15 per cent 
(glass fibre) and more than 100 per cent (polyester fibre). 

5.36 We feel that in rationalisingthe rate structure on raw materials the underlying approach 
should be to get an economically sound tax structure on them and a socially equitable rate on final 



products. We would recommend that raw materials thai il.re close substitutes shoold be treated 
similarly except where there are good econo.mic _reasons for dis.couraglng the use of any Particu
lar raw material. In the latter Cll!!e, it woUid be deSir&bi~ to apply a differential excise which 
should not be eligible for any tax o.ffset. at l!llbsequent stages. 1\nd high rates of taAes on particu
lar materials imposed for special reasons in the past need to be reduced in the interests of low
ering the cost of production in the economy .as a whole. Thus, by not interfering with the produ
cers' choice a more efficie.nt _allocation.of reso)lrces can be ensured. 

5. 37 To illustrate, copper and aluri:rlnium can, for a large variety of purposes, be substitutes 
for each other. On the consideration that our deposits of copper ore are very limited and we de-' 
pend substantially on imports, while we have plenty of bauxite, we could have a higher rate of duty 
on copper than on aluminium. In fact, at one time conscious efforts were made through the tax 

I 
system to increase the use of aluminium in place of copper for electrical industries. Subsequently, 
because of shortage of aluminium and the desire to increase the availability of electrical grade alu
minium, variou,s changes were made resulting in the present high levies. In our view, there would 
be a good case in the longrun for considerable lowering'Of duty on aluminium. The ;>bases and sta
ges in which such reduction 3hould be made is a matter for judgement by ihe Government • 

. ' . . 

5. 38 Similarly, in the case of raw materials for textiles, while cotton, silk and indigenous wool 
are free from excise lev-Jes, syi.thetic fibres ·such as polyester, nylon and acrylic have been subject 
to duty at very high rates. In the past; inadequacy of domestic production and lack of foreign ex
change to import such fibres in sufficient clhantities have been reasons for the higher levies. With 
the improved foreign exchimge position it should be possible to allow sufficient imports to meet do
mestic demand. This would increase revenues even thOugh the excise duties on the products would 
have been reduced because both .the volume of.imports of fibre and production of yarn and fabrics 
would go up. The consideration that the px'oducts.of .hodern technology should be taxed at higher 
rates is one which we must get away Jrop1, Both in the interests of promoting employment and 
ensuring adequate production of cloth, ~bleb l.s a baste necessity, we, must mske the fullest pos
sible use of synthetics.· We are happy to learn thata:synthetic fibre ~snow being band-spm and 
hand-woven and emerging as a raw materials for Khadi. The indirec~ tax system must encourage 
rather than discourage. these trends. 

5. 39 Apart from reducing unjustified discrimination between competing raw materials, changes 
in the excise duty on raw materials should aim at lowering the costs of those consumer goods on 
which we are anxious to avoid having too high a eumulstive levy. 

5. 40 Turning now to inputs other than raw materials (e. g. compoJ;~ents and packaging materials), 
a rationalisation IJ;l the existing rates on them will be desirGble for more reasons than one. Presen
tly, the rates of excise duty on them vary from 2 per cent (for inputs falling under Item 68) to 55 
per cent 3d valorem (for tyres for commercial vehicles) - a very wide range indeed. In general, 
those inputs which are capable of being used a3 final products (e. g. , for replacement purposes) 
shottld be subject to such rates of duty as may be appropriate !or them as finished consumer pro
ducts, while components which are primarily used as inputs should be subject to the same rates of 
duty as applicable to the finished products in whose manufacture they are mostly used. In both 
cases, the aim should be to provide relief in respect of taxes paid on such inputs to producers who 
use them for further manufacture, through procedures such as rule 55-A, even tf it necessitates 
some adjustments in the rates on final products. 
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5. 41 .The taxation of packaging JJ18~rials ne~ds a special consider&tion. · To the extent that they · 
serve a p>rely decorative Jlllrpose, the )eve! of !iuty on _them m,ay ~ of no special concern. ~owever, 
most products, tnclud!Dg those In the.Ca;tegory of dally necessities hav;e ~ be packed In 9ertain ways 
tn'order that they may be' delivered tO the consume~ In 'a convenient form Without damage, pilferage 

-or il.dulteration •. The pnlseilt ievel of taxation on Packaging materials is rather discriminatory and 
'high In certain cases •. , It ls necessary to 'rationalise the rate strUcture on packaging materials so .. , 
that, in general, the excise duty bu~den on ~rent products within this class is broadly the same. 
Differentials could, however, be introduced on valid economic Considerations such as to discourage 
the use of a particuiar packaging material· in view of the scarce materials that have gone ~to it'!
production. Further, the impact of the cost of different packaging materials varies. Thus, alumi

.ntum foils, a major packaging material for the drug industry, bears. a higher Incidence of excise 
duty', which affects the cost of various essential drugs. · We would recommend that where duty on 
packaging materials adds considerably to the cost of manufactured commodities, which are essen
tial in nature; the question of providing credit of duty paid on packaging materials should be consi-
dered. · · 

5.42 . The earlier discussion brings out the rea8o;,.s why we cannot completely give up taxation 
of tnp>ts. While rationalisiog the rate strUcture for different categories of lnp>ts, we will have 
to consider ways In which the various distortions caused by the taxation of lnp>ts can be minimised, 
if not altogether eliminated. One of the ways would _be adoption of a Value Added Tax system at 
manufacturer's stage which, as we· discuss later, may take some time to Introduce,. if Government 
decides to do so. In the meantime, it would be necessary to make fullest use of the existing provi
sionS and procedures to give relief from the cascading effects of Input taxation. We notice that at 
present relief from inp1t taxation is provided In several Instances by different mechanisms, the 
most important being, (i) the operation of rule 56-A of CentralExcis!!S Rules under which manufac
turers of orily certain specified goods are allowed· to take credit for the excise/ countervailing duty 
already paid on raw materials and components when paying duty on the ,finished products; (ii) the 
set-off procedure provided by specific exemptions under which the duty paid on particular lnp>ts 
is allowed to be adjusted against the duty liability on specified finished products; or (ill) the move
ment of specified lnpllts without, or on partial, p,ayment of duty under Chapter X of the Central Ex
cise Rules. Instead of the restricted application of these procedures as at present, ·we would re,. 
commend a much freer and liberal use of these provisions. In particular, the tax credit allowed · 
under rule 56-A should neither be confined to lnptts having the same tariff classification as the fi
nished goods-as is generally the case aJ present, - nor ·should it be restricted only to raw mat
l!rials or components but should cover wherever circumstances so warrant packaging materials 
and consulllllble stores also. · 

5. 43 On revenue, admhrl strati ~e and other considerations, relief to different Industries from 
duties paid on their lnp>ts may have to be provided In a phased manner; In providing such relief 
priority should be given to those final products the cumulative impact of excise duties on which is 
substantially higher than the rate at which we feel it should be taxed. Where inpllt taxation is sub
stantial, though the cumulative rate may be lower than the rate at which the commodity deserves 
to _be taxed, the relief under rule 56-A could be given to _minimise the caseading effects which 
raise. the costs unnecessarily. In such cases, however, a suitable adjustment 1n the rate of duty 
on the final product could be made. 
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TAXATION OF CAPITAL GOODS 

5. 44 T,Jn~ recently, plant· and machinery, With a few exceptions to which we refer later, were
exempt from excise levies. They did, however, bear the duties imposed on their inp~ts..: mainly 
ferrous and non-ferrous metals. With the introduction of a genersl levy of 1 per cent. tinder item 
68 of the Excise Tariff in the 1975-76 Budget, siiice stepped up to 2-per cent., these capital goods 
are also subject to 2 per cent duty. If one takes into account the levies on various inp~ts, . the cu- ·~ 

. mulative_ Incidence oi excise <hties in a number of cases of fndustrlal maChinery (charged to 2 per-
cent. nominal duty at present), varies from about 2~ 6 per cent. to about 5 per cent.- - ·- · 

5.45 Apart from machinery which is taxed at 2 per cent., referred to above, machinery items· 
which are taxed at higher rates include diesel engmes (5. 5 per cent. to 11 per cent.), power driven 
p~mps (5 per cent.), electric motors (5 per cent. to 20 per cent.), and refrigerating and ali--con- -· 
ditioriing equipment (20 per cent. to 100 per cent. ). · 

5. 46 · A good case can be made out for keeping the rates of excise duties on capital good$ at a ·, 
low level if not for exempting them altogether. · One reason for such a view would be that since one 
of the prime objectives of indirect taxation is to discour.ige consumption and promote savings so 
as to provide resources for investment, a levy oil investment goods makes little economic sense. ·· 
Another consideration is that since capital goods would be used for production, it would be much 
more rewarding from the revenue angle to levy appropriate rates of excise on the products manu
factured than to have a levy on capital goods themselves. It bas also to be borne in mind that 
through concessions in direct taxation Government try to stlmulate investment in various indus
tries and it would not be very logical through indirect taxation to raise their costs; As against 
this, it can be argued that raising the c<ist of capital goods would generate greater employment 
through increasing use of labour-intensive techniqt.~es. However, it is imporlant to remember in 
this context that while in a certain narrow range of activities (machinery and human labour can be 
said to be competitive, over quite a Wide range)installation of new plant and machinery generates 
additional employment. 

5. 4 7 our :view is that in genersl, capital goods in the nature of plant and machinery should not 
be subject to 'a cumulative excise levy higher than 5 per cent., uruess there are good' and identifl.
ithle reasons for a higher imposition. Applyiiig this logic in more concrete terms, we are inclined 
to make the following recommendations:· · 

(i) The excise levy of 2 per cent. on capital goods classified under item 68 in genersl 
could be retained at the present level so long as there is no provision for relief of 

(if) 

excise duties paid on their inp~ts. . 
- ~ 

-
It should be considered whether there are good reasons for diesel engines and power 
driven p~mps and electric motors which are used as capital equipment, to he taxed 
at rates higher than those applicithle to other capital goods. ln regard to refrigerat
ing and air-conditioning machinery used for industlial p~rposes, It should be consi
dered whether the present rate of 20 per cent. is itself not too high and whether the 
present concession should not be extended to cover other indlstrial applications as 
well. 
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Identifiable· items of macbinery or equipment which are clearly seen to reduce employ
. ment qpportunities may be tsxed at higher rates so as to discourage their use. -

5.48 While discussing-duties on capi~ goods, a word is necessary about cement. In every capi-
~ project- in industry, 'dsm!!, 'bridges, roads and houses cement is a key and substantial ingredi
ent. It cannot be used.as consumer good by itself. We feel that the present rate of duty of about 
28. 5 per cent. on grey cement, which was until recently as high liS 38. 5 per cent. is very high rai
sing the cost of all capi~ projects and inhibiting labour intensive and socially desirable activities 
such as house building. As a source of revenue its net contribution would be considerably lower 
than the budgeted figure because Government departments are the major buyers of ce~ent. The 
main reason for the high levy that we have been able to identify is that whenever a shortage deve
loped the duty was raised to mop up excess profits of the intermediaries, but it was not r~ced 
when tbe supply position eased. We would recommend that in the long run, cement duty should be 
brought down substantially. The reduction may well be phased to keep pace with improvement in 
the supply position. 

5. 49 What we have said in the earlier paragraphs may lock merely like a plea fqr reduction in 
duties on various items. This is because ,in looking at the rate structure, it has been much easier 
to spot cases where levies seem to be unjuetifiably high. While we do not rule out the possibility 
of some loss of reveDUe iil the process of rationalisation, .we consider that the overall aim should 
be to conduct this exercfse in a manner which would not result in a loss of revenue. Further, it 
is our belief that with the rationalisation recommended in the tax structure, there would be a gene
ral stimulus to production •. To the extent this happens, the rev~e loss would be offset. 

' 
5. 50 We feel that once the excise system has been rationalised on the lines recommended by 
US, it should be possible to impart not only elasticity but ·a15<j stab:llity to the f!YStem, It Would 
then not be necessary to resort to changes in the rates of tax on particular commodities from 
year to year as the yield from excises could be expected to grow proportionately or even sli@.tly 
more than proportionately, with the growth in national income and/or increase in prices. If at 
any time it is desired to divert a still higher percentage of national income to the exchequer,'· then 
we would prefer that there should be a small and uniform percentage increase in the r.ltes of tax 
on all products so that the basic structure of taxation and the relative rates on different products 
would not be disturbed. It has been estimated that, with the existing tax base, a half percentage 
point increase in rates of tax on all products, or a one percentage point increase in the taxes on 
final products, will yield around Rs. 100 crores. Such an across-the-board increaSe in the tax 
rates nbviously spreads the increased burdens evenly among all the sections, and if substantial . 
relief is provided in respectpf input taxation, the increase in the rates of tax on inputs would have 
no secondary effects on the rjltes of tax on final products, whose relative burdens would remain 
unaltered. • Thus, if the basic rate structure' is accordl.ug to accepted norms oi social justice and 
is consistent with our economic priorities, . there should be no serious public opposition to a gene
ral increase in rates of a small magnitude. 
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'I' 6. EXCISE CONCESSIONS TO THE SMALL PRODUCERS 

6~ 1 The practice of excluding small producers from the excise network, which started initially on 
the consideration that the cost and botheration involved in including them would not be commensurate 
with the revenue earned, has· in the course of years developed into a wide range· of exemptions. At 
present in several cases if a product is manufactured by large scale lnW.stry it is subject to excise, 
sometimes at fairly high rates, but the same product if manufactured by -certain classes of producers 
is wholly or partially exempt from the levy. This deVice thus functions as a kind of protective duty 
which enables those to whom the concession is extended to stand in competition with large scale' manu
facturers. The consideration, therefore, if! now primarily economic rather than administrative tr. 
character. 

6. 2 Encouragement to the decentralised sector, to small scale industries, to labour intensive 
technology, to enterpreneurs with limited resources and the like, is a part of our accepted social 
philosophy. ·In some cases the necessary protection from large scale producers is provided by pre
venting the latter from taking up the production of certain products. ·More generally and til the ma
jority of instances, concessions· in regard to excise duties, sometimes in addition to physical res
traints on production by the large scaltj sector, are the main instruments used for the purposes. 
Since these concessions have been extended to different products at different times the critetis u.:;ed 
for determining eligibility to the concession as well as the nature of the concession itself shows con- · 
sidersble variation leading to complicated administrative procedures; MoreOver, some· of the yard
sticks applied in determining eligibility have the effect of inhibiting the normal natural groWth ofthe· 
enterprise. There is also considerable variation in the extent of benefits that accrue to different 
types of producers. · 

6. 3 Among the criteria ilsed for the grant of concessions to small producers in diff~rent indus-
tries are: 

(a) the Value' or quantity of c.learances ·effected in a year; 

(b) number of workers employed; 

(c) use of power; and 

· (d) the value of the plant and machinery installed. 

' sometimes more than one criterion has to be' satisfied in order to get the benefit of the concession; 
' I . 

6. 4 Except for the 'criterion of non-use of jJower, the others have the effect of penalising any 
expansion which results in the producer crossing the dividing line. Thus, if clearances exceed the 
level subject to which exemption is available, full tax beccmes generally payable on the ~ntire 
clearances of the financial year in question including that part of the production which may have 
been already sold without making any provision for excise. As a result a producer who, 'towards 
the end of the financial year, finds that he is approaching the ftDft 31lbject to which exemption is 
available faces a choice between stopping bJs production,'clearan~es or paying a punitive duty on 
his entire output or. concealing his production. Similarly, if the E!Xemption is based on the cri
terion that the number of workers does not exceeria particular~ •.ha f:cll employme.ut poten
tial does not get utilised. Thus, the application ot the cr.terion penalls .. s :rlgher employment. 
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When the value of the p}P.nt and machinery installed is the dividing line. again a unit which could con
siderably expand its output by adding some additional equipment finds that it would not be worth-while 
doing so. One of the consequences of the adoption of these criteria is that often there .is a fragment
ation of what should really be one unit into different units in order not to lose the benefit of the con
cession. 

- . 
6.5 we feel th8t there would be considerable advantage in having a uniform yardstick which 
would be applicable to all small producers as a class. The best criterion in our view would be the 
value of production. However, in order jhat it does not suffer from the weaknesses referred to above 
we would recommend that the concession should be on a slab basis so that when the pres~d value 
limit is exceeded the producer does be2in to nay excise duty but he continues to derive concessional 
treatment until his annnal output reaches a level which can be C9nstdered to put him definitely out of 
the category for which the concession is intended. 

6. 6 · The value limit to be take~ into account for. the grant of conce~sion on the lines proposed 
above may well have to vary from industry to industry. The value of the final output may, in some 
cases, seem to be very high because what the prodncer may have done is only to put togeth~r ex
pensive components or ingredients to make the final product ready for the consumer. In some in-
-stances he may have done no more than carrying out some blending and packaging operations. If 
we could adopt the criterion of value added by the producer it would be much easier to have a uni
form yardstick applicable practically to all the small producers. However, deriving the value add
ed may present considerable difficulties. We are, therefore, outlining below a scheme which could 
basically be. applied to all but which may need to be liberalised in some instances. 

6. 7 - At present, under the Income Tax law, producers whose annual turnover is more than 
Rs. 2. 5 lakha are required to maintain accounts. Using the same line of demarcation there would 
be considerable merit in exempting from excise levies producers whose output is below Rs. 2. 5 
lakhs. We would also suggest that value of 01.1Dut upto Rs.l!. 5 lakhs should be duty-free for all 
small producers. _ In our view producers having annual production valued below Rs. 15 lakhs could 
'be considered aa small ::_:~roducers, though in exceptional cases a bigher limit could be fixed. ' _ 

6. 8 - The extant of concession that should be given to production between Rs. 2. 5 lakhs and 
Rs. 15 lakha now needs consideration. One of the distortions caused by a system under which 
a producer either pays the full rate or is totally exempt-is that it provides the maximum pro-:. 
tection and incentive to the production of such goods as are subject to the highest rates of excise _ 
duties. ~ means that small producers benefit more if they come into the highly taxed luxury ,
industries than if_they take up the production of common man's necessities which are taxed at 
relatively low rates. A more rational arrangement would be to have a tax rate for the small 
producer which _would be lower than th~ rate applicable tO the large producer by S: specified nu- _ 
mber of percentage points. We are mclined to the view that, if production above Rs. 2. 5 lakhs 
and upto Rs.lO lakha pays a concessional rate of duty lower than the effective rate of duty pay:.. 
able in the organised sector by 3 percentage points; probably, most industries in the small sec
tor would find it adequate. Production in excess of Rs.lO lakhs would begin to pay the normal 
rate of duty._ When the producer's output exceeds Rs.l5 lakhs in any particular year he would 
be required to pay full duty but only from the next financial year. · 
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6. 9 What we have outlined above is essentially a model, which while giving protection to a small 
producer when he is small, will ~ot be an inhibiting factor in his becoming large. The slab system 
would ensure that a small producer is not worse off at lillY stage by increasing his production. Whe-. 
ther the value limits at the Yarious stages should be Rs; 2. 5 lakhs> Rs. 10 1akhs or Rs.15 lakhs as . 
we have suggested or whether higher slabs are necessary would depend upon haw high the material 
costs of the producers are. In cases where the value added is small and value of the bought out items . 
is too large, the slabs may have to be appropriately rs1sed. What we are trying to project is a basis 
and method or giving concessions to the small producer, which would oo free from the defects we 
have ~oticed and which would enable the application of a similar, if not identical yardstick for all 
the s1:ui il producers, who need to be sheltered from competition from the large scale manufacturers, 
instead of laying down different criteria and giving concessions which cannot be readily compared. 

6. 10 Once the above approach is accepted, the existing concessions based on various criterls 
would have to be replaced by it, except where complete exemption from duty is granted for certain 
sectors of industries or for producers who do not use power in the sourse of manufacture. The 
latter consist primarily of cottage industries and traditional crafts which may deserve exemption 
as much on administrative as on social considerations. 

v PROCEDURAL SIMPLIFICATION 

6. 11 . One of the poiDts to be remembered when thinking of the small producer is that quite apart 
from the tax burden the procedural requirements of complying with exclse regulations may often 
create problems. The Self-Removal Procedure (Review) Committee had recommended a scheme of 
simplified procedure which with certain changes, came into effect on the 1st March, 1976. Under 
the simplified procedure producers in a select number of industries, instead of paying the duty for 
every clearance, do so on a monthly basis; 

6. 12 The <hty llsbility is first calculated per annum (after going through a rather complicated 
procedure) and actual payment made in equal monthly instalments - payable in advance before the 
commencement of each month. This liability is normally fixed for a three year block period, but 
there are provisions to alter this under certain circumstances, such as where the tax rates change 
or where the clearances exceed the base clearance by 50%. 

6.13 The Self-Removal Procedure (Review) Committee had felt that the scheme, because of its 
various attractions, woul!f be opted for by almost 95% of the eligible assessees. We find that as ; 
·on 1. 1. 1977, about 25% of thfl eligible assessees in the 46 industries, notified under the scheme, 
have not opted for the scheme and are working under the normal {PhJ~;sical) control system. If the 
completely exempt units working under the scheme are excluded, it is noticed that the number of 
duty paying units under the scheme is less than the number of units paying duty under ·physical 
control system, though eligible for the scheme. Among the reasons brought to our notice for not 
opting for the scheme are the following:-. 

(a) the law lDCorporaling the provisions of the simplified procedure is not only dlffl.cult 
for the assessees to understand but sometimes too complicated even for the assessing officers; 

(b) the three year block period for which duty llsbility is fixed is too long since it is very 
difficult for small units to forecast their demand and produc;tion for such a length of time; . 
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· (c) the requirement of the advanced paymeht of tax (that is, six days before the commence
ment of the month) also places a strain on the financial position of the pl"oducer. 

(d) the inadequate relief which the scheme provides in many cases has resulted in a situation 
where the duty liability of some assessees actually works out to br. more than what it would be if dutv 
is paid on every clearance; and 

(e) the lack of any provision in the scheme for exemption from duty when there is no pro
duction due to linavoidable circumstances such as lay-off, strikes, power break-downs etc. 

6. 14 Basically, the simplified scheme has much to commend itself. What seems to have gone 
wrong is that in drafting the relevant legal provisions the attempt has been to take care Clf all the 
possibilities of any unintended loss of revenue, however minor, while not enough attention has been 
given to the difficulties of the assessee. We feel that the "scheme should be made more attractive 
and more widely applicable. Towards this end: 

(i) the law incorporating the scheme· should be simplified and a version of it which is not 
in technical language sbt:!uld be made available to make it easily intelligible to the tax administration 
'and the tax-payers; 

(ii) thel'tl should be a concerted attempt to educate the smaller manufacturers about the 
attratictive features of the scheme, both by the Department as well as by Chambers and Associations 
of small scale industries; 

(iii) instead of fixing the duty liability for three. years' block period which, in our opinion, is 
too long. Government should consider whether the duty liability should not be fixed for a shorter 
period. Under the French forfait system (on which S. R. P. Committee appears to have relied while 
recommending this procedure) the duty liability is revised every two years whll~ in the Brazilian 
forfait system the revision is made annually; 

' (iv) if the period for which the duty liability is fixed is reduced, the Government should also 
consider whether there is any need for revision of the duty liability within the block period whenever 
the clearances exceed by 50% of the base clearance, as at present, so long as the producer remains 
eligible for the concession; 

(v) advance rayment of the duty liability on monthly basis should be given up. The duty 
could be paid within seven c;lays of the commencement of the month; and 

I 
(vi) there r.hould be a provision for a downward assessment if there is a steep decline in 

production, not purely accounted for by seasonal factors, for example, in cases of shut downs for 
a period exceeding one month duP. to unavoidable reasons. 

LIDERALISATION OF CONCESSIONS 

6.15 J.part from these procedural changes, if our recommendations regarding the concessions .:o 
be given to small producers are accepted. the benefits of the simplified pr'lcedure would also need 
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to be enlarged. Thus all producers, whose base clearance determined in accordance with the scheme, · 
does not exceed Rs. 10 lakhs could be made eligible for it as against the present value limit of Rs. 5 · 
lakhs. The duty liability of any eligible unit would also have to be calculated on the basis of exempt
ing the first Rs. 2. 5 lakhe and making the appropriate concessional charge for the succeeding slabs 
of higher production. 

6. 16 One point which Government may well consider is whether the scheme of concessional treat-
ment should remain confined to a few selected industries as at present or can be liberalised and ex
tended to almost all industries. The present scheme of concessions hat• emerged out of represent
ations made by existing small producers who face difficulties. However, if we are to encourage small 
entrepreneurs to venture into new ,fields then there would be a good deal to be gained by liberalising 
and widening the scheme of concessions so. that more and more people are encouraged to enter new 
fields of production in tlle small sector with the assurance that they will enjoy some excise concess
itlns which will serve to protect them from competition from large scale industries. Of coursE~.-
there &.re cerl.ain types of products such as tobacco, petroleum products and matches to which the 
scheme outllned above cannot, for obVious reasons be extendsd. 
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7. ROLE OF CUSTOMS DUTIES, 

7. 1 As pointed out earlier, import duties, in addition to being a source of revenue, are also 
used for providing protection tO domestic industries and for conserving foreign exchange. The 
latter two functions are also performed by import control. When thel"e is a regime of extensive 
control over imports, any discussion of import duties bas to proceed with regard to the kind of 
import licensing policy in force. 

7. 2 From the purely revenue angle, imported products must be subjected to at least the same 
rates of taxation as like products of domestic origin. A somewhat higher levy could also be justi
fied on the ground that those who consume imported products make a draft on a scarce resource, 
namely, foreign exchange. In the mid-sixties, when the country was facing a serioue foreign ex
change crisis, there was a very sharp and substantial increase in import duties. This was inten
ded to act as a strong disincentive to imports and to prevent importers from making exorbitant pro
fits, which arose because the volume of permitted imports of most products was much less than 
the domestic demand for them. These high levels of duties persist even today when there ha& been 
a radical change in the foreign exchange position ttnd a significant change in regard to the external 
value of the rupee, and we are anxious to draw upo1;1 our reserves to accelarate growth. 

7. 3 A strong case could be made out in today's conditions for a sizeable across-the-board re
duction in import duties which, if they led to a substantial increase in imports, would, among other 
things, be helpful in curbing inflatio~ry trends. The limiting factors would be considerations of 
revenue and the importance of ensuring adequate protection to domestic industries. 

CON 

7. 4 From the point ~f view of raising revenue, it ould be noted that a high rate of import 
duty does not necessarily mean large revenues. If impo continue to be restricted or banned 
through licensing, the revenue yield would not be very sig ·cant. As it is, although consumer 
goods as a class pay import duties of 120 per cent. or more, the revenue derived from them is 
insignificant because by and large the import of most consumer goods is severely restricted and 
the one consumer item of which we have made substantial imports from year to year, namely, 
foodgrains, is duty-free. However, in the altered foreign exchange context and with our concern 
for the augmentation of revenues, we would urge that a special study should be·undertaken to see 
what class of consumer goods can be allowed to be imported in a larger measure without entai
ling a wasteful use of fo!"eign exchange. Imports of some of the luxuries of the rich may well 
continue to be banned, but it is to be remembered that when duties ar.e higher than 100 per cent, 
every rupee worth of foreign exchange released for the purp(>se would meaD. the withdrawal of 
over two rupees from internal circulation, more than half of this would accrue as revenue to 
Government and can be used for socially worthwhile purposes. Further there are many consu
mer items of interest to lower income groups whose'prices, because of the ban on imports, are 
so high that only the rich can afford them. After a careful review, it should be possible to allow 
imports, on a more liberal basis, of articles already being allowed for import as well as of new 
ones which will satisfy the needs of various consumer groups as well as professional classes 
1'1te doctors, photographers and even students and sportsmen. In quite a number of> cases the 
pr.~.e<J paid by the co'lSumer for imported products is far higher than what would be justified by 
the lmport duty because <>f the restrictious ·on the imports of those products which give the& 
scarcity value. 
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INDUSTRIAL INPUTS 

7 • 5 The most important soUrces of revenue from import duties are industrial inputs and capita 1 
goods. The arguments that we have advanced in relation to excise duties on these items have e-ual 
validity in respect of import duties on them. Their itLpact on domestic industries and prices ~ well 
as the burden ther impose on various income groups are very similar in character to those occasioned 
by excise levies. The widespread belief that levies on imports impinge only on the upper income gro
ups is erroneous. · As lndicated in the table under para 4. 7 import duties do impinge on even low ex
penditure groups. A wide range of ~ports are used in the production of goods which are consumed by 
all aections of th13 community. Furthermore, the raw m11terials and components which are permitted 
for import are those needed by our industries to maximise their output which bas a favourable impact 
both on the p~ce level and !>n employment - the two major areas of current concern. We, therefore, 
favour a downward trend in the import duties on inputs, provided the import policy is sufficiently lib
eral tq ensure that the benefit of reduction will go to the consumers of those products. 

7 • 6 However, since imP.:,rt duties on inputs are such an important element in the revenues deri-
ved from customs. duties, on·revenue consideration a\one, the scaling down of duties may have to~ 
both selective and phased taking into acco~ the following factors: 

(a) whether a reduction in duty will help lowering the prices of the kind of things which in 
our discussion on excise duties we have included in the category of basic necessities such as food, 
clothing, shelter, education, health and transport. · 

(b) whether reduction in duties, while lowering the revenue realisation per unit of imwrt, 
would in fact augment revenue·s because the volume of imports would go up • 

.... 
(c) whether the cheapening of certain imported products would have .a long-term favourable 

effect on the development process, including promotion of employment. 

(d) whether the duty on a particular input fs unduly hizb, compared with the levies on com
peting lnplits. 

7. 7 Of course in any downward revision of duijes, care will have to be taken to ensure that it 
does not have an adverse impact on domestic industries since"import tariffs are legitimately used 
for protective purposes. If, as in pre-Independence days, tariffs were the sole instruments of pro
tecting domestic industries, we would first need to determine appropriate levels of duty for different 
industries in order to protect the existing ones and to encourage investment in industries from the 
point of view of import substi:Utiolion the merits of each case. But after the country's foreign ex
change position deteriorated import control became the main instrument, not only for cc-nserving 
foreign exchange but also for affording protection to domestic industries and since contr?ls on im
ports, even though !iberalised, continue to exist, it becomes necessary to consider what the re
lative roles of import duties and import control should be in affording protection to domestic in
dustry. 

7. s · For items in which we are self-sufficient, imports are anyhow not allowed and duties are 
not really significant either from the revenue angle or for purposes of protection. However, time 
and again occasion does arise to allow some imports of products in this category because for one 
r~ason or another a shortage bas developed. If the import duty is so high that the imported pro
duct will cost much more than the domestic product, tb e attempt to impori. more in order to relieve 
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domestic shortage gets frustrated and it is only when shortages have forced domestic prices up that 
imports can begin to be helpful. Often in such cases import duties have bad to be reduced, e. g. 
edible oils and synthetic fibreg. But on account of time which is inevitably taken in making such ad
justments, there is avoidsble damage to the internal economy. Therefore, for products which are 
only to be imported to meet unforeseen contingencies, import duties should be such as to equate land
ed cost with domestic prices. Since imports of tbese·articles are not normally allowed, there would 
be no loss of revenue if for this purpose duties have to be lowered. -

7. 9 -Similarly, the level of duty on inputs in respect of which the country is able to meet a sub-
stantial proportion of total requireme11ts from local resources and ocly the gap between domestic 
production and demand is met by imports by actual users, should be such ns to keep domestic and 
import prices at par. 

7. 10 Goods, of which there is only small domestic production at high costs but the bulk of whose 
J!Upplies comes from imports that are much cheaper, the right way of protecting domestic industry 
would not"be through a high import duty on the bulk of the supplies. It would be better either to give 
a subsidy to the domestic producer or to arrange for a pooling of prices so that the product col'tinues 
to be available at a reasonable price and goods made out of.it do not become Wlduly costly. 

7. 11 By way of illustration of the points made above we would cite the following instances: 

(a) The import duty en raw wool used to be 45% and is now 75% while cotton, another natural 
fibre for the textile industry, is duty-fret:. :In the case of cotton some protective consideration could 
have come to play because we produce mos·t varieties of cotton. In he case of raw wool, the varie
ties produced domestically are mostly used for non-wearable fabrics; so the prot.ective angle is not 
very important. So long as oour priority,• seemingly dictated on foreign exchange considerations, 
was to allow the import of cotton liberally and restrict the imix>rt of wool severely, the differential 
treatment in respect of t'!ulieo was justifiable. But the position needs to be reviewed particularly 
now when our foreign ~xct.ange position is more comfortable. A major consequence of making the 
cost of the raw material itself so high is to put woollen garments virtually beyond the reach of 
lower income groups, even in areas where the winter is quite severe, as well as to prevent the ex
pansion of the decentralised sector. According to such information as we have been able to gather 
almost the entire production of domestic wool goes to the weaving of carpets and certain types of 
blankets anc:l coarse fabric, while it is imported wool which is mainly used for making most of the 
wearable fabrics including bandloom fabrics as well as for band-spinning and knitting. The revenue 
loss from a sizeable reduction of import duty on this item may well be offset by larger imports. , 
The consequent lowering of lhe cost of wool would at the same time enlarge the access of lower in
come groups to woollen garments and generate considerable extra employment in the process. An 
important cons~deration g~>Vermng wool is that because it is a seasonal product, imported stocks 
have to be carried practically for the whole of the year and interest charges on the import duty alone . 
itself add another big percentage to the total cost of raw materials. 

(b) Domestic prod~ction of copper meetS only a part of our needs. In fact, from one point 
of view, it would be better to conserve our supplies of copper ore as a strate!rlc reserve rather than 

• b 

maximise domestic cooper production to ·save foreign exchange." In any event, the ccst of domestic 
copJ,er ts high. In addition, there 1s an excise on it, the level of which was raised when world pri
ces of Co')per had shot up and indigenous copper actually l;lecame cheaper. Today, the i.mport duty 
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including coutervailing duty on cop!Jer is so high that its use in many traditional industries in making 
vessels and ornamental wares is almost disapprearing. ·Besides, the very high duty, namely, abcut 
90% c. i. f. price, has an ~mpact on the price of a large number of electrical products for which copper 
is the main material. It would be worth considering whether such protection as the domestic industry 
may need ct>uld not be provided by a price pooling ar<;Ulgement since anyhow copper imports are cana
lised through theM. M. T. c. Somewhat similar consideration would apply to Zinc and Lead as well. 

(c) From many points of view asbolstos cement sheets are much better roofing than corru
gated galvenised iron Hheets. The import duty on asbestos fibres puts the rrtce of asbestos cement 
sheets. too high for it to go into' widespread use. Here again there is a very small, high-cost dome
stic productiOn to protect. Prlce pooling arrangements could well be .nade to lower the cost of as
bestos cement sheets. 

(d) There are praetically no prospects of indigenous supply of products like Cobalt, Tungsten 
and Nickel. SUch products should also be taxed at lower rates. 

7. 12 Import duties on items which are not being produced in the country give to investors a 
yardstick by which to judge whether their pro.Juction would be economi(l. Very high rates of import 
duty may encourage import substitution regardless of costs. While, obviously, the policy of import 
substitution must be pursued and sustained by a tariff structure which encourages it, care has to be 
taken. t--:> ensure that excP.pt for items ,where for strategic reasons self-sufficiency is considered to 
be import..ant, priority in the n:.atter of ~mport substitution is given to products which would need a 
low level of tariff protection, i.e. products whose dOmestic costs will not be too high in relation·to 
import prices. This consideration is particularly important in the development of industries which 
produce raw materials which sustain a large number of other indus.ries. The high cost of raw ma
terials naturally affects the cost of all the products made from it. As a result, not only would the 
burden on tlie consumer go up, but also the employment created by the development of such high~ cost 
industries would be at the expense of much greater employment downstream. 

' . ' .' 

7. 13 A specific case can illustrate the point. The import duty of 320 per cent. on stainless steel 
sheets induced some very high cost units to come into being. When the Government proposed a re
duction of duty to 120 per cent. in the last budget, it was found that some of the units could not stand 
competition witb imports and thercf?re the duty was finally fixed at 220%. In consequeace, whilE 
employment and profits in the existi,.ng high c>st unite was protected, the possibilities of much lar
ger gainful employment to those who would bs.ve mad;l products of stainless steel includir 1; utensils 
was jeopardised. -

7. 14 ·To sum up, fl'om a purely economic point of view, lowering of import duties ·on raw mate
rials would be desirable. · The danger of a loss of revenue often gets exagnrated, becaase the pro
spects of higher revenaes on accoimt of larger imports as well as increased excise revenues - as 
larger imports.of inputs result in higher levels of domestic production- are_not taken into-account. 
Of course, protection to domestic industry has to be ensure4. However, we consider that even with 
a reduction, adequate protection may continue to be available in most cases. Further we do have 
other methods than a high tariff to prate"~ i'?nestic indu~t .1.< s. Finally, both from the point of view 
of economic growth and increasing revenu<'··, any lower o:., of dirties should go hand in hand with 
Uberalisation of imports and preferably be preceded by it. T~e redt ction in import duti!!S which we 
have suggested may not need compensating Llcrease in oth'-r c!u"Ci'..JD '"' ;;nU~-..,.~d rilier.u" provided 
there is adequate liberalisation of lmports whlch in today'" conditions se.,ms pos11ible. 
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CAPITAL GOODS 

7. 15. Turning to industrial plant and macbinery and capital goods, in general, the arguments we 
have adduced for only a moderate rate of excise dtity on them is equally valid for import duties with 
the difference that adequate arrangements must be made to ensure protection to domestic machine 
building industries. Here again, account bas to be taken of protection to existing industries, main
taining a level of duty which would encourage further investment in this sector and having aparti
cularly low rate for tho"' items of equipment whose production in the country in the near future is 
not considered to be likely or worthwhile., Further, the importance of ensuring complimentarity 
between import control and import duties is particularly necessary in the case of capital goode be
cause their imports are usually licensed on a case-by-case basis. For capital goods industries,· 
which are well established, it would be preferable to liberalis& licensing, the tariff being retained 
at a level which is enol!gb to give adequate protection to domestic producers. For industries which 
are newly set up and meet only a part of domestic capacity much greater reliance on import con
trol will have to continue because of the general prejudice which exists in favour of imported machi
nery and which can only he overcome over a period of time. 

AUXILIARY DUTY 

7. 16 There is no need to maintain a basic duty and an auxiliary duty as separate levies on .. 
imports. · The latter duty is purely a revenue raising inea8ure. As separate duties complicate 
the rate structure, we suggest that consolidated rates should replace them. 

CO~VAUXNGDU~S 

7. 17 Countervailing duties which are imposed on imports and are equal to the excise duties 
levied on the like products produced indigenously are fully justified on economic considerations. 
The assumption undE;lrlying these 18 that import duties serve a protective function and have the 
effect of equaUsing the landed cost of the imported product with the ex-factory cost of the indi
genous one. Therefore, the levy which is made by way of excise duties on the latter must also 
be imposed on the former, 1f the protective functinn of the import duty is not to he eroded. In 
actual fact because our import duties are so much higher thim what would he justified on con~i
derations of protection of domestic industry, the countervailing duties raise the price of im
ported products to a far greater extent thaD would be economically defenSible. Since the prin
ciple hebind the levy of a countervailing duty is sound we would not recommend its abolition 
and would rather see a scaling down of import duties for the reasons explained earlier. How
ever, all too often because the excise tariff clruisifl.es items according to trade practice, pro
~ucts which are being imported on the consideration that there is no domestic production are 
hit by the countervailing duties. For example, insulating paper used in the electrical indust
ry :ta subjected to the excise dutY which is applicable to ordinary paper. A clear decision 
should he made by Government and preferably embodied in the law on the subject, that no 
countervailing duty should he levied on any import unless it would compete with an indigenous 
product which is paying the excise duty. · 



AD VALOREM VERSUS SPECIFIC DUTIES 

' 7. 18 The point has been made to us that ad valorem import duties have the effect of making im-
ports more and more expensive as inflation in other countries raises the price of imported supplies. 
In dealing witb this point in respect of excise duties we have argued that the higher revenue yield 
from ad valorem duties when prices rise are not'lnflationary, because they divert a part of the 
·manufacturers' extra profits in conditions of sbort:agil to the exchequer and they also act as a curb 
on demand. The same logic cannot apply to imports. Import duties do not transfer tbe higher pro
fits of overseas suppliers due to inflation to the Indian exchequer. Further the higher demand wb lob 
engenders tbe price rise is not Indian. On the other hand some of tbe other objections to specific 
duties to which we have referred earlier remain. Ad valorem duties encourage the importer to get 
' ' the cheapest possible product because the cheapness gets accentuated by the ad valorem levY• 
Specific duties would encourage the import of more expensive types of goods the incidence of duty 
on which would in ad valorem terms be lower. Further there are a wide range of products such 
as machinery on which specific rates of duty will not be practicable. On the whole we feel that 
there might be a case for making specific levies on primary products which do not have a wide vari
ation in terms of quality and the prices of which are subject to sharp fluctuations both upwards and 
downwards such as metals, fibres and agricultural products. · 

EXPORT DUTIES 

7. 19 The importance of export promotion is well recognised and has led to the subsldisation of 
some of our exports. The days are gone when we could look upon export duties as a source of reve
nue. Their role in the future wo.uld be essentlally an economic one of driving a wedge between 
high overseas prices and low domestic prices so tbat export demand does not unduly raise internal 
prices. Care bas to be taken to enRure that frequent and sudden changes 1n export duties on short 
term considerations do not damage the long term prospects of our exports. Apart from export 
duties, the fact that our system of indirect taxation taken as a whole bas the effect of raising the 
cost of our exports and the existing systems of drawbacks do not provide for full rebate of internal 
levies are matters of concern. We shall be discussing this problem fully in Part n of our report. 
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)3, REFORM OF SALES TAX SYS'l'EM 

s. 1 Over the years, sales taxes have become more intensive and more extensive, accounting 
for 55% of the states' revenues, wh'.~h amounts roughly to Rs. 3, 500 crores in 197 5-76 as against· 
21% of the total states' revenues of about Rs. 220 crores in 195o-51. 

MERGER OF SALES TAX WITH EXCISE. 

8. 2 A strong plea bas been made to us by representatives of trade and industry as well as 
others for abolishing the sales tsx as a separate entity and making appropriate enhancements in 
the excise levies, the proceeds of which could be earmarked for the states. In support of this 
view, it bas been argued that if a number of separate autboritiea independently levy a tsx on the 
same products, there can be no rationalisation of the tsx structure which is the main aim of the 
Committee. When a s~le !!Jihority levies all the taxes on a parlicular product, it can take into 
account all relevant considerations -.the burden on the consumer 9.S well as impact on production 
and investment in the ind~stry. Such a Cen~Bllevy would be eas·l to rebate when exports take 
place •.. There would be considerable .saving in the cQ§ioU:ollectfon. The diversi"n of trade as 
well as of production centres from one state to another, which differential rates of Rales tax lead 
to would be elfmlnated. The barrassment caused by the requirements to comply v.ith the laws, . --
procedures and forms of different States, which make life difficult for small .raders as well as 
mauufacturers who buy their raw materials and components from different states and also sell 
their products in different states, will be removed. 

8. 3 State Governments, on the other hand, have emphatically argued against such a course. 
In part they seem to be afraid that no matter what assurances are given, their revenues will 
suffer as a result of the change. They bave Rome unhappy memories of the way in which, after 
they ll{;Teed to replace the sales tax on textiles, tobacco and sugar by additional excise duty, 
their revenue from these items remainE:d virtually frozen, thougi, the Centre got higher. revenues 
from them by raising the baaic excise duty whlle keeping the additional excise duty unchanged, 
Perhaps they ar.e influenced by the consideration that in each plan statGs are expected to step 
up thei;r own level of resource mobilisation and the~ do not for this purpose get any credit for 
what they receive by way of a 6bare of Central taxes. Further, more important than mere reve
nue considerations, state Governments feel that any reduction in the powers of the state to tax 
its own people and having to depend on Central subventions in3tead would erode their autonomy. 
Finally, when a state bas to mount its own tsx effort for which it bas to seek the support of the 
State legislature, it bas a-greater sense of ~;esponsibility and Explores every possibility of eco
nomising on expenditure, The increasing dependence of states on Central subventions tendS to 
undermine financial discipline. 

B. 4 While there is a consit;Ierable amount of truth in the criticisms levelled against the ex
isting systems of sales t.1Xation by tradg and industry, the pro.>asal to completely abolish sales 
taxation and to confine commodity taxation to the points of pro&lction may itself be criticised on 
a numbe:..- of grounds. The popular belief that excise du~ and sales taxes fall on the sr.me base,· 
though levied by two different authorities, is not altogether correct. Estimates made by the 
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy indicate that nearly Rs. 500 crores of sales tsx 
are being currently collected on goc'.ls not subject w ax\lise duties. This .ds a net contribution 
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to revenue from taxes on goods such as agricultural products and outpvt of small manufacturers as 
well arti.:les or jewellery which, for administrative and other reasons, central excises do not reach. 
Further, even when the same product is subject to both excise duties and sales taxes the area of 
overlap is not total. The increase in val•le which takes place between the ex-factory stage and the 
point at which· it reaches the ultimate consumer due to costs of transport and distribution as well as 
the profits of wholesalers and retailers cannot be taxed through excise duties, The levy of sales tax 
can cover this part of value added. From the purely econo7'1ic point of view, confining taxation to 
the point of prod~~on suffers from the disadvantage that ft Comes at an early stage in the chain of . 
transactions and, therefore, leads to a certain degree of cascading. In any case, the consequence 
of a simple abolition cf !!ales tax from the angle of resource mobllisation would be a substantial loss 
of revenue to· compensate for which something like a 50 per cent.· increase in excise duties on the 
average would be necessary, given the present base of excise taxation. 

8 • 5 In considering the future. role of the sales tax system, a choice bas to be between two alter-
natives:-

. • j 

(a) Through a COillltitntional amendment, the levy of sales taxes can also be made a Central 
subject and thereafter a ratiollalised syst6.m of indirect taxation on domestic production and consum
ption can be administered by the Centre; 

(b) An attempt can be made w 'teform the existing State sales tax system so that they are 
freed of most of their weaknesses, _ 

WEAKNESSES OF THE SYSTEM 

8. s. In making a choice between the two alternatives, the final judgment wtll necessarily have to 
be politiCal. Without teldng any position on the subject, we attempt in the succeeding para,."r3pbs 
to analyse the weaknesGes of the sales tax system and the possibilities of reform. -

8. 7 Strictly speaking, Central excise duties and sales taxes lev1ed by States should play dis
tinct roles. {i;xcise bas relevance to the process of production which means an imposition on._Pro
ducers' prices with a country-wide incidence of the levies made on them. On the other band, sales 
tax, being essentially a 'tax on consumption levied by a State GOvernment, should be confined to con
sumers within the State without either interfering with manufacturing costs or impinging orr.'products 
consumed outside the State,.;:J . 

8. 8. Ijrnfortunately, the sales tax system, as it bas evolved and as it exists today, has become a 
burden on the producer raising his costs and ex-factory prices. The extensive sales taxation of in
puts is o~ of .~e maJor coDtrtbutors to the phenomenon of cascadtng).o which we have referred 
earlier. 'rJu:ough the inter-action of sales taxes and excise duties and the consequent increase in 
costs an profitS, it often happens that the burden on the consumer of the final product does not 
always bear any semblance to progression to which both tb~_Centre and the States individually att
ach importance in fixing n9minal rates on fl.naf products. Sales taxes also tend to encourage verti
cal integration and handicap the development of ancillary industries in the small scale sector be
cause sales tax cannot fall on components produced within a factory for its own consumption but it 
hits components bought from ancillary industries ualess there are special exemptions~ 
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8. 9 '[:rhe taxation of inputs also means that its burden fallu on consumers outside the State. While 
procedures exist for refund of excise duties on a product when it is exported outside the country the 
sales tax paid on inputs are not rebated:TSimilarly, when the pi:oduct is sold to other States, the,pro
ducing state is able to tax ·the purchaserin consuming states even though there is concessional treat
ment of inputs under most of the states' sale A tax systemS which are often not extended to sales out
side the state. In consequence, the more developed States which have attained high levels of agri
cultural or industrisl production are able to derive additional resources by taxing consumers in other 
State9J.h1le the resource mob111sation ca:;>acity of the less deve.}6ped States which have to depend on . 
mosrtf their needs being met by imports from other States is weakened.] This is evident from the 
table below, which indicates the revenue derived by different states from Central sales tax. 

TABLE 

(Figures in Rupees lakhs) 

Name ot State 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 
(R. E.) (B. E.) 

Andhra Pradesh 957 900 954 

Assam 170 196 198 

Bihar 674 1481 1676 

Gujarat 1865 2124 2336 

Haryana 1245 1300 1428 

Himachal Pradesh 14 12 ~ 

17 

Kerala 501 1175 775 

Madhya Pradesh 1614 1900 2100 

Maharashtra 5591 7700 6900 

Karnataka 1285 1600 1800 

582 • 606 890 Orissa 

Punjab 1017 • 1350 1553 

Rajasthan 587 655 725 

Tam:i.l Nadu 2082 2594 • 
2994 
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Table-Concld. 

Name cf state 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 
(R. E.) (B. E.) 

Uttar Pradesh 527 1000 1050 

West Bengal 2507 3500 3760 

J)elhi 1328 187,1 2697 

Total 22546 29464 31853 

· Source 1. State Budget documents; for figures relating to States. 

2. Delhi A~stration for figures relating to Delhf. 

a. 10 (:rhough it might be true that even less in~strialised States, which produce sorue essenttai 
raw materials like steel get sizeable revenues from the Central sales tax, the fact remains that it 
is the more industrialised States that get a greater benefit and are in effect in a position to export 
their taxation to other Statetg . 

tThts trend is also furthe~ accentuated by the high rates of tax under the Central Sales Tax 
Act though the Act itself was enacted with the objective of restraining this possibility.:] Init1ally, the 
rate of Central sales tax was deliberately kept low at 1 per cent. following the recommendations of 
the Taxation Enquiry Commission headed by Dr. John Matha1.13he main object in fixing the ·rates 
of Central sales tax at the low level of one per cent. was to ensure that while some revenue accrued \ . . 

to the exporting States, it did not resdt in raising unduly the burden on the consumers in the impo
rting State. Further, it could plug the possible loopholes of ·evasion which would open if goods sold 
across the State borders were totally free of taxation. However, under pressure (ram States, the 
rate of Central sales tax has been steadily raised from one per cent. to 4 per cent. and today it has 
beco~ an instrument of transferring resources from less developed to more developed States;J 

STEPS FOR REFORM 

8.11 Against this background, we need to examine whether instead of completely doing away with 
an independent sales tax system, it is possible to reform sales taxes and rid them of the major de
fects pointed out.above. 

a. 12 ) The adverse effects of sales taxation of inputs can be remedied by ensuring that sales taxes 
are levi'ea only on ~h~ products and not on inputs.;> The excise system does have certain proce
dures for givins relief b'Om excise levies on inputs when products are exported but when they are 
sold domestically, the ·relief is available only. in a limited number of case~ Most States also pro
vide for relief or concessional treatment in respect cif inpunaxatiOn.--"Thedifference is that while 
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the Central scheme gives the fullest possible \benefit to products sold, outside the country and only 
very limited relief from input taxation for products consumed internally, States do not usually give 
full relief but only conc«;:ssionsl treatment. Besides, wbile such concessionsl treatment Is gener-

. ally extended to all industries, it is often not made available unless, the sale of the fipal product 
takes place within the State. Obviously [relief from input taxation must be given both by the Centre 
and by the States if it if! to produce the desired results. We have already urged tba~ the Centre 
aJaould provide for a system of extensive rebate of excise duties on inputs, to start With under the 
existing provisions. The question arises as to bow parallel action ::ould be ensured in respect of 

sales tax;) 

ENLARGEMENT OF LIST OF DECLARED GOODS 

8. 13. One way in which the above objective could be achieved is to enlarge the list of declared 
goods. Parliament bas powers to declare any particular prod'fict to be of special importance in in
ter-State trade or commerce and impose restrictions and conditions in respect of sales tax there
on-:) These powers were acquired by the ParJis!nent in pursuance of Mathai Commission's report, 
wfiich spelt out the following guidelines for inclusion of items in the list of declared goods: 

/(iil 

_....,-(ill) 

The commodity should be a raw material or largely in the nature of raw mater-
ial; . 

either as raw material or as finished goods based on such material it should be of 
special importance in terms of volumes in inter-st:1te trade; and 

for the country as a whole, the product should also be of special importance from 
the point of view of the consuiner or industry. 

8. 14 However, there is no legal limitation on Parliament's discretion in this respect. The list 
of declared goods originally included some key raw materials like coal, cotton, hi4es and skins, 
iron and steel, jute and 1 ollseeds, the three consumer products in respect of which additional excise 
duties by voluntary agreement replaced sales tax, namely, cotton fabrics, sugar and tobacco as well 
as s01ne other consumer pl-oducts, namely, rayon and art silk fabrics and woollen fabrics. Using 
theae powers, the Centre can keep the sales tax on a number of inputs not used as final products at 
verx low levelf!, though clearly the inputs to be selected for the purpose must be ·such as could be 
said to be of special importance in inter-State trade or commer:e· J , 

CENTRAL SALES TAX 

8. 15:... Unotber measure within the sphere of Central legislation which would r~duce' the extent to 
which the taxes imposed by one State affect consumers in others and also bring about some res
traint in the taxation of inputs would be to reduce the Central sales tax on inter-State sales if neces
sary by stages to ita originai level of one per cent. Indeed this change in our view is the one most 
urgently needed in the interests of equity between State~ All to . often discussion on the role of 
,.a~es tax proceeds on the assumption that it is mainly au issue between the Centre and the States 
~-hil~ o~•e o'f its distlll'b~ fee.tures is the_ way in which it can lead to inequitable distribution of re
so.n.· .e. an.ong Sta~s • .l once the rate of Ulter-State sales tax bas been lowered, the States wnr 
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. find it desirable in their own interests to lower. the tax on inputs. Otherwise, manufacturers will try 
to import th~m from other states and thus psy no more than the ,inter-state ssles tax;J In fact even 
now levies on inputs which are higher than the inter-state ssles tax lesd to purchase of inputs from 
other states. Thus, transformer oil is being imported by industries in Tamil Nsdu from Kersla, pay
ing the lower inter-state ssles .tax of 4 per cent. against Tamil Nsdu's ssles tax of 8 per cent on the 
same product. Other instances have slso come to our notice. Certain chemicsls which are being pro
duced in Uttar Pradesh are being imported into Uttar Pradesh from Gujarat while the state's own pro
duction gets sol<l in the state of Bihar because the locsl ssles tax on the products is higher than the 
rate of inter-state ssles tax. 

• MEASURES OF REFORM 

8.16. 'Cin our 'View, it is both possible and desirable to take measures towards removing the major 
weaknesses of the ssles tax system, within the framework of the existing constitutions! provisions; 

I ~ ? 

(i) It should be possible to persuade the state Governments to accept a more rations! 
and simplified system of ssles•taxation on the lines recommended below. However, 
if voluntary agreement with the States is not found to be practicable; it w~uld be
come necessary to include the powers to levy ssles tax in the concurrent list. This 
would enable the Centre to exercise a restraining influence to the extent necessary 
without taking away the power of the State to levy_taxes on their own residents;J 

\:one of the recommendations made by the expert groups which have studied the ssles tax 
systems of individusl states has been that the ~hould be a s!!lgl.e point taX. SUch a tax 
could be either at the first stage or at the last stage:)' The first stage t8:i1si:n'seversl respects an 
equivslent of excise duty. The tax would thus be co.Dfined only to manufacturers within tho state 
and those who import' goods fr1>m other states. · Whilst it would be easier to collect' becauae a lar
ge number of deslers will not require to be covered, it cannot absorl;l the vslue added sUbsequent 
to the manufactured or import within ths state which is one of the factors distinguishing Sales tax 
from 'Vtcise duties J 

• 
lon the other hand, the last point sales tax, :In o.rerationsl terms, would mean' that ssles 

io parties who are-registered deslers uniler tlte SsleF. TeA Act will be exempt from ssles +ax and 
the tax will be levied when the ssle is made either to a consumer or to any one else who is not so 
registered. In such a system, there will also be a provision for the exemption from Ssles Tax on 
sales of raw materials; :Intermediate products to the registered manufacturers;J If the taxation of 
inputs gets virtually eliminated, the need to extend the list of declared goods to cover major in-
puts may not arise. ' 

(:!'herefore, the levy of sales tax at the last point woUld have clear advantages as it would 
tax the value added subsequent to the manufacture and would also do away with the evils which 
arise from the taxation of :lnp11ts without appropriate proviai.,-s fur_ :relief or drawback. It will 
also minimise the outlay on working capicn! ·,e a manufac tu-,e:..•/ct.rtnbutor does not have to psy 
taxes at the fii'st point ~i.purchase, which be 1>ill otherw.'"e bt. able t? recoup only on his ssle of 
the i:lnished product. etc. However, one of the arguments agailst a last P.Qiut sales tax4l1Uf be~n 
that it :lnvol.,es a lalf.e number of s·nal1 traders a,d that a "in~e point "lllfl" tl''t jp•-:ied on the 
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final sale is fraugilt with serious risks of evasion. ~tis in this context that a aoublepoi.Dtsalestsx, 
as is fJi vogue in Maharashtra and Gujarat becomes relevant •. The levy of double point tlsx is gen
erally confined to a few .commodities whiclulo not pass through controlled channels. Though the 
advocates of this system claim that this plugs evasion, the fact remains that the same risk as ex
ists in the case of last point sales tax regarding evasion equally applies to the double point sales ·· 
tax in respect of the second point of sale. Further, in its operation it will be necessary to fix appro
prtately two low rates at the first and second stage or make a provision for a set off at the second 
stage to avoid cascading effects. In either case, the system cannot be said to be that simple in 1ts 
operation and to poesess the characteristics of a better system, which could be efficiently and · · 
smoothly implemented. On a balance of all the considerations, we favour a single point tax at the 
last stage) 

(11) [The second important step to be taken towards rationalisation of the sales tax 
system is to bring about a reduction in the rates of Central Sales Tax from the 
existing 4% to the level of 1%, by stages if necessary. Such a low rate of tax 
on inter-State Sales wllile serving as a means of preventing large scale evasion 
of tax on internal sales (which may be passed off as inter-State sales), would 
also go a long way towards preventing the e.x:Port of taxation levied by one State 
to the residents of other States.:] 

8. 17. (Compliance with sales tax regulations in the matter of book keeping etc. places a heavy 
burden on small traders. It would, therefore, be desirable to raise tbe limit for compulsory 
registration to a reasonably high level in the case of dealers other than manufacturers and im
porters within the State. For this purpnse, dealers with an annual turnover above Rs. 2. 5 lakhs 
should be required to register themselve0 This figure is a good line of demarcation as under 
·the Income. Tax Act also, assessees are required to maintain accounts if their turnover exceeds 
this figure. J:!:his change would also reduce the number of establishments which have to pay sales , 
tsx..J . . . 

8. 18. It should be quite possible and even desirable to make registration under the sales tax 
voluntary for a wide range of retallertl. If they do not register then the supplies which they ob
tain from wholesalers will bear the sales tax, but so far as they themselves are ooncerned, they 
would not be involved iu any sales tax accounting. Tht:s, · on the whole, the cba'nge suggested 
above may reduce the cost of collection to the state on the one hand and irksomeness to the small 
trader on the other. 

!lEED FOR UNIFORMITY . 

' 8, 19. We have said earlier that Rtate Governments should Lave r<'!asonable flexibility in the 
administration of sales tax laws because conditions differ from state to State. However, there 
are some fp.ature'3 of sales tax legislation which call for .a measur" of ULiformity. Otherwise 
they create problems both for state Governments as well as for trade aDd industry. •While a 
large number of products can be taxed nt different rates, there -ire S'lmc on which rate differ
entialn encourage uneconomic diversion of trade in a manner which alao results in a loss·of reve
nue to the state with a higher rate of taxation. Thus for the morQ .expensive consumer g.:Jods,. 
cars, refrigerators, tyres and the like, l.t often pays the consumer. if the difference between , 
sales tax rates is large enoll6h tG make r.urchases in other States than his own. Aoother valid 
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point which has been made tO~'t~s that there are many products for which the Central Government or 
the product;lrS try to maintain i Uniform all-India price but different rates of sales trut result in diver-

• genes of price fro.~ State to State. l Thus there !a an unequallsed price for cement. Drug manufacturers 
are required to mark the maximum retsil price of the product on the package •. Mar;ufacturers of pro
ducts like vanaspati also D'lllintsin uniform all-India prices. liowever, so far as the consumer is con
oerned, becalll!'e sales taxes are extra, the price not only vario3s from State to s+.ate but because of the 
.orovision that local taxes are extra, the maximum prices fixed by manufacturers or Government lose 
':heir sanr:tity and the consumer may well be charged much more than what might be justifiable on acc
ount of the sales tax. Similarly, in the esse. of petroleum products, diversity in rates affect running 
costs of transport differently and cause diversion of trade. In respect of these products it would be 
desirable to have uniformity in the rate of sales tax. This can be achieved by voluntary agro3ement 
among States. Further, for some of the essential gooda"llke cement, medicines, vanaspati and petro
leum products, it !Day be desirable even to consider the question of levy of an additional excise duty in 
lieu of sales tax. · 

8. 20. Another area of reform would be to b:cing about uniformity in sales tax legislation and proce-
dures obtsining in different States. ·Variations in the wording of the law and in the forms prescribed 
thereunder lead to considerable. difficulties to those operating in more than one State! Because the 
wording of the law differs, High Court rulings on their interpretation also differ. Having to fill diff
erent forms in different States create their own problems. \Uniformity would el1m1nate some of the 
irksomeness of the present position. It could be achieved either through a Central. legislation by 
getting the consent of the States under Article 252 of the Constitution or by the drafting of a model 
law by a Central Agency like the Law Commiseion, which each State could adopt. Alternatively, 
a small group of representatives from different states could be set up who could jointly evolve the 
draft of such .a law, after agreement on these matters. . SUch a legislation r.eed not touch upon the 
rate structure, which each State would be free t? determine acting within its own logislative powers 

NEED FOR STUDY OF SALES TAX SYSTEM 

8. 21. Turning now to problems which relate to the efficacy of the sales tax syste1n as they pre-
vail in each State, we are happy that many States have in recent years had studies of their sales 
tax systems undertaken by expert bodies. We feel that this is a healthy trend. The economy of 
each State has its own peculiarities. Levels and sources of income differ from State to State. 
Therefore, studies >1 all connected problems by expert bodies in euch state would be most help
ful. It would, in our view, be even better if the studies were comprehensive enough to take into 
account all the resource possibilities of the States rather than concentrate on the single source 
of revenue. · There would be added advantage 1i the same body were to undertake studies in a 
number of States so that the experience and practice of·each State could be of benefit to the others. 

ALTERNATIVES TO COMPENSATE LOSS OF REVENUE 

8. 22. State GoverrlD:.~nts may feel that some of the recommends:ions we hav" IDB.de above will 
expose them to a serious loss of revenue. Our approach throughout has bef'n t1> Pvold thls and 
we believe that with appropriate adjustments in rates, loss of rev~mue can be avoide4.. Thus, 
the reduction in the rate of inter-state sales tax would be and could be offset in two w117L Firstly, 
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with the increase in the inter-State sales tax a growing volume of inter-State transactions is taking 
place on a consignment basis. As no inter-State sale takes place the tax gets avoided. In fact it is 
only the relatively small dealers wbo find it difficult to circumvent the tax in this manner. If the 
tax rate is lowered, the subterfuge will no longer be a paying one. Secondly, to the extent that the 
revenues derived by a State on its sale outside the State go down, its •lapacity to have a higher sales 
tax on products originatiny outside the state would go up. It is true that for eacb State the loss and 
gain may not quite balance but in general there would'be a more equitable distributio~ of sales tax 
revenues between different States. As regard the loss that may seem to arise from a reduction in 
the taxation of inputs, appropriate adjustments of rates on final products should make up for the 
shortfall without really raising the burden on the consumer. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SiXTY-FIRST REPORT 
OF LAW COMMISSION 

a. 23 In addition, we would draw attention to certain possibilities of extending sales taxation which 
within the existing legal and constitutional framework remain untapped. In its 61st report, the law 
Commission observed tbat several transactions fall outside the concept oi sale because of the absence 
of the essential requirements of sale. Fo:r: exam.Ple, a transaction between a hotelier aud a r~sident 
customer of a hotel - if there was a consolidated charge for boarding and lodging - would be one of 
providing services and would net be taxable under the head 'sale oi goods'. Tl.e Commission noted 
tbat the primary difference between a contract for work (of service) .md a contract fc.z sale of goods 
was tbat the service was intangible and it would be difficult to identify the service component in the 
final product produced, despite the fact tbat a part of even the whole of the materials used by the -
.cont:r;actor for making the final product may have been his property. In other words, this is because 
the distinctiveness of the two components embedded in the final prodilct, namely, goods used and the 
services performed got blurred, though the transactions relating to works colfracts resembled a 
sale in substance, Thus the sale of an air-conditioner is subject to sales tax but a contract to air
condition a building which does entail the supply of air-conditioning equipments escapes taxation. 
Similarly, sales of automobile spare parts are taxable but a contract to repair or overhaul a vehicle 
is not subject to sales tax. The recommendations of the Law Commission to bring the kind of tran
sactions referred to above within the sales tax net should be implem•mted. 

a. 24 Opportunity can alpo be availed of to implement the recommendations of the Law Commis-
sion in regard to taxation of hire-purchase transactions. As the law stands, it is only when the 
final instalment is paid then the sale becomes effective and, therefore, the tax is not leviable on · 
earlier instalments. Steps should also be taken to implement the other recommt:ndations of the 
Law Commission to plug evasion. We particularly · commend tile enactment of provisions analo
gouS' to the provisions in the Gujarat Sales Tax Act, which has been upheld by the Supreme Court, 
fur facilitating and enforcing the recovery of any amount illegally realised as tax by a private per
son whether as sales tax or any other tax. 

8, 25 At present there is sales taxation of goods but not of sel'l'ices. In many. advanced countries, 
services rendered by lawyers, architects, accountants, consultants etc. are subject to tax. A 
point in favour of snch taxation is that the 1:pper inoome groups spend more on services while lower 
income groups spend more on goods. At the same time in Indian conditions the introduction of such 
a tax has to be on a very selective basis. Otherwise self-employed persons and certain types of eco
nomic activities may be adversely affecterl. In the absence of adeq!llte data, it is not known whether 
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such a tax would yield sizeable revenue. We suggest that if Government: co!lBider it desirable to 
tax services the revenue potential as well as the oractical problems of such taxation should be 
further examined. We are in~lined to the view that if such a tax were to be introduced it should 
be under Central legislation and adm!n! stration - even if the proceeds of the tax go to the States • 

. One reason for this is that sales of services often have an intel"-State character. Further, any 
such taxation will have to take into account its effect on the natiohal economy as a whole. In pal"
ticular, it would be important to ensure that services sold to producers are not made subject to 
taxation because they are in the nature of inputs; otherwise the same prc-blems of cascading and 
distortion that have arisen now in respect of taxation of sale of goods will also arise in respect 
of taxation of services. 
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9. ALTERNATIVES TO OCTROI 

DEFECTS OF OCTROI 

9. 1 Octrpi has been found to be undesirable and harmful by almost eveey Committee that exami
ned its wor~ in the past, whether set up by the State Government or by the Centre. The following 
striking features have made it distinctively obnoxious:-

(1) As the levy is often collected as a spectflc duty in terms of weight, the incidence of the 
tax is regressive. Watches get taxed at lower rates ad valorem than cloth. · 

(ii) Its administration is cumbersome and vexatious. Wide discretionary powers vested in 
low paid steff have led to corrupt practices. ' 

(iii) The numerous barriers set up for collecting the tax at the points of entry as well as the 
very complicated procedures involved in getting refunds affect the smooth flow of trade. 

(iv) It immobilises a large number of transport vehicles for unconscionably long periods of 
time. 

(v) The cost of collection of the tax is disproportionately high in relation to the revenues , 
derived therefrom. ~or example, the Wankbede study Group's report for Maharashtra shows that 
the percentage cost of collection to gross octroi income. was about 23.4 for 1968-69 in respect of 
97 village panchayats and 22. 6 for 210 municipal councils. The Lakdawala Committee report for 
U.P. shows that for 1972-73, the cost of collection was 7.2 per cent. in respect ofKAVAL cities 
namely, Kanpur, Allahabad, Varanasi, Agra and Lucknow. 

(vi) Its economic impact, in addition to some of the adverse cascading effects as in sales 
tax, is llllQesirable in one other respect; it encourages the concentration of industries in metro
politan areas, particularly Bombay and Calcutta. Factories located within these areas can reach 
a large mass of consumers-free of oetroi levies. Even ancillary industries get located near the 
larger factories to escape this levy so that the components they sell do not pay any octroi. 

SEARCH FOR SUBSTITUTES 

9. 2 Nevertheless, State Governments within whose jurisdiction octroi has been traditionally 
levied have not been willing to get rid of it on the ground that they are unable to find a suitable 
substitute through which they could recoup the revenue that would be lost as a result of abolition 
of octroi. We are unable to accept this argument, as quite a number of States, e. g. Tamil Nadu 
and Bihar have been able to make arrangements for the financing of their local bodies without re
course to octroi. Perhaps one factor which is causing the reluctance to replace octroi duties by 
any other is the feeling that people bad got accustomed' to the impact of the octroi which is not 
Visible to those on whom it ultimately falls while any new tax will give rise to a good deal of re-· 
sistance. · · 

9. 3 . Another factor which seems to have discouraged State Governments from going ahead 
witl! ~e abolition of oc1.zloi nnd tts rr.placement by some other form of local or State taxation is the 
expectation that SC.m6how the Centrt> Call be persuaded to make good the loss of revenue on acc
ount "~ ~ abolijjoQ ·Cli tru.a ~ ~>e ·St)ate Govel'lllr.ents, iike Maharasbtra and ~arat, which 
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had appointed Committees to go into octroi duties, did not proceed to give effect to the alternatives re
commended by these committees because in the meantime the Central Government took an initiative 
in the matter which engendered the hope that it will be the Centre and not the States which will have to 
look for alternative sources of revenue. 

9.4 When the question of a Central levy in lieu of octroi was being discussed, a surcharge of 20 
paise per litre of excise duty on high speed diesel was being seriously considered. While the larger 
road transport fleet owners may well prefer this course, because their economies will improve with 
the :..rger turn around of vehicles, there is, from the national point of view, a good deal to be said 

. against this course or any other which would mean Central compensation to states levying octroi, the 
burden of which may fall on states whose municipal hodies do not levy an octroi and have had recoursE 

1to other measures such as higher property tax to finance themselves. An increase in the tax on die
sel will h2.ve an alround effect on costs and ·prices of goods. In particular, it will increase the cost 
of agricultural operations which may lead to increase in prices of agricultural prodllcts. There is, 
moreover, the question of maintaining parity in prices betweun kerosene and diesel. For these rea
sons, we do not favour an inct'ease in the levy of diesel to compensate the loss of revenue that may 
arise on aceount of abolition of octroi. 

9. 5 In considering alternative levies to take the place of octroi duties the question arises on 
whom the burden should fall. ·The less industrialised states have taken the line that the levy should 
fall on the people of the municipal areas who enjoy the municipal services. This view ignores the 
fact that octroi, although it is nominally levied on goods which enter municipal limits, does cast a 
burden on the surrounding rural community who often draw most of their supplies of industrial pro
ducts from shops within the municipal area. Further, octroi afl'ects the prices which farmers get 
for their nroduce which they sell within the octroi limits, while seemingly octroi falls on the consu
mer thro~gh higher prices. Part of it also falls on the producer wh~ gets lower prices. 

9. 6 The othe::- view which has been put forwar.d is that metropolitan cities and particularly the 
port towns serve the entire country through their industrial out-put and port facilities. Therefore, 
1t would be legitimate for the entire country to contribute towards the cost of their maintenance. In 
our view,· while it is legitimate and proper that for the development of the infrastructure for inter
national ports and the industrial complex around them there should be, as there is, provision for 
Central assistance under our plans. The cost of maintaining and running municipal services should 
appropriately fall on the people who earn salaries, wages and profits in those areas and not be pass
ed on to the consumer outside ex.:lept in the form of the costs of the products or services which 
these areas provide to the hinterland. 

9. 7 On the whole, therefore, we feel that resources for the up-keep of municipal areas conse
quent on the abolition of octroi should be found by taxation by the local authorities or by the state 
Government but not passed on to the centre which means the country as a whole. To the extent 
that this can be dcne by purely local levies e. g. , increased property and water tax or a tax on pro
fessions as baa been done in states where octroi is not levied the local authorities would be in the 
best position to determine the rates of levy. 

9. 8 However, if recourse bas to be had to commodity taxation as a substitute for octroi on the 
ground that octroi was levied on products, we would very much favour the levy being made by the 
state than by municipal bodies. 
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9. 9 This would mean the state undertaking such commodity taxation &s may be neces!'ary to pro-
vide resources for municipal bodies - unless it were to be decided that all commodity taxation is ta
ken over by the Centre and sales taxes are replaced by excise duties - and taking such measures as 
they deem appropriate to ensure an equitable distribution· of the tax burden on the sharing of its pro
ceeds among the municipal bodies. 

9. 10 In its effect, octroi operates very much like sales tax. One major difference is that it does 
not apply to what is produced and consumed within the octroi limits. This can hardly be considered 
to be a point in its favour which would justify its retention as a separate entity. If octroi were re
placed by some device which would be in the nature of an extension or enhancement of the sales tax, 
the tremendous saving in the cost of collection, in .the cheapening of trar.sport and the elimination / 
of losses due to faulty or clli;honest administration would enable the requisite amount of resources 
to be mobilised with possibl)· a decrease in the aggregate burden on the consumer. 

FEASffiLE ALTERNATIVES 

9.11 Various suggestions in this regard have been made from time to time. A flat turn-over 
tax has been suggested in more than one study by Committees appointed by State Governments. In 
Mabarashtra, the Wankhede Study Group suggested such a tax limited in its operation to turnover 
of dealers covered under the Bombay Slil.es Tax Act, According to the Study Group, th~ turnover 
should exclude (i) exports, (if) declared goods, and (ill) commodities covered by the scheme of 
additional excise duty in lieu of sales tax, but however, include even those items which are exe
mpt under the General Sales Tax Act. The Group had recommended t.he levy of a flat rate and 
estimated that a rate of about 0. 7 per cent would yield enough revenu•l to compensate local bodies 
for the loss on account of abolition of octroi. The Lakdawala Commi; tee has also likewise re
commended that the octroi should be abolished and replaced by a one per cent. tax levied on turn
over which would compeDRate the loss on account of octroi. 

9.12 Another alternative wo1ud be to have a simple surcharge on sales tax. A surcharge on 
sales tax would mean diffort>ntial in.}rease in the taxes on commodities taxed at different rates. 
This would make for complioations and could lead to sharp increase in the tax of items which may 
already be heavily taxed. We are, therefore, inclined to support a small turnover tax for various 
reasons including the fact that at least two competent committees looking at the problem from the 
states' point of view have recommended it. We would favour limiting the rates of turnover tax to 
less than one per cent and if any additional resources are needed they should be found by the local 
bodies without getting into the field of commodity taxation. · 

9. 13 While we have discussed various alternatives to octroi our main emphasis is on getting it 
abolished rather than on any particular alternstive to replace it. Though, the suggestions made 
above are not free from defects, the weaknesses and adverse effects of the octroi system outweigh 
them. We would urge that e:o long as State Governments agree to the abolition of octroi they may · 
have reasonablt> latitude ln the matter of devising alternatives. · 

9, 14 It may well be, that the octroi revenue in certain areas is so large that State Governments 
ruay hesi~tG to do away with them, however strong the case may be for such action. If necessary 
tLe -.lpe:ratio.n CBll be carried out in two stages. Octroi can be abolished in the municipal areas 
t~~;rgh 'Vnlch trti!Jk l'?ad transport services operate in transit while for the present they ,could be 
ll.!J.O':I~d to folllctivn only in placss like Bombay and Calcutta which are largely terminal potnts. .tfow
,;vex, •his can be but a temporary expedient, only if calculations show that otherwise a very sub
~ta"tiru. ad:J!•j~.n&llevy by tte State Government would become necessary. 
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·1/0. LONG Tl::RM REFORM OF THE INDli!ECT TAX S'.l'RUCTURE· 

10. 1 In the course of our analysis of the weaknesses of the existing system of indirect taxation in 
the country (vide section 3), we had indicated that given the magnitudeoftheproblemsandtheinteraction 
of taxes levied by ciifferent authorities, it would not only be enough to consider reforms within each in
dividual tax system, but it will be necessary to think of more far-reaching changes to bring about a )lar
monious functioning of the various elements in the system. In sections 5 to 8, · we have discussed some 
of the majo:r,: steps that should be taken in furtherance of the objective of rationalisation of the tax stru
cture. In order to mitigate the problem of cascading and to minimise the overlap of excise and sales 
taxes, we have suggested that on the one hand, there ought to be a lowering of excise levies on raw ma
terials and on the other, restrictions could be imposed on the power of the State Governments to levy 
salestaxestotheextentneededto ensure that there is no undue increase·in the cost of production and 
that each State essentially taxed its own residents without jeopardising national 'Priorities. A ratiolll!
lisation of the excise duty structure on final products has also been recommended along .with the exten
sion of the provision for tax set-off to narrow down marked divergences between nominal and cumu-
lative levies. · 

10. 2 These changes would not only initiate the process of reform but should be capable of bringing 
about a marked improvement in the existing system. However, they could only go part of the way. If 
it is our objective to eliminate, or reduce to negligible proportions, cascading and distortions in re
lative factor prices caused by import, excise arid sales taxation, we. would have to think of making long
term changes in the direction of a system with generalised set off for. taxation of inputs. The main re
ason for this isithat a simple reduction l.Ji the rates of duty on a raw material and other inputs, parti
cularly in the case of excise duties, could only proceed up to a point; beyond that it not only involves 
huge losses in revenue but also relieves certain• types of comrumption and products from taxation. Conse
quently, if revenue losses are to be made up, final products which are already taxed would have to be 
subjected to further taxation. Besides, taxation at different stages is requin;d to keep evasion under 
check. Thus, a system of set-off becomes central to the whole scheme of rationalisation of any ex
tended system of indirect taxation. It is in this context that we need to consider the subject of value 
added taxation. 

VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT) 

10~ 3 The evolution of indirect taxes i-n India is in L'any respects sim1lar to the coarse it has taken 
in most other industrialised and developing countriea. \The emergence of an extended system of excise 

L. 
taxation, or the overlapping between an- excise tax system and a multi-point general sales tax. the pro-
blems of distortions and cascading that theue give rise to, the attempts to deal with such problems-
all these developments have manifested themselves in different developed and deveroping countries as 
their economies grew complex and the burden of their fiscal system steadily increased. It was then 
realised that in order to avoid distortions, promote exports and to make intervention beneficent, se
lective and purposeful, it was necessary to thfitk of a diffE-rent system embodying a principle which 
would ~liminate the above mentioned problems even under tr e.-:U3r.~1d commodity tax syatem. In~~
suance of this objec+.ive, today, almost the .v'Jole of We .u.rn Euro ~(including the Uni~d KingdomL as 
well as a number of developing countries,lsuch as, Br~ .1\l"!.enti Ja aDd Ivory Coast,'Lhave gone on 
to the Value Added ';.'ax (VAT) system. '.i.'lie question natural!y arises wl>.etbfl..- Indta te-e, faced with si
milar problems, could and should ado?t VAT. It. fact, ou~ terms of l"9fcre:J.co rcc;.uir~ as spectfically 
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to examine the feasibility of adopting some form of VAT in tbe field of indirect taxation. If the ans
wer is in the affirmative, we have further been asked to indicate what would be the appNpriste stage 
at which the principle of VAT should be·applied. Wben we elicited the views of trade and industry on 
the subject, we found that although there were several who expressed doubts and_ reservations about 
the administrative fekSfuility of adopting VAT in India, there was an impressive measure of support 
for such a change - one important source of such support being the Federation of Indian t."hambers of 
Commerce and IndustrY~-, · 

10.4 A detailed exposition of the VAT system is given later in the Report. \/Essentially, 1!AT in 
its comprehensive-form is a tax on all goods and services (except exports and GOvernment services), 
its special characteristic being that it falls on the value added at each stage - from the stage of pro
duction to the retail stage. However, in practice, no attempt is made to ascertain the amount of va
lue added, but instead each tax·-payer is allowed to deduct from the tax payable on his output the taxes 
he bas paid ori his inputs. Administratively, this is a simpler way of reaching the value added. It is 
also clear that tl:e producers are in effectfreedfrom the taxatl.o.c of inputs at every stage. Thus, a 
distinctive merit of the VAT. is that it enables a country to have an extended system of commodity tax
ation and yet avoid the problems of cascading and escalation of costs that are concomitants of general 
sales and excise taxes. It is also relatively easy under the VAT system to completely free exports of 
internal commodity taxatio;;;] -

10.5 In European countries that have adopted the full-fledged VAT system, VAT is applied to in-
ternal production as well as iiiU)Orte while exports are exempt. Individual imported commodities may 
be, and are, in addition subject to protective duties. 'This means, ths.t aP!Lrt from affording a certain 
degree of needed protection, imports are placed on the same footing as domestic products for the pur
pose of taxation. 

10.6 JPw VAT in its comprehensive form extends from the mining and manufacturing stages to the 
retail stage. It can replace lill other forms c.f internal :liu:lirect taxes. Thereby, the maximum bene
fit can be derived from VAT. However, nucha total or near total replacement is, for obvious reasons, 
more easily done under a unitary system of Government tban under a federal system, for, in the latter, 
the State Governments ·need to be given certain independent powers of taxation.-l 

' .___, 

10.7 \The first question we need to consider is whether we should take as our long-term objective 
the replacement of the existL1g sysroma of excises, sales taxation and octroi by a comprehensive VAT. 
This would have several ecooomic advsnta~s. It would aleo be consistent with the oft.-eX}>ressed de
sire of trade and industry to deal with a slnj;le tax authority in the inllirect tax field, which in turn is 
at the root of the demand for the merger of sales taxes with excises;] We have discussed in section 8 
the arguments for an:!. against the proposal and drawn attention t<. tlie political judgement involved, -

10.8 'LHowever, there is a morf, inpo.>rtant probl(;m to be faceci, namely, the administrative prob
lem of enforcing VAT at the wholeeala and retail stageS', because firstly, the number of tax-payers 
to be dealt with gets larger a<J we move further do'l!rn'the line h the chain of transactions; and second
ly, the siWiller dealers in a developing country and even ill developed countries, maintain only a pri
mitive form of accounting and may fbd it extremely difficult to cope with the accounting requirements 
of VAT. There is alRo the further con3ilieration tlat wholesalers, and even more the retailers, are 
likely to be deali'lg in a variety of commoditiea so that the matching of output and f.nput taxes becomes 
difficult._] 
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VALUE ADDED TAX AT MANUFACTURER'S STAGE IMANV AT) 

' -
10. 9 l_!9r these reasons, WI! consider that it ;,oould be premature now to think in terms of a com-
prehensive system of VAT extending down to the retsil level. But in order to put C'Bntral taxation 
on a rational basis, we would urge that serious consideration be given for moving over to a VAT sys
tem at the manufacturing level- the so-called MANVAT. It is our view that in the ultimate analysis 
a satisfactory solution to the various distortions and problems that arise from an extended system of 
"excise taxation li~s in the adoption of MANVAT. The main advantage of MANVATwould be that it 
would altogether eliminate cascading on account of taxation of raw materials and other inputs. The 
tax levied on a final product would be the total tax on it and the tax on inputs at earlier stages Will not 
affect its cost or price. The consequent reduction in interest charges and in successive mark-ups 
woul., also be favourable factors as far as prices of final products are concerned. The community 
woul<l know the real tax burden on each product and it would also facilltste the gradation of different 
products under lower or higher rates in order to achieve the desired degree of progression. MANVAT 
may also minimise the requirement of physical checks to ensure that there is not much evasion. Be
sides, the competitiveness of our products !.D. the export markets will get a major thrust':] 

. . -
~ 

10.10 \From the administrative angle, MANVAT should not present insurmountable difficulties. 
From thC point of view of accounting, the larger manufacturers would not fiod it too difficult to 
cope with the requirements of VAT and the number of tax-payers to be dealt with would be mana
ge_able. · Though the smaller manufacturers in certain industries would pose some administrative 
problems, keepi:Dg in view the experience of other countries lind the fact that the major part of excise 
revenue is ~llected from a relatively smallernumberoflarge producers, .it should not be difficult to 
devise special schemes Cor the smaller producers consistent with the socio-economic objectives of en-
couraging their growth.! · 

-~-

10. i1 j Theoretically, VAT can be applied in two ways: either a given rate of tax can be applied to 
a base which is eq•.tal to the value of output minus the cost of inputs, or the producer may be allowed 
to deduct from the tax payable on output, the tsx he has paid on inplrls. The latter is referred to as 
the tsx credit method.· This is the method that we would recommend for adoption in Jndia for MAN
VAT. This method would eusure that the actual rate of tsx paid on a final product would be equal to 
the nominal rate of tax on it. · Moreover, this method would enable us to tsx value added at stages 
before the manufacturing stage where MANVAT mat not be made applicablft for some reasons:] 

10.12 (under the VAT system, relief is provided in respe~t of taxation of inputs. One question that 
arises in-this connection is whether the capital goods purchased by a pr<'ducer should be conaidered 
as inputs for this purpose:-·~' iii :.;nost of the European VAT systems, relief is provided also for the tsx 
paid on capital goods. However;;' iinder Indian conditions. it would not be prudent to provide such tax 
relief not only on revenue c.onsiaerations but also in order not to give encouragement to capital-in
tensive methods of production. our aim should be to provide relief in re_!JM!Ct of taxes on all inputs 
including physical ingredients; consumable stores and packagf.ng mate~ 

10. 13 (we have pointed out earlier that present excise tsx system coutsins a provision under Rule 
56-A for set-off of tsx paid on inputs against the tax payable on the output, tmder certain conditions. 
The tax credit available under the VAT is exactly of the same ldnd. The extension of the scope for 
relief under Rule 56-A, which we have recommended, would in 'fact be one of the preparatory steps 
for the introducticn of MANV AT. The main difference between an extended system of appltcattnn 
of Rule 56-A and the MANVAT is. thd the former is based on procedures involvillg physical checks, 
whereas the latter would be mainly based on the invoice or tile accounts method. We 
have heard that a number Qf cumbersome regulations have !e be complied with in order that 
a producer may avaU himself of the benefit of Rule 56-A; . for example, the infozmation 
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about the ~·eceipt in the factory of the tnput concerned has to be communicated to the tax authorities 
within a specified period. Obviously, such a stipulation would create complications if the applicat
ion of this PrOvision were to be made gener5 

10. 14 ilf the excise tax system only were to l:e put on a value added basis, relief would be given
only for ·-excise tax paid on ibputs. Such a relief cannot be given either in respect of sales taxes 
or customs duties. Hence, ·if sales taxes continue in roughly the present form, they would impinge 
on inputs and much of the advantage of MANV AT would be lost. TherefCire, simultaneously with the 
introduction of MANVAT, or even preparatOry to it, the exis~ system of sales taxation would have 
to be reformed along the lines we have indicated in section S.i,Y~ce the implementation of our re- . 
commendations would n&arly eliminate sales taxation of inputll' sold to taxable manufacturers, if 
MANV AT also were to be introduced, we would in fact be reaping one of the main advantages that 
flow from a comprehensive VAT. However, just as the conversion of the excise tax system into 
MANVAT would not have much significance unless the salestax system is aleo reformed, it would 
be equally true that there would not be much force in our insisting on the States to refrain fro~
ation of inputs if Central Excises continue to fall on them irrespective of economic conside!'atlons~ 

10. 15 ''As regards import duties, they cannot imlnediately be b~;ought within the ambit of MAN'/ AT, 
. One of the main reasons for this is that at present fairly stiff rates on imported raw materials and· 

intermediates are levied to bring in sizeable amount of revenue. Import levies on inputs will have• 
to be reduced first to such levels as are necessary for purely economic considerations, namely, to 
protect domestic industry and to introduce an element of disconragement for the use of imported pro
ducts. There would be no case for refunding the levies imposed for the above reasons, which sh!!llld 
not be looked upon primarily as sources of revenue but are deliberatEly intended to raise the landed 
cost of the concerned imports. In addition to these, the equivalent of MANVAT on the same domes
tic products should be levied as countervailing duties. In course of time, after such rationalisatlor 
has takt>n place, when revenue needs permit it, relief under MANVAT could be made admissible in 
respect of such countervailing duties: .' 

,- . 
10.16 'LThe advantages of the system that we are recommending are not simply theoretical. If a __ 
system of MANVAT were to be adopted and sales taxation on inputs wtre af8otobeelimlnated, ~
stantlal benefits would accrue to the economy •. In order to gain an idea of the major benefits that 
will be derived from the appfication of VAT, we have had carried out a study of th~ impact of the 
present system of taxation on costs and prices in an important industry, Llllilely, the autc:>moblle 
industzy. The study shows that in the case of truck and bus chassis there would be a saving in costs 
to the tune of Rs. 3000/- (about 5% of the tax-exclusive price), through the reduction of interes<;' 
charg~s on working capital and the reduction in mark-up at different stages of production. The 
saving will still be sizeable even if VAT were to replace the existing excises alone. Additionally, 
a considerable amount of scarce working capital w)rlch is locked up as the tax component in in
ventories wouid be releAsed for produ..--tlve parposeii:'; 

1o-. 17 In European countries as well as in certain developing cou~tries, such as, Brru;ll; which 
· have edopted VAT, wLl.le the system is made applicable to all industries, some products, such ·as, 

petroleum, tobacco and liquo:t>, are in addition subjected to non-refundable excise duties. In Ger
many, a few more commodi!fes are added to this list and all of ther.t are subjected to what are 
called consumption taxes. \Under Indian conditlc-ns, it would be preferable to keep quite a num~ 
of indulrtr •es outside the scope of MANV AT and continue oa. them tht· present system of excises. \ 

~ 
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§ese would include induutries in whose final products not much cascact.ag of tax is inrolved a~ well 
as those whose products h11.ve to be taxed at special or at high rates for ~conomtc or sumptuary re
asons. Taxation of such products has to follow its own logic and cannot be fitted into the general sys
tem. The kind of industries that we have in mind are petroleum products, tobacco and tobacco pro
ducts, sugar, coffee, tea and matches. Together they yielded in 1976-77 Ra. 2081 crores which for
med 46. 4 per cent of total exqise revEonue. Incidentslly, keeping them out of the system of. MANV AT 
would correspondingly reduce the administrative burden of running the new systenl.l 

~ 

10.18 '~Vf.e would not suggest, however, that an attempt should be made to apply MANVAT to all the 
rest of the indui3tries at one stroke. It would be prudent t6 make a start with 3 or 4 industries which 
produce final products (such as automobiles and diesel engines) in reopect of which cascading and other 
ill effects arising from widespread input taxation are pronounced. Such a pilot project would enable 
Tax Administration to test out procedures and study the reaction of ta."C-payers~1 . . . --

An industry itself may have a wide range of products. If the experiment is to be made on a 
somewhat wider scale one could consider, say the entire range of products falling under the automo
bile industry. On the other hand, if the experiment is to be pinpointed, one could think of products 
like trucks, tractors and diesel engines for launcbir)g a pilot project. ]'i>n the basis of the experience 
so gathered, attempts could then be made to extend the system. On tile ·basis of such evidence as we 
have been able to gather about the operation of VAT in a number of developing countries, it would 
appear that the adminietration of a VAT confined to the manufacturing level would not be beyond the 
capacity of tax authorities in India. However, we recommend the cautious approach of starting with 
a pilot project, because in the interests of safeguarding revenue it is necessary to establish its work
ability before a widesprearl application of the system is contemplatea. I 

~ 

10. 19 G:s has been amply demonstrated by the experience of other countries, it would not be possi
. ble to work the VAT system with a plethora of rates of tax on different inputs and finished products. 
While tl>eorists who advocate complete neutrality in indirect taxation argue iJf favour of a single rate 
of VAT, even most of the developed countries have found it necessary to have more than one rate of 
tax and also the impose additional higher l(lvies on a range of luxury products. Before embarking 
upon MANV AT, it would be necessary, as one of the preparatory steps, to rationalise the excise duty 
structure so as to have only 4 or 5 rates. As we have argued earlier, in the rati!>nali!led duty strU- . 
cture, the same rate of tax should apply to final products which ooutd be identified as belonging to 
the same group of necessaries for life, conventional necessities or luxuries, depending upon the tn.:. 
come group which predominantly consume them. Also, there should be non-discrtminatocy taxation 
as between competing raw materials or other inputs unless there are special economic reasons for 
a contrary treatmen"d 

/ 
10.20 )Anotjl.er preparatory step for the introduction of MANVAT wpuld be the. extension of the 
scope for relief under Rule 56-A. We have also argued that the average rate on raw materials should 
be brought down. Once the number of rates of final product have been cut down, .the ·burden of taxation 
on raw materials is reduced itnd relief under Rule 56-A has been sufficiently liberalised, the divergen
ce between the cumulative levies and the nomtnal rates on the final products would be considerably nar-
rowed down. The stage would then be set for the introduction of MANVAT.j · 
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lJl. 21 [Jn applying the MANV AT sys~m, some practical problems may bave ~ be faced, A point· 
often made is that the system would mean maintaining detailed books of accounts, casting, as a re
sult a ~uch heavier burden of tax compllance on the small and medium scale mamrfacturers 
at p~esenS~ To assess the magnitude of this problem, the C9mmittee'~ Secretariat undertook a 
·small sample study of6he purqhase and sales pattern as wtiJ. as the acoountlng system of mamrfac
turers with different out-turn ranging from less than Rs. 2 lakhs .. per annum to tbat e_xceeding Rs. 1 
crore per 8:DDum. All the manufacturing ~ts covered under the stud,y were found to be issuing :In- · 
voices with comprehensive de~s. It was noticed that manufacturers whose turnover exceeds Rs. 15 
to Rs. 20 lakhs per annum do, .. 'land large, get most of the¥' inputs under cover of regular invoices 
which are maintained properly. \'1hese invoices show detailed particulars, but excise duty is not 
shown wtere the purchases are tt>m dealers. Such manufacturers keep detailed accounts of their 
purchases, production, sales and stocks in balance, of inputs as well as of finlshed goods. Though, 
in several cases, the bulk of the purchases of inputs was direct from other manufacturers, there 
'were also purchases from local dealers and those situated .outside. In the case of mD.nufaCturers 
whose turnover is less than Rs. 15 lakbs, accounts maintained for purchases, production and sales 
gave reasonable details though the system was not sophisticated enough, In their cases, the larger 
portion of their purchases were from .. dealers (and even retailers sometimes) and the corresponding 
invoices (which were generslly obtained) did not mention the excise duty particulars. Thus it could 
be assumed tbat manufacturers whose turnover exceeds Rs. 15 lakhs could be reasonably expected 
to conform to VAT documentation without much difficulty, As far manufacturers with smaller out
turn (who lncidentiilly contribute not even 5% of the total excise tax revenue as per our study), it is 
possible to devise special schemes, discussed later in Part n of our report, in order to reduce the 
burden of documentation under normal VAT. The sm8ller manufacturers could be subjected to a 

• systqpl of payment of duty somowbat on the lines of the existing simplified prccedure, with certain 
modlficMI.ons which could also take care tbat such producers do not suffer 1vis-a-vis others working 
under normal VA~ A scheme of grant of tax credit on a notional basis in respect of inputs bought 
from smaller producers working under the special scheme ·could be introducod so that the latter do 
not suffer a disadvantage vis-a-: vis the tax paying larger manufacturers. · 

10. 22 ~more important problem to be faced in extending the system of MANV AT would be on 
account of the fact tbat;J as indicated by our study, ~yeralinputs even by the bigger manufacturers" 
are bought through the medium of.dealers 1Vho are not subjected to Central Excise. Such problems 
bave been faced and successfully tackled by countries which bave adopted VAT only upto ths manu
fscturer'slevel'.l Even France faced th1a problem wlien in 1954 VAT was 1nlti9lly experimented 8t 
the manufactunng stage and special schemes were devised for this purpose. fBased on the experi
ence of oth~r countries, it should not, therefore, be difficult to find an appro~te solutio¥ to this 
probley the Indian context. One of the posslbllities which could be explored would be a suitable 
Uberallsation of the existing provisions of rule 56-A which already allows tax credit 1f there is one 
dearer in between two manufacturers. The other posslbllity could be. to allow the dealers to re
gister voluntarlly and to empower. theni to issus tax vouchers. Perhaps, a better method may be 
to allow tax credit on a noj:ional basis after deducting from the invoice prices a gross margin for 
the wholesale sector. Under this scheme. tax credits would be granted at notlfled rate& which 
would be related to the releVllnt rates of tax on the inputs as also th" pattern of P{Oductl~n of th~ 
inputs in th4f organised and· small scale sectozf,)"In fact, a critical study of the schemes operat
ing 1n other countries would be of great help in devising approprlste solutions in the Indian con
text. ~ lntroductL>n of VAT for selected industries 1n the first instance, as recommended by 
us, "«o~.a ~n&He C'..o\·e:rument >'.nd Tax .Admfhlstration to obtain a clear idea of the speclal pro
blem,, o~. tDil !dnd that '1"-> have iudlc.r:.ted above. On the basis of the experience ga1ned suitable 
sche~ee c..,lild ba ~-ils~ before:~eA~IlUing MANYAT to other industries.-; . ' 
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10. 23 Introduction of VAT in other countries bas been preceded by a period of intensive tralnlng for 
tax administrators and education for tax-payers. rAs we are contempla~ the appltcation of the VAT 
only to the manufacturing stage in 1nd1a and since'l.n practice it would fall mostly t>n producers who are 
also income-tax payers, the prob!_em of educating the ~-payers would not assume such a large pro
portion as in countries ilke Bra~~ere the srstem is extended right up to the rctailstage{Never
theless, the importance of an adequate educational programme cannot be over-emphasised. If our . 
recommendation for the adoption of MANV AT is accepted by Government, it would be ncessary to send 
a small team to atudy the operation of VAT in some countries including a few developing co~tries 
whc•·e this scheme bas been working for a number of years. Only after that, a detailed programme 
of implementation could be worked out which would include, inter·.~!!!!!, evolution of appropriate re
turn forms, and making the concerned industrial units ~r with their use, transitional problems 
rela1ing.to the treatment to be given to the inventories, the ~nt of computerfsation, etc. . . 

10. 24 . In conclusio~ we may add that the initial measures of reforms of the indirect tax slstem 
that we have recommended in sections 5 to 8 would not only facnfate the change over tO the new 
system, but are also desirable in their own .right. Thus these reforms could be carried out even 
before a final decision is taken by Governmentr~rding the MANVAT. · However, it would be fair 
to point out that, for reasons stated earlter, they'i'could only gc part of the way towards rationali-
sation· of indirect tax system in the country. · 
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11. PROCEDURAL REFORMS 

11. 1 One of the important criteria in judging the soundness of any tax system must be bow sm-
ooth it is in operation. In the subsequent part of our Report we have addressed ourselves w the pro
blem of procedural reform in some detail. We nevertheless feel it necessary to highlight some of 
the problems and di•fflculties which arise in the course of assessment and levy of duties and our re-, 
commendations rep.rding the ways in whicb they could be removed. 

ELIMINATION OF AVbiDABLE DELAYS AND DISPUTES 

11. 2 In indirect taxation, mucb more than in direct taxation, it is very necessary that the asses
sment of the duties payable should be made without mucb loss of time. Any delay can lead to one of 
the following consequences each of which is au undesirable one:·-

(a) The producer sells his products on the' basis of the higher assessme'ilt than he himself 
considers to be right and thereafter has recourse to appeal and revision procedures. In the event 
of a lower rate of duty being determined, he would get a windfall profit because he would have al-
ready charged his customers a price vlhich would take into account the higher levy. · 

(b) The producer sells his product pricing it on the basis of a lower rate of excise duty 
than he l.s finally called upon to pay. Jf as a result of appeals etc. the levy of duty at the higher rate 
is upheld, the difference netween the tax collected and the tax leviable would Ia11 on the producer, 
sometimes without his being able to recover the difference from the persons to whom he has sold 
the gooda. 

(c) Sometimes products remain unsold until the classificat:on or valuation disputes are 
decided. The latter may as well involve considerable delay. 

11. 3 It is therefore of the utmost importance that the process of giving a final decision on all 
issues such as classification and valuation and the grant of refunds and rebates should be speeded 
up to the maximum extent possible. . T-he Self Removal Procedure (Review) Cornml.ttee had reco
mmended a time limit of three months for grant of refunds. The Centr~ Board, of Excise and CUs
toms has also issued detailed instructions for reducing admin! strative delays. Despite these, de
lays continue to occur. This is not because of the slackness on the part of those concerned but 
the system itself is conducive to delays.· Therefore, the attempt at refo:tm must consist of three 
steps; revision of procedures so that possibilities of disputes and differences are reduced, if not 
eliminated, restructuring of the machinery for appeals and revisions and incorporation of appro
priate provisions to deal with situations in which despite the reform, delays do take place. 

11. 4 Among the causes which lead to disputes and differences, the two most important are 
classification and valuation. This is particularly true of excise duties. As there are 136 tariff 
items covering almost the entire range of in$strial production, the doubt often arises as to 
whether a particular product falls under one tariff item or another. This issue assumes a sp
ecial importance because of the different rates at which excises are levied under different tariff 
item!!. Our recommendations regarding the considerable reduction in the number of rates as 
well as of plying the same rate of duty to like products, if accepted, will in a way lead to a re
~ctioA in the number of disputes over classification since the number of cases in which the rate 
of duty will differ according to classification would be far fewer than they are !lt present. 
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RESTRUCTURING OF TARIFF 

1i. 5 However the most ':ffective way in which disputes over. classification can be minimised is 
by having each tariff item defined in sufficiently precise terms so as to leave as little room for dou
bt as possible about the correct classification of any product. There is now in existence an inter
nationally accepted classifioation known as CUstoms Cooperation Council Nomenclature (CCCN) 
which classifies products in far greater detail than ever before attempted. We have adopted it With 
various modifications in our customs tariff. There is another classification base, e~ally detailed, 
which we use for purposes of sea borne trade accounts. Then there is our excise tariff which gen
erally follows the terminology adopted by Indian trade and industry. Because of the greater preci
sion in the nome11clature, the administration of the import tariff does not present serious problems. 
01'. the other hand, in the levy of excise duties, there are frequent disputes over classification. Fur
ther, such disputes affect the customs administration also because the excise duty payable on a pro
duct is leviable as countervailing duty on imports as well •. 

11. 6 It would therefore be of considerable advantage if the excise and customs schedules are 
aligned completely With each other. At the same time, there is force in the argument that for a 
very large number of assessees who are subject to excise cluties the use of familiar trade names 
is much more intelligible than a technical definition of each prodUct. The Tariff Revision Commi
ttee had recommen~P.d the restructuring of the Central Excise Tariff and alignment of the customs 
schedule with the excise schedule to the eXtent possible. While recommending a CCCN based cus
toms tariff it conceded that for purposes of excise, complete adoption of the CCCN based tariff 
may not be desirable and for a range of products the Inman commerce or trade identity may con- . 
tinue to be used. 

11. 7 We endorse the recommendations of the Tariff Revision Committee relating to the revi
sion of nomenclature of excise tariff. It is desirable that this revision is synchronised With the 
process of rationalisation of the rate structure on the lines recommended by11s. Care must be 
taken to avoid a situation in which a product which is not being manufactured in the country at all 
becomes subject to a countervailing duty when it is imported simply because the excise tariff 
classification is not sufficiently detailed. To facilitate co-relation between the customs and 
exCise tariff schedules for the p1rposes of levying countervailing duty it might be useful if t!!e 
import tariff schedule contains a cross refcNnCe to the excise tariff schedule. 

VALUATION UNDER EXCISE LAW 

11. 8 Ambiguity and doubt about classification are not the only sources of disp1tes which often 
result in prolonged litigation With the disadvantage referred to above. A good deal of disp1te ar
ises over the valuation of a product. The excise duty should normally be levied on the ex-factory 
selling price. There has been concern ove~ the possibility that a manufacturer. Il18¥ .sell to 
somellne-in special relationship With him at an artificially low price in order to pay a lower am
ount of duty. This is a problem which arises in dtrect.~tioualso 8lld tbe principle of arm's 
length transactions is used in judging the correctness of the value of sales. To guard against 
this danger, it has been felt necessary to introduce the concept of "related person'' in the excise 
law. From what we have heard on the subject, it appears,tmt tbiP concept is bging interpreted 
in a way that goes beyond its original purpose and just:ificatlon. Sel!in;; t:J.r;;,ugt. dealers, distri
butors and agents is a normal established crade practice for a wide range of products and the . 
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margin allowed to such dealers and traders can also be fairlY high in some cases, because after 
sale-services have to be provided or promotional expenses for sa!es have to be incurred. There
fore, the real test to apply should be whether the kind of termS on which goods a~ being sold to 
such distributors and agents etc. would be available to any independent buyer or whether there 
would be any preferential treatment to any special class of people._ ApplyiJlg this concept, tran
sactions between holding and subsidiary compaiues and companies under the same management -
can clearly be treated as transactions betwen related persons. In such eases the price charged 
by the related person to independent buyers could be tl).e basis for assessment. There may also 
be situations in which some dealer or dealers may have a special relationship, perhaps a family 
relationship, with the producers while other buyers do not. So long a'fthe goods are available to . 
all of them on the same terms then there is no reason to suspect the bdllafides of the transactions 
between the mamJfaclurer and such dsaler(s). In other words, the concept of related person should 
be applied much more strictly and for this p1rpose the J.aw on the subject should be made clear to 
avoid future disp1tes •. Another type of problem which arises is in regard to difference between 
the ex-factory ·price and the p~.rchase price of wholesale dealer/distributor. -This difference may 
be due to the transport cost, or aue to the cost of any special packaging needed to facilitate the 
transport, or due to other elements of cost which the distributor may have ~ incur.,. e. g. in mar
keting or in servicing machinery items which are sold. Clearly these elements should not be 
treated as a part of the assessable value. Even ·when the transaction is with a related person, to · 
the exent that the party concerned does incur expenditnre·on transport, marketing and th'e like, 
the price realised by him cannot be said tO be the price at which the manufacturer could have 
-sold the product to some one who was not a related person. Tl:.erefore it would be appropriate 

- for the law and the rules to make allowance for it. · 
. 

11.9 Further, there is another problem area which relates to equalised freight. In some 
cases, Government themselves provide for this,_ as in the case of cement and steel. For some 
other products, manufacturers themselves mai!ltain an all-India price which absorbs the amount 
of freight incurred.· The exis'ing provisions allow deductions in respect of actual freight in
curred in the transportation of exciS!.ble goods from the factory to any other place; however, no 
deduction on account of equalised fr.eight is allowed primarily on the ground that it does not re
present the actual cost of trimspc)rtation. In principle, there ts no reason to treat them differ- '· 
ently. The mere fact that in the latter case it is an average expenditure docs oot Ll.ter the ba
sicc position that it represents the cost of transport. We, therefore; recommend that where 
the manufacturer .astablishes his average transport cost he could be allowed to claim a dedUc
tion from the all India price whlle determining the assessable value. 

11. 10 Once the concept of a related person has been redefined to. remove the genuine prob
lems raised by· trade and i!ldustry, the present practice of the manufacturer getting the prior 
approval of the price list co!Ud be riispellsed with in all C<ases where the sale is to an indepen
dent buyer. This would eliminate delayR_in the removal of goods from the factory and asses
ment in most cases could be IJJlUie on the basis of the invoice price. 

11.11 The v:Ul.dity of the amended law which is now in fcrce aud in which ~e have suggested 
some modifications has been challenged in a llllmber of writ pet\tions tiled in different mgh 
Courts. it is po.;slble t1ut difi"erent view~ may be taken in different Wgh Courts on the points 
at issue. Ultimately, a Supreme CQurt verdict alene could finally settle the issues. The whole 
procesl! ma:r well take yes.re:- Si"-C~ a sale of the product may well be proceeding in petween on 
certain assumptions depending or tle final verdict, assessees as a class may reap a windfall 
profit or suffer a sizeable loss. The case for arriving at fln'llity as early as possible is there
fore very strong and hence we wculd urge that the question of amending the law should be exa-· 
mined urgently. Side by side, Government could consider requesting the Attorney General tc 
move the Supreme Court under Artir.le 139-A of the Constitution~ transfer these cases to 
itself so as to enable a speedy determination of the issues involved. 



INDEPENDENT MACHINERY TO RESOLVE DISPUTES 

11. 12 While we have discussed above the ways in which the volume of disputes can be reduced, 
we have no reason to believe that they will disappear. The need for appropriate procedures for 
appeal and revision therafore needs consideration. 

11. 13 There has been widespread demsnd both from trade and industry and other sources that 
there should be an independent machinery to resolve disputes under Customs and Central excise 
laws to replace the present arrangements under which such matters are generally disposed off by 
departmental officers. Almost all the commissions, committees and other similar bodies who 
have considered the matter in the past, stsrting with the Taxa!ic>n Enquiry Commission (1954), 
have recommended the setting up of an independent machinery for the p;u'pOse. Recently, the 
SUpreme Court had also occasion to point out the desirability of setting up of a quasi-judicial tri
bunal f~r deciding cases under customs lind excise laws. We endorse the above suggestion. 

11. 14 The principle of separation of the judiciary from the executiv.3 is enshrined i.a ou:r Con
stitution. It has been ali'plied extensively even in the matter of taxation. In the administration of 
inoome tax independent~tribunals have been set up• ·I'he main argument that we have heard in su
PPort of continuing' present procedures under which final decisions are taken at the level of the 
Central Government is that in the matter of indirect taxation quick decisions are necessary. A 
judicial tribunal because of the kind of procedures it would follow capnot give such quick decisions. 
We have ourselves emphasized the importance of avoiding delays in settling issues pertainlng to 
indirect taxation. In SUpPOrting the setting up of an independent quasi-judicial tribunal our em
phasis is not on a change of procedures. We world very much hope that it would not be impossi
ble to avoid the kind of procedural complexities which contribute to delays. The important thing 
to ensure is that asses sees should not ·reel that their ultimate Court of redress consists of peo
ple whose prime responsibility is to col).ect revenues for the"Government. Whilst it may be true 
that y.'hen hearing appeals or revision petitions Members of the Central Board/Officers of the 
Central Government do take an objective view, the point has been m.'ide to us that sometimes 
tl.ey are inhibited in the exercis£ of their judgement by the consideration that their verdicts could 
be questioned by revenue audit. In the later part of our Report we set out in some detsil OU" 

thoughts on the composition of the tribunal and its functions. The main point of principle which 
we are anxious to emphasise here and which we hope will have the approval of the Government 
is that while appeals which lie to the Appellate ~ollectors could coDtinue to be disposed off by 
them, the second appeal arising therefrom should be heard by a body which will'be, and will 
seem to be, truly independent of and separate from the exec11tive. An exception to the appro-
ach that the second appeal alone· should go 1D the independent body could be the cases where 
the original order has beep passed by the Collector. In such cases, the first appeal itsea may 
lie to such a Qody. 

~ AMENDMENTS TO LAW 

E~ . 
11.15 Appe'ais to the High Court on points of law agalDSt orders passed by the tribunal will 
of course continue. The possibility of divergent views being taken by different High Courts can
not therefore be ruled out. Whlle the. Supreme Coul11 will have to be the final arbiter in all such · 
matters we would put forward one poilit for Government's consideration which may help in re
ducing the number of cases going to the Supreme Court and the time whlch it must ine7itably 
entail.in getting a final verdict from the highest judicial authority in the land. More ofte4 thar.< 



not, it is some ambiguity in the wording of the law which gives rise to doubts about its h.ierpretst...: 
ion and occasionally leads to different interpretations by different authorities and courts. We feel 
that whenever the wording of the law gives rise to sny doubts, Government should immediately ap
ply its mind to see whether the doubts cannot be resolved by llll appropriate amendment of the wor
ding of the law. Where tariff is concerned,· the opportunity to do so comes at least once every year 
when the Finance Bill is presented to Parliament. In important arid urgent cases an amending Bill 
can be introduced in Parliament at other time as well. The advantage of such a course would be 
not only to reduce the volume of litigation but also to ensure that the problems which arise when 
there is any doubt about the tax liability in a particul:p- set of circumstances will at least pros
pectively be removed. There have been instances when, following the &lpreme Court verdict, 
Government have found it necessary to legislate retrospectively. Timely action may reduce the 
number of occasions where recourse has to be had to such a device. -

1L 16 The question should also be examined whether in cases where an assessee has collected 
from his customers a higher amount on account of excise duty than could have been levied under 

· the law as it stood should he not be made to credit to the Government the full amount which he 
has recovered from his customers on account of the excise duty. A provision of this nature has 
been made in the sales tax law of Gularat, the valic!ity of which has been recently upheid by the 
&lpreme Court. 

11. 17 As stated earlier in this part of our report we have confined ourselves to some major 
points of prf~ple. In the course of our enquiry we have had a large number of representations 
from trade and indsutry which we. have discussed with Collectors of Customs and Central Excise 
as well as Members of the Central Board of Excise and Customs. As these pertain to a wide ra
nge of problems which must necessarily be dealt with in some detail we shall be dealing with 
them in the appropriate part of our Report devoted to procedural problems. 
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--i.s. INDffiECT TAXATION AS AN ECONOMIC 'l.XL. 

12. 1 Our terms of reference require us to examine a number of economic issues, particularly : 

(a) the role of indirect taxation in promoting economic use of scarce resources; 

(b) the impact of indirect taxes on prices and costs; 

(c) the advisability of using concessions in in-direct taxes to assist particular industrtes 
or particular s.ectors of an industry; and 

(d) the role of indirect taxation in mobilising resources and the question of inter-action 
and a proper balance between indirect and direct taxes in our tax structure. 

12. 2 These issues are complex. Decisions on some of them entail a value judgement which can 
only be exercised at political levels. We have nevertheless analysed the likely impact of particular 
policies in the field of indirect taxation on different sectOrs of the economy as well as on the econo
my as a whole, and have formulated a number of recommendations. · 

12. 3 Thus, we have argued earlier that to ensure the economic use of resources, in general, like 
products should be taxed at the same rates, except when there are good economic or social reasons 
for discrimination. We.have also made a distinction between general input taxation for revenue pur
poses for which tax credit may be given and a special leyy on an input for discouraging its use, if 
found necessary. In a planned economy like ours, there may be legitimate grounds on which we can 
interfere with the consumer's choice between different articles of consumption and the producer's 
choice between different raw materials and techniques of production. 

12. 4 In regard to prices and costs, while recognising that indirect taxes are likely to be passed 
on to the consumer and therefore they do lead to an increase in the prices of the products concerned, 
we have drawn attention to some of the adverse effects of the present high levies on inputs (imported 
as well as domestically produced) which tend to raise costs and prices beyond the levels which can be 
justified on revenue considerations. We have dwelt on the role of import duties in providing P.rotec
tion to indigenous industry and examined at some length the concessions in indirect taxes given to the 
small decentraiised sectors of industry. We have also pointed out the reasons why in develoJ?ing 
countries indireqt taxes have to play a larger role in mobilising resources than direct taxes. · In this 
section, we propose to examine the kind of role which indirect taxes can play in a somewhat wider 
context, particularly in respect of inflationary and recessionary trends and in generally stimulating 
production and investment. 

INFLATION AND RECESSION 

12. 5 In any consideration of the use of fiscal measures as a tool of economic policy, attention 
must be bestowed both on direct and indirect taxes in order to decide which of them or what combi
nation of measures in .both sectors would give optimum results. It is, therefore, necessary to eva
luate the role and the possibilities of both direct and indirect taxes in controlling inflation. Spea
king broadly, direct taxation when it is universal in its application curbs aggregate demand without 



affecting the freedom of choice of the consumer iul'between'different products. Indirect taxation can 
affect the demand for different products differently, and can serve the purpose of curtailing the dema
nd for those which are in short supply. The use of indirect taxes as a supplement to direct taxes to 

> curb demand in a situation when prices in general are showing an, upward trend acquires special vall-
. . ~ . 

dity in Indian conditions because :. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

direct taxes apply only to a small, fraction of the population; 

prices of particular products often register sharp Increases not because the demand 
for them has gone up but because of a failure on the supply front; . 

often when there are general signs of inflation particular industries may be facing 
a demand recession. 

12. 6 I It would not be quite appropriate to look at indirect taxation merely as a means of restrain
ing demand for particular products by raising their prices. Inflation too brings about a balance bet
ween demand supply by raising the price level. The difference between the price rise which results 
from inflation, ofte~ due to deficit financing, and the price rise which results from indirect taxation 
which is used to reduce budgetary deficits, lies in the fact that inflation hurts the weaker sections of 

. society most while some of the affluent sections may even gain due to inflation. The price rise due 
to an increase in indirect taxation can and should be orderly so as to conform to concepts of social 
justice and act as a check on excess profits. Besides the price rise under inflation tends to repeat 
itself, whereas the rise in prices occuring due to an increase in indirect taxation leading to a re
duction in purchasing power, is expected to be an once-for-all phenomenon. 

12.7 Certain types of products, such as the basic essentials of life cannot be subjected to higher 
excise duties with a view to cutting down the demand for them. If, due to a failure of monsoons, a 
shortage of foodgrains or cotton develops and there is a trend for food and cloth prices to shoot up, 
it would be of course unthinkable to try to deal·with the situation by accentuating the price rise. The 
curb on demand in .Juch cases would be much better brought about through rationing. We would add 
that the mere imposition of price control without effective measures to curtail demand through 
rationing only leads to hoarding and blackmarketing. The role of indirect taxes in respect of such 
products should be to augment supplies by lowering duties on imports of like products as well as 
by preventing their diversion to less essential purposes through higher levies on the alternative 
uses to which they can be put. Thus, if cotton shortage is responsible for raising the price of 
cloth, lowering of import duties on synthetic substitutes for cotton es well as raising of excise duties 
on non-wearable fabrics can help. ~ 

12. 8 The identification or products on which duties should not be raised in order to curb the de
mand for them is of course a nuitter of social judgement. Howe-..r. we would like to point out in this 
context that if there is a rise in the price of a product which is taken into account for calculating the 
quantum of dearness allowance, due to an increase in tax on it, there should be no compensatory in
crease in dearness allowances. Otherwise, the main burden of the tax would fall on the most vul
nerable sections of society, namely, those who are unemployed or who earn their wages in·conditions 
in wh!ch there is no prospect of dearness allowance being paid to thell\ e. g. agricultural labour. 

12.9 When rationing is not dEsirable or possible, indirect taxation can act as a check on abnor-
mally high profits, llfl prices rise, t.? brlng about a balance between demand and supply. It can do 
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so more effectiv~ly than 'price control which curbs the profits of the honest but results in a tax free 
windfall to the unscrupulous. If the excise duty is ad valorem, in conditions of a mild price rise it 
would automatically ensure that the level of tax per unit of output goes up. It is true the profits of 
the producer would also be rising. This would encourage increased production of lhe article. A 
good portion of extra profit will gc. to the exchequer by way of direct taxes. If lhe increase in price 
is particularly sharp, the rate of excise duty can be stepped up as a regulatory measure. In doing 
so, care should be taken to ensure that the incentive which higher profits provide to the expansion 
of production is .!lot wholly destroyed. 

12.11 Further, it must be emphasized that as soon as the iinbalance between demand and supply is 
removed, there should be a cut back in the regulatory duty. We have come across many instances 
where the duty was justifiably raised on essential products in conditions of scarcity, but subsequenUy 
when the shortage disappeared the duty was not reduced because of ~sing revenue needs. In order to 
counter ·such trends Government might consider whether windfall accretions to revenue of this kind 
cannot nationally be segregated from the mainstream of resource mobilisation and utilised primarily 
for meeting sudden unforeseen demands on revenue or, better still, in a manner which would go to 
augment the supply of ti:3 product in question. In any event such regulatory levies should be kept dis
tinct from the basic rates and be subjected to annual review. 

12.11 We now turn to a situation in which there is a shortage of demand rather than supply. In 
Indian conditions, with a rising population and continuing efforts to step up the level of investment 
even though the level of savings is not adequately high a general recession should not as a rule occur. 
If !here are any signs ofit, the overall level of investment in lhe economy should be stepped up with
out a correspouding increase in resource mobilisation so as to give a boost to demand. The techni
ques of having recourse to tax cuts as many developed countries do would not be the best answer to 
recession in India. 

12. 12 However, a general recession in Indian conditions in much less likely than a situation in 
Which, even when there may be a general inflationary trend in the economy, particular industries 
may be faced w.!_th a demand recession. In such conditions there is a clamour for reducing ~e in

. direct tax burden on them. The mere fact that an industry is losing cannot be a reason for gtving 
tax concessions to it. We have argued that not every rise in the level of profits should occaSion 
a rise in the rate of indirect taxes on the product. Similarly, not every decline in profits sliould 

· lead to a reduction in the levY. Indeed the expectation of frequent changes in the rates of indirect 
tax can generate many speculative trends which may themselves bring about or accentuate the kind 
of situation which the change in the tax rate is expected to correct. The expectation of a possible 
reduction in duty may lead the trade to reduce its offtake from the industry, just as on the eve of 
the budget when a rise in taxes is expected there is a speculative rise in prices. The later often 
gets furlher aggravated by the restrictions, which are sometimes imposed by the authorities. On 
the quantum of clearance of excisable products from the factory. 

12. 13 Nevertheless, conditions may arise in which a reduction in the duty can, as a temporary 
expedient, be given to an industry facing a demand recession, just as there may be occasions for 
raising duties when supply falls far short of demand. Thus, when in the interests of maintaining 
production and employment, extra bank credit is being extended to any indi!Jllry to enable it to 
carry larger stocks of ee finished product, a temporary duty reduction could well be considered 

to stimulate demand. 
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THE PRODUCTION ANGLE 

12.14 There has ~en a great deal of discussion on the need for. and the possibility o~ using con
cessions in excise duties for the purpose of encouraging larger production. Excise duty adjustments· 
have in fact been used for encouraging production in particular industries in several ways. In the 
paper industry, excis.e duty is lower for units with production capacity below a certain level., There 
have also been cases in ·the past when the concession was available provided clearances did not ex
ceed a certain limit (e. g. tyres and aluminium). The underlying consideration was to give relief to 
units whose costs were high because their scale of production was low. The most comp:ehensive 
of such concessions is the one announced in the 1976-77 budget under which production in excess of 
a certain norm, which is different for new units and older units, qualifies for a 25 percent reduc-
tion in the rate of excise duty applicable to such production. · 

12. 15 A concession in indirect taxes can affect output in two ways. If it is passed on to the con
sumer and results in a lowering of price it can stimulate demand and thus encourage higher produc
tion. This is more likely to happen in cases where the prevailing level of excise duty is on the high 
side and the price elasticity of demand for the product is relatively high since the reduction. in price 
on account of the tax concession could be significant. In cases where as a result of the high consu
mer price inclusive of excise duty the effective demand is less than the potential of demestic supp
lies from existing capacity, there would be a case for a reduction in excise duty to boost output. 
SUch a situation is likely to arise when excise duties have been hiked up in conditions of scarcity 
and there bas been a subsequent augmentation of the production potential. It could also arise when 
the duty has been consciously raised on any product whose demand is highly elastic to meet any 
particular set of considerations. Gene).·ally speaking, a high duty wl deb leads to significant under 
utilisation of the licensed capacity cannot be justified. From the puzely revenue angle, the reduc
tion in duty may be partially, wholly or more than offset by the addiUonal revenue accruing from 
the incr~ase in sale. But where the higher duty is meant to discourage further investment flowing 
into a particular activity which on social or economic considerations iB deemed to be a low prinri»r 
activity, the point will need to be considered whether the reduction in duty would run counter. to 
specific policy objectives. ' ·· · 

12.16 The other case is where asaresu).toftbeexcisedutyconcessionstheproducer is able to 
increase his realisation by keeping to himself a larger part or whole of the benefit accruing from 
the reduction in duty. Even a small improvement in realisation per unit of output could have a 
significant impact on the unit's profitability. The producer would then have an incentive to pro
duce more than the normal, even if it meant a rise in cost of production of the additional units 
of output, provided there is an unsatisfied demand for the product or the demand is growing at 
an adequate rate. A reduction in duty not to lower the price to the consumer but to increase the 
profitability per unit of output to the producer can be considered in the following types of cases: 

(a) When a product is subject to price control and there is a rise in coats, ~d if it. 
is intended that consumer prices a]lould not rise the duty reduction could offset 
the increase in costs. However, in all such situations the moat serinus consi
deration should be given to the possibility of allowing an appropriate increase 
in prices rather than have recourse to a measure which amounts to indirect 

· subsidisation. 
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(b) In a· capital sclll"\le economy, if an increase ih capacity wou1J involve substa:..tial capi
tal costs it might be justifiable through excise duty concessions to encourage a higher 
production from existing installed capacity even though such higher production would 
lead to an increase in unit costs. 

12. 17 In the light of the above ge~eral considerations we comm~nt bel~w on some of the schemes of 
concessions for encouraging production in different industries as also for particular category of pro
ducts within an industry. 

HIGHER PRODUCTION RELIEF SCHEME 

12. 18 Presenting the budget for 1976-77, ·the Finance Minister stated. It bas been decided to in
troduce a new scheme of excise duty relief to encourage higher production. The scheme visualises 
grant of relief in respect of selected commodities to the extent of 25 per· cent of duty payable on goods 
produced in excess of production in a selected base year. The list of items included in the scheme 
covered 43 excisable products originally and a number of additions were made in July and September, 
1976. 

12. 19 When the scheme was introduced it was widely hailed as a measure to boost production. Sub
sequently, there has been a good deal of criticism on the ground that its benefits have often gone to 
those who did not deserve them while others who really needed the encouragement gained little. The 
main pcints made in this-context have been : 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d) 

the scheme has the effect of benefiting newer units much more than the older ones; 

the base year chosen works out to be highly favourable in some cases, particularly 
in those where production in the base year was unduly low because of !Jpecial diffi
culties such as lack of power or raw materials or labour problems and the subse
quent -increase m production was going to take place anyhow whether or net any tax 
incentive was given; 

industries subject to higher rates of duty benefit much more than those subject to 
lower rates, e. g. , !he relief of as per eeDt aE tile ct19 ~ meant much more 
to industries ·like tyres and polyester filme wliiir:lllll!l!mllli~Dijj5i::~ID alblfes of 55 per 
cent and more than lOb-per cent (In ad~ lll::nis). "if!S!Ii&Ciwl;t. ftlan the in
dustries like caustic soda and soda<ash which are subject to duty at only 10 per 
cent; .. ~. 

often in the case of industries where lack of demand was the main impediment to 
Increase in production the concession- did not mean more production overall but 
only a redistribution of the same level of production among different manufact
urers of whom the more efficient gained at the expense of the others. 

12. 20 We would not of course recommerui any modifica\:(ons in the scheme while it is in opera
tion. It is not desirable as a rule to modify concessions onee announced-during the period of their 
validity. However, we feel that the scheme should be discontinued after the tnitlltl period of three 
years is over. Thereafter, any concessions which.may bP. given should ta.l<e ~tcco•mt of the weak
nesses of the present scheme. In particular schemes meant to encourage higher production from 
eldsting units ehould not be extended to wholly new units whose case we discuss below: 
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ENCOURAGEMENT TO NEW UNITS 

12. 21 · The plea is frequently made that new units suffer from the disadvantage that the cost of their 
plant and machinery on account of Inflation and other factors would be much higher than of old establis
hed units. Their cost of production would, therefore, be higher. Since the market price for the same 
product must be more or less uniform, it is argued that unless the excise levy on the new units is low
ered to enable them to earn an adequate return while selling at the same price as the older units, new 
investments will be discouraged. 

12. 22 In considering whether .and to what extent duty relief should be given to stimulate new invest
ment in any particular industry a number of factors have to be taken into account. Although ne'Y plant 
and machinery 1o cost more, often they are more efficient and have a higher level of productivity. The 
disadvantage in all cases may not be as great as . the difference in the price of capital equipment would 
suggest. Then again, in a number of instances the market could absc,>rb the production of new units at 
a price which would be remunerative to them despite their higher costs and what may stand in the way 
is some form of a control over prices. In such a situation consideration must be given to the possibi
lity of allowingahighercontrolledpricethan subsidising the product at the expense of the exchequer. 
In a regime of admirrl stared prices, pooling arrangements in appropriate cases could prevent excess 
profits to older units and keep down the increase in consumer prices. In the long run, the attempt to 
keep the price of an essential product at a level lower than the cost at which it can be produced by new · 
units may lead to scarcities because it will stand in the way of new. units coming up. 

12.23 However, particularly in the case of capital intensive industries; the problem may be serious 
enough to warrant consideration being given to fiscal concessions. The best way to deal with the pro
blem would be through devices such as the old development rebate or the comprehensive incentive scheme 
introduced in tbe 1976-77 Budget of investment allowance which bas now been extended to cover all 
except a negative list of 30 relatively low priority industries. The terms on which finance is. available 
can also he!p canalise new investment into desirable channels. 

12.24 Having drawn attention to alternative possibilities oihe!ping new units, we would not rule 
out the use of indirect tax concessions on a case by case baais if circumstances so warrant. in the 
case of certain capital intensive ini!ustries the quantum of relief to be given by way of investment 
allowance may have to be too high. Then there may be industries which will face a critical liquidity 
problem, if in the initial -years they are subjected to a high rate of excise duty, particularly if the 
induatry happens to be one in which in the initial years production is expected to be far belo;v the 
rated capacity for one reason or ~ther. In short, while we do not in general regard excise duty 
concessions as the best method of encouraging new investment in an industry, we recognise that 
there may be circumstances when such concessions could be justified. However, when excise 
concession is-given to stimulate new investment, it should !:e made applicable to units which start 
production a couple of years after the announcement and should remain in force for an appropriate 
period from the date when production starts. Otherwise, the concession may be too generous to some 
and too meagre for others. 
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EXCISE RELIEF FOR ENCOURAGING THE PRODtJCTION OF LOW PIDCED 
·CONSUMER DURABLES. 

l2. 25 With a view to achieving a fulle~ utilisation of the exiatiBg aapaclty and ml!dng. avaflable an 
amenity like refrige~r to a Wider sector of the. community, ·preferential tu treatment has been 
accorded to smaller capacity refrigerators over the last fft years. Thus, as against the oormal 
duty of 75 per cent charged for large sized domestic refrigerators, much lower concessional ntes 
(viz. 40 per cent and 50 per cent) have been made applicable to economy class refrigerators of 
capacity not exceeding 165 litres. Similarly, to encourage promction of cheaper varieties of tele
vision sets and thus enable a much large number of people to have an access to them, excise duty 

·on low priced television sets .has been reduced to. 5 per cent as against the normal duty of 20 per 
cent in the 1976 Budget. This form of concessional excise can play an important role in boosting 
·production of particular varieties. Experience has shown that production pattern has ~ towa
rds standard models of the type which have been accorded the benefit of lower exctse duties. This 
form of excise relief could well be extended to other consumer durables after a case by case con
sideration. The models favoured through excise concession should be the cheap varieties so as to 
provide a built-in incentive for cost reduction which would benefit a significant proportion of wage 
earners. On this consideration we feel that the dividing line between products taxed at concessio
nal rates and those taxed at fuli rates should be value rather than physical specifications. When 
value is the limiting factor the producer tries to offer the best possible product Within the prescri
bed price range, while when physical specification is the criterion for the concessions there could 
be a tendency to produce lWIIlry rather than utility. models meeting the requirement of specification 
which would sell at prices beyond the reach of the class of consumers for whom the concession was· 
meant. 

TAX CONCESSIONS FOR CERTAJN OTHER PURPOSES. 

12. 26 Excise duty concessions are often given on a long term basis to units which make use of non-
traditional raw materials which would otherwise go waste or adopt labour intensive techniques of 
production. Certain types of paper based not on wood pulp but agricultural waste receive excise 
concessions. So do khandsari against sugar and.bandloom textiles against mill made fabrics. Such 
concessions are in principle legitimate. Care has, however, to be exercised to ensure that they are 
not excessive and do not lead to waste or uneconomic use of some other scarce resources. In deci
ding upon the nature and magnitude o.f concessions, a clear view has to be taken as to whether it is 
desired to stimulate a particular type of !lconomic activity and to brinj!: aboui a further ei'Jl&DsiOn of 
the protected sector or whether the objective is merely to protect and ensure the survival of the ex
isting weak units. 

12. 27 Sometimes fiscal intervention and tax concessions may be necessitated to meet sudden and 
unforeseen developments in particular sectors of an industry. Care should be taken to ensure that 
the measures adopted to deal With a short term phenomenon do not lead to undesirable distortions in 
the long run. Tax concessions can certainly•be used to provide the necessary shelter to sectors and 
techniques of production when it ls in the public interest to do so. Such concessions should be pre
ferably given as a part of a well-conceived national strategy rather than in response to pleadings of 
producers who for one reason or another find themselves in difficulties. In exceptional cases, de
serving of help, it may be better to consider schemes of outright subtlidisation, so that the com~-

. nity is clearly aware of the cost of the assistance, than to attempt to devise tailor-made conces-
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5,:or.'S which cost the exchequer no less and whose benefits are often derived by those for whom they 
were never meant. The belief that tax concessions can bale out any producer who runs into diffi
culties must be rooted out. 

.../INVESTMENT ANGLE 

12. 28 Special ca~e has to be taken to ensure that changes in the tax structure which may alter 
investment priorities are not introduced except after the fullest consideration. Capital for us is a 
scarce resource. We cannot afford infructuous investment. When within the framework of poli
cies and particularly as a result of fiscal concessions investments have already been made, the 
concessions should not be withdrawn without adequate notice unless they are already time bound. 

' 
12. 29 Whenever Government desires to introduce 1!!1 added measure of stimulus or restraint in 
respect of any particular type of economic activity consideration need not be confined to changes 
in the rates of indirect tax alone. Among the instruments which Government can deploy for the 
purpose, are, (i) direct taxation; (ii) the price policy; (iii) the terms on which credit from banks 
and other financial institutions is made available; and (iv) measures of control. 

12.30 Investment decisions are i.I>fluenced by expectations of the net return on the capital em
ployed. In a free market economy 1f the demand for a product shows signs of outstripping its 
supply, the price shows an upward trend which encourages new investment. A control on the 
price of a product does not give timely signals to the investor and iri general it e.ncourages him to 
invest in areas where there is no price CO.Jltrol and where he has hopes of making high profits. 
Since products subjected to price control are usually iri the category of what are known as essen
tials, there has been a pronounced trend for investing in products which are categorised as non
essentials. To reverse this trend, one of the possibilities which would need to be considered 
would be an adjustment in the price control policy. 

12. 31 The second possibility would be to consider ways in which nroducts which are subject to 
price control can be helped to lower their costs. In reckoning his .:ost the producer would take 1 

into account the indirect levies on the product. For products subject to price control in which 
further investment is needed, care must be taken to see that indirect taxes do not lower profit ex
p:!ctations of priority industries relative to non-priority industries. 

12. 32 Another possibility would be to make available long-term finance on concessional terms 
for expanding the priority industries which are subject to price control. The kind of terms on 

. which institutional finance is available to an· entrepreneur affects biB investment decisions. in two 
ways. What he pays by way of interest charges and the provision he has to make for the amorti
satl;:m of his loans enter into his cost-profit calcu~tions. Secondly, the people who inv~st in 
t:le eGpity' capital of a11 enterpris~. ineJvitably and nghtly expect a higher return than those who 
make secured loans to it. · · · · 

12. 33 Direct taxation as a rule affect the level of returns to the investor by taking away a part 
of the gross profits which he earns. However, if his costs are not more than covered by the pri
<les at which he is able to sell his product and he does not earn any profit, a lower rate of direct 
ta."2tion would not help him. The only way iri whieh direct taxation can help him to improve his 
pr.lfi~ility as distinct from the share of profits whic~ he can 1"3tain, is by measures which help . 
hi .n r-.l rduoe his c..J&tc. Tl.est;; r;~ne~"t.U:r t~ the sh'!Jll! ?f allowirg depreciation at enhanced rates 
so !l .. t !:is r;vernf> ld' l",3t «:h!~.:. 
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12. 34 Finally, there are licensing controls of vartous types. They are more effective In preven& 
lng Investment going Into undesirable channels than In promoting the flow of Investment Into desired 
ones. To stimulate Investment In Industries whose growth needs to be accelerated fiscal policy can 
play a significant role. Wben discussing customs duties we have drawn attention to the Inter-relat
ionship between import control and import duties.· Similarly, selective or differential commoditytax
ation is as potent a factor In Influencing the flew of investment as Industrial licensing under the ln
d.lstries Act. At the very least, it should be ensll.-'lthatindirecttaxation andlndustriallicensingwork is 
in unison and harmony rather than at cross purposes. If licensing policy for any product is restrictive 
a reh 'ively high excise duty would be called for while If the Industrial licensing policy is liberal both 
direct lind indirect taxation can help in achieving a good rate of growth in the Industry concerned. A 
tax on a commodity enters a wedge between supply and demand prices and can be used to modulate mar
ket forces in accordance with the national priorities •• lndeed it is possible to use Indirect taxation as 
the main instrument for regulating the flow of investment so that it acts as a substitute fo~: Investment 
licensing. The level of the tax pllls cost of production will determine the selling price and the tax should 
be so adjusted as to restrict the flow of resources into different lndustrie~to the desired extent. 

12. 35 To complete the picture we would add th&t the manner in which the resources, mobilised 
through taxation or otherwise, are spent or invested by Government is equally significant In the impact 
which.it has, social and economic, on the life of the community. The picture of progression of the 
tax aystem-can be modified for the better or for the worse by the pattern of budgetary outlays dePend
Ing on the income groups which benefit from Government investment and expenditure. To the extent 
that some products are subsidised they may accentuate or moderate the burden wbich the tax aysU!m 
places on different income groups. The kind of demand which emanates from the public sector clso 
operates as a powerful force in determining the patterns of investment In the economy. 
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13, CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

13. 1 The prime purpose of a tax sjstei:n is to mobilise real resources needed. for- promoting 
econonilc and social progress. But the very process and manner of resource mobilisation, the 
incidence of taxation, and the encouragement or discouragement that it gives to diverse economic 
activities, are not Without their own socio-economic consequences. From the social angle what 
is most needed is that taxation should have an adequate measure of progression. From the eco
nomic view point, the tax system should encourage the kind of economic activity to sustain which 
resources are being mobilised, while at the same time, should least reduce the efficiency of re
source use. 

13. 2 For the tax system to subserve these objectives it IDJlst have stability. It should not be 
tinkered With fr,equently either in the_ interest of revenue or to deal With day-to-day problems or 
to resolve the difficulties of particular producers. The need for higher reven,ues should be met 
in a manner which does not upset the structural balance of the system once it has been rationalised. 
This, we believe, should be possible if the system is rationalised and changes effected along the 
lines of our recommendations. 

13. 3 In conclusion, we would like to summarise the highlights of our findings and recommenda-
tions so as to bring out the major directions of change in the tax system that we envisage. The 
system of indirect taxation that we have today is the result of a more or less uncoordinated growth 
of major individual indirect taxes levied independently by the Centre and state Governments and 
Locai. authorities. The structure of each of the major individual indirect. t'J.Xes is itself not enti
rely rational or internally consistent, and their interaction often serves to compound .their harm
ful effects. The objectives of tax reform should, therefore, be to e:dminate the overlapping of dif
ferent taxes and to rationalise the internal structure of each of the taxes in such a way that they 
are rid of their major deficiencies and would become the building blocks for a harmonious indirect 
tax system in the country. The most serious deficiencies in the system of indirect taxa'"on can be 
traced to (a) the Widespread taxation of raw materials and other inputs under import, excise and 
sales taxation, mainly for raising Tevenue and not always With adequate regard to the economic 
consequences flowing from such taxation; (b) the overlapping-coverage of excise and sales taxation 
over a Wide range of products; and (c) the inequitable distrlbution of tax burden among states in
ter ~ through the attempts of particular states to export part of their taxes to the residents of 
other states. 

13. 4 !nthe field of excise taxation, our major proposals relate to: (a) the rationalisation of the 
duty structure on final prochicts such that progression could· be more easily achieved and our eco
nomic priorities fulfilled; (b) ratlpnalisation of the rates of.duties on raw materials such that ma
terials that are close substitutes Will be treated similarly unless there are special economic rea
sons to the contrary and high rates of taxes on particular materials imposed for special reasons 
in the past will be-curtailed in the interest of lowering the cost of production in the economy as a 
whole and (c) taking major steps Within a time-bound programme of action towards the solution of 
the problem of cascading, first by extending the application of existing procedures for the relief 
of input taxation and finally moving over to a system of Value Added Taxation at the manufacturers' 
stGge. 
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13.5 _ Im}l(>it"duf:tes m!'~cts !'4J._mafniy on_~"'ptater.tals, intermediates and machinery. 
This has tile tofieet of bringir.~ ab011t !( g~~ral·inu're!<Be in ;he cost-price structure which, apart 
from ~g undeeii~le Jn itdert.' .t.. .. nda tO m:!l.e on~ fui!ustries less competitive in the iilternational 
market. The vecy Nilh)~yel of ~P#t'~ties 9n. s'~.;e'products gel}erates a vicious circle which 
leads other in,oostrtes ~'see!sclli~<;~prot':c'!;iort iilo:riler. to 'survive. A reversal of this trend, 
pclrticularly when !JUT foli'ign eK.9ruingeopor;ition 1s~ 9omhft$le, is necessary. The long term ob
jective of the refop;i.;(,finport lilj:ati~ !l-)lould.be.tc> l!>vror'tbe rates of taxation on different in~ts 
and machinery to leviltl ~t wo!II:<l'be necessury ~give adequate protection and have an element 

, Qf discouragemElnt of imports •. Sllch adjuste(j levf~il''fclu~'serve ~rely economic purposes and to 
thf!m would be added.a i.'OuntervaillDg,du~ ·equivalantiW t;h3 excise on similar commodities/pro
cfucts: We recognise that t'b!a refor¢ coli;d q,hly t#~~Uy carried out. Once import duties 

"are :rattonaliS,ed along th~ lines 8uggeste<i al,;v'\>g,)bcy;i:'~uid be harmonised with the operation of 
the excise tax system because th.en th~ couutervailitig dufY ~n imported products would be given the 
same treatment as excise dutfe8 on. domestic producis..·c..,: ·' - . - • • - , • . - .. ·.·.I 

13.6 . ·· rn.the ficld.of .f'al<!c taXation,: our proposals a~'bitsed on the principles (a) that sales taxa
~ 11 State ~d ~ssentially be imposed !JD its residt1its without impinging on costs of produc
tion in the 2<><>numy and. Withoqt significantly .alie<:tfug t.'w residents of other States, (b) that the 
principle-of a v:qifi~d market within the coqr,try sbcruld bP. preserved, (c) that if tl!e tax is to play a 
distinctive. role ~t should ,cover alro vabe aiitl")Jl. ~t)he pi,';A-manufacturing stages, and (d). that . 
. there should be as far as 'PopSibl~ llDiformjt~'c:f.tl'p[:(;;~!fl,S and even in the broad structure Of taxa
tion in diffe~nt S;:&tes.' Accordingly; we have lrecornirrei.,iled that the State Governments should 
gradually m,;,e over to a sin~ pOint til.."< at the last~<): ·secondly, sale of in~ts to registered 
marufactureis: sh~uld be free of taXation B6. that, as unde:· excise;· so also under sales taxation, . •.. . , . . , . . ' ' . · ... I 
inF.!ts 'would be complete.ly frae.f~om levies .• Thirdly,.· thf inter-State sales. tax, now subject to a 
ceiling +nte of 4.:Per·cent,,'sbould:be g:riid\Jally brougi1t dl>wn to one per cent. 

13. 7 , J'h~Jttinciple of a unified market :impli";B tbat j;h're should be DO import or export duties 
when g<JD~ move \vitbin t!Je country fro!Xi State to .State or from place to place. We have; there
fore, recd~nded that octroi,· which are in the nature.~fimport levies and often act as transit 
Tenes; !"l:<AJd lie totally abolished. 

~ 

13. 8 ~ ;Jf OU I mLjDI i't'icommencJafions.Rre J'mpfemenu.Jii'1i b zesnlting system WOuld approximate 
to an integrated and extended indi.n:cl. fax system·~~:bma lhe import and mam•factning sta
ges to the st».ge of the larga ret:J.Uers •. with iuit relteficr input tanHn~ and therefore completely 
lree from .. problems of cascading and distortions in thil \sllocation of resources. At the same time, 
~i&E:&.and 6ales ti>J<E>S would have cle~r.and.<listinctiie. i:oles within their rightful spheres and 
would enable us to maintain reianvefy ~changed the diviSion of tax powers as contemplated in the 
Constitution. · · ' · . · · · . · · ' ' ' · · ·· ' . · 


